COMMISSION REGULATION (EC) No 761/2009
of 23 July 2009

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community,


Whereas:


(2) It is necessary to update Regulation (EC) No 440/2008 to include changes to certain test methods and to include several new test methods adopted by the OECD. Stakeholders have been consulted on this proposal. Those amendments adapt the methods in question to scientific and technical progress.

(3) The provisions concerning vapour pressure to include the new effusion method should be revised.

(4) It is necessary to add a new method to measure length weighted geometric mean diameter of fibres.

(5) It is appropriate to update Regulation (EC) No 440/2008 to include with priority a new in vitro test method for skin irritation, in order to obtain a reduction of the number of animals to be used for experimental purposes, in accordance with Council Directive 86/609/EEC of 24 November 1986 on the approximation of laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States regarding the protection of animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes (3). Although a draft in vitro test method for skin irritation is still under discussion within the OECD, it is appropriate in this exceptional case to include method B 46 in this Regulation. Method B 46 should be updated as soon as possible once an agreement has been reached within the OECD or if further information justifying such a revision becomes available.

(6) The provisions concerning the algal inhibition test need to be revised to include additional species and to meet the requirements for hazard assessment and classification of chemicals.

(7) It is necessary to add a new method to measure aerobic mineralisation in surface water, by virtue of a simulation biodegradation test and a new method to assess toxicity to the genus Lemna, by virtue of a growth inhibition test.

(8) Regulation (EC) No 440/2008 should therefore be amended accordingly.

(9) The measures provided for in this Regulation are in accordance with the opinion of the Committee established under Article 133 of Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1

The Annex to Regulation (EC) No 440/2008 is amended as follows:

1. Part A is amended as follows:

   (a) Chapter A.4 is replaced by Chapter A.4 as set out in Annex I to this Regulation;
   (b) Chapter A.22 as set out in Annex II to this Regulation is added;

2. Part B is amended as follows:

   Chapter B.46 as set out in Annex III to this Regulation is added;

3. Part C is amended as follows:

   (a) Chapter C.3 is replaced by Chapter C.3 as set out in Annex IV to this Regulation;
   (b) Chapters C.25 and C.26 as set out in Annexes V and VI to this Regulation are added.

Article 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.

Done at Brussels, 23 July 2009.

For the Commission
Stavros DIMAS
Member of the Commission
A.4. VAPOUR PRESSURE

1. METHOD

This method is equivalent to OECD TG 104 (2004).

1.1. INTRODUCTION

This revised version of method A.4(1) includes one additional method: Effusion method: isothermal thermogravimetry, designed for substances with very low pressures (down to $10^{-10}$ Pa). In the light of needs for procedures, especially in relation to obtaining vapour pressure for substances with low vapour pressure, other procedures of this method are re-evaluated with respect to other applicability ranges.

At the thermodynamic equilibrium the vapour pressure of a pure substance is a function of temperature only. The fundamental principles are described elsewhere (2)(3).

No single measurement procedure is applicable to the entire range of vapour pressures from less than $10^{-10}$ to $10^5$ Pa. Eight methods for measuring vapour pressure are included in this method which can be applied in different vapour pressure ranges. The various methods are compared as to application and measuring range in Table 1. The methods can only be applied for compounds that do not decompose under the conditions of the test. In cases where the experimental methods cannot be applied due to technical reasons, the vapour pressure can also be estimated, and a recommended estimation method is set out in the Appendix.

1.2. DEFINITIONS AND UNITS

The vapour pressure of a substance is defined as the saturation pressure above a solid or liquid substance.

The SI unit of pressure, which is the pascal (Pa), should be used. Other units which have been employed historically are given hereafter, together with their conversion factors:

- $1$ Torr = $1$ mm Hg = $1.333 \times 10^2$ Pa
- $1$ atmosphere = $1.013 \times 10^5$ Pa
- $1$ bar = $10^5$ Pa

The SI unit of temperature is the kelvin (K). The conversion of degrees Celsius to kelvin is according to the formula:

$$T = t + 273.15$$

where, $T$ is the kelvin or thermodynamic temperature and $t$ is the Celsius temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring method</th>
<th>Substances</th>
<th>Estimated repeatability</th>
<th>Estimated reproducibility</th>
<th>Recommended range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic method</td>
<td>Low melting</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>up to 25 %</td>
<td>$10^1$ Pa to $2 \times 10^3$ Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static method</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5 to 10 %</td>
<td>$10^2$ Pa to $10^3$ Pa (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoteniscope method</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5 to 10 %</td>
<td>$10^2$ Pa to $10^3$ Pa (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Indicates the range for which the estimation method is recommended.
### 1.3. PRINCIPLE OF THE TEST

In general, the vapour pressure is determined at various temperatures. In a limited temperature range, the logarithm of the vapour pressure of a pure substance is a linear function of the inverse of the thermodynamic temperature according to the simplified Clapeyron-Clausius equation:

\[
\log p = \frac{\Delta H_v}{2.3RT} + \text{constant}
\]

where:
- \( p \) = the vapour pressure in pascals
- \( \Delta H_v \) = the heat of vaporisation in J mol\(^{-1}\)
- \( R \) = the universal gas constant, 8,314 J mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)
- \( T \) = the temperature in K

### 1.4. REFERENCE SUBSTANCES

Reference substances do not need to be employed. They serve primarily to check the performance of a method from time to time as well as to allow comparison between results of different methods.

### 1.5. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

#### 1.5.1. Dynamic method (Cottrell’s method)

**Principle**

The vapour pressure is determined by measuring the boiling temperature of the substance at various specified pressures between roughly 10\(^3\) and 10\(^5\) Pa. This method is also recommended for the determination of the boiling temperature. For that purpose it is useful up to 600 K. The boiling temperatures of liquids are approximately 0.1 °C higher at a depth of 3 to 4 cm than at the surface because of the hydrostatic pressure of the column of liquid. In Cottrell’s method (4) the thermometer is placed in the vapour above the surface of the liquid and the boiling liquid is made to pump itself continuously over the bulb of the thermometer. A thin layer of liquid which is in equilibrium with vapour at atmospheric pressure covers the bulb. The thermometer thus reads the true boiling point, without errors due to superheating or hydrostatic pressure. The pump originally employed by Cottrell is shown in figure 1. Tube A contains the boiling liquid. A platinum wire B sealed into the bottom facilitates uniform boiling. The side tube C leads to a condenser, and the sheath D prevents the cold condensate from reaching the thermometer E. When the liquid in A is boiling, bubbles and liquid trapped by the funnel are poured via the two arms of the pump F over the bulb of the thermometer.
Cottrell pump (4)
A: Thermocouple
B: Vacuum buffer volume
C: Pressure gauge
D: Vacuum
E: Measuring point
F: Heating element c.a. 150 W

1.5.1.2. Apparatus

A very accurate apparatus, employing the Cottrell principle, is shown in figure 2. It consists of a tube with a boiling section in the lower part, a cooler in the middle part, and an outlet and flange in the upper part. The Cottrell pump is placed in the boiling section which is heated by means of an electrical cartridge. The temperature is measured by a jacketed thermocouple, or resistance thermometer inserting through the flange at the top. The outlet is connected to the pressure regulation system. The latter consists of a vacuum pump, a buffer volume, a manostat for admitting nitrogen for pressure regulation and manometer.

1.5.1.3. Procedure

The substance is placed in the boiling section. Problems may be encountered with non-powder solids but these can sometimes be solved by heating the cooling jacket. The apparatus is sealed at the flange and the substance degassed. Frothing substances cannot be measured using this method. Equilibrium is reached when a constant boiling temperature is recorded at constant pressure. Particular care must be taken to avoid bumping during boiling. In addition, complete condensation must occur on the cooler. When determining the vapour pressure of low melting solids, care should be taken to prevent the condenser from blocking.

After recording this equilibrium point, a higher pressure is set. The process is continued in this manner until $10^3$ Pa has been reached (approximately 5 to 10 measuring points in all). As a check, equilibrium points must be repeated at decreasing pressures.
1.5.2.  Static method

1.5.2.1.  Principle

In the static method (5), the vapour pressure at thermodynamic equilibrium is determined at a specified temperature. This method is suitable for substances and multicomponent liquids and solids in the range from $10^{-1}$ to $10^5$ Pa and, provided care is taken, also in the range 1 to 10 Pa.

1.5.2.2.  Apparatus

The equipment consists of a constant-temperature bath (precision of ± 0.2 K), a container for the sample connected to a vacuum line, a manometer and a system to regulate the pressure. The sample chamber (figure 3a) is connected to the vacuum line via a valve and a differential manometer (U-tube containing a suitable manometer fluid) which serves as zero indicator. Mercury, silicones and phthalates are suitable for use in the differential manometer, depending on the pressure range and the chemical behaviour of the test substance. However, based on environmental concerns, the use of mercury should be avoided, if possible. The test substance must not dissolve noticeably in, or react with, the U-tube fluid. A pressure gauge can be used instead of a U-tube (figure 3b). For the manometer, mercury can be used in the range from normal pressure down to $10^2$ Pa, while silicone fluids and phthalates are suitable for use below $10^2$ Pa down to 10 Pa. There are other pressure gauges which can be used below $10^2$ Pa and heatable membrane capacity manometers can even be used at below $10^{-1}$ Pa. The temperature is measured on the outside wall of the vessel containing the sample or in the vessel itself.

1.5.2.3.  Procedure

Using the apparatus as described in figure 3a, fill the U-tube with the chosen liquid, which must be degassed at an elevated temperature before readings are taken. The test substance is placed in the apparatus and degassed at reduced temperature. In the case of a multiple-component sample, the temperature should be low enough to ensure that the composition of the material is not altered. Equilibrium can be established more quickly by stirring. The sample can be cooled with liquid nitrogen or dry ice, but care should be taken to avoid condensation of air or pump-fluid. With the valve over the sample vessel open, suction is applied for several minutes to remove the air. If necessary, the degassing operation is repeated several times.

![Figure 3a](image1.png)  ![Figure 3b](image2.png)
When the sample is heated with the valve closed, the vapour pressure increases. This alters the equilibrium of the fluid in the U-tube. To compensate for this, nitrogen or air is admitted to the apparatus until the differential pressure indicator is at zero again. The pressure required for this can be read off the manometer or off an instrument of higher precision. This pressure corresponds to the vapour pressure of the substance at the temperature of the measurement. Using the apparatus described in figure 3b, the vapour pressure is read off directly.

The vapour pressure is determined at suitably small temperature intervals (approximately 5 to 10 measuring points in all) up to the desired temperature maximum.

Low-temperature readings must be repeated as a check. If the values obtained from the repeated readings do not coincide with the curve obtained for increasing temperature, this may be due to one of the following situations:

(i) the sample still contains air (e.g. in the case of highly viscous materials) or low-boiling substances which is or are released during heating;

(ii) the substance undergoes a chemical reaction in the temperature range investigated (e.g. decomposition, polymerisation).

1.5.3. Isoteniscope Method

1.5.3.1. Principle

The isoteniscope (6) is based on the principle of the static method. The method involves placing a sample in a bulb maintained at constant temperature and connected to a manometer and a vacuum pump. Impurities more volatile than the substance are removed by degassing at reduced pressure. The vapour pressure of the sample at selected temperatures is balanced by a known pressure of inert gas. The isoteniscope was developed to measure the vapour pressure of certain liquid hydrocarbons but it is appropriate for the investigation of solids as well. The method is usually not suitable for multicomponent systems. Results are subject to only slight errors for samples containing non-volatile impurities. The recommended range is $10^2$ to $10^5$ Pa.

1.5.3.2. Apparatus

An example of a measuring device is shown in figure 4. A complete description can be found in ASTM D 2879-86 (6).

1.5.3.3. Procedure

In the case of liquids, the substance itself serves as the fluid in the differential manometer. A quantity of the liquid, sufficient to fill the bulb and the short leg of the manometer, is put in the isoteniscope. The isoteniscope is attached to a vacuum system and evacuated, then filled by nitrogen. The evacuation and purge of the system is repeated twice to remove residual oxygen. The filled isoteniscope is placed in a horizontal position so that the sample spreads out into a thin layer in the sample bulb and manometer. The pressure of the system is reduced to 133 Pa and the sample is gently warmed until it just boils (removal of dissolved gases). The isoteniscope is then placed so that the sample returns to the bulb and fills the short leg of the manometer. The pressure is maintained at 133 Pa. The drawn-out tip of the sample bulb is heated with a small flame until the sample vapour released expands sufficiently to displace part of the sample from the upper part of the bulb and manometer arm into the manometer, creating a vapour-filled, nitrogen-free space. The isoteniscope is then placed in a constant temperature bath, and the pressure of the nitrogen is adjusted until it equals that of the sample. At the equilibrium, the pressure of the nitrogen equals the vapour pressure of the substance.
In the case of solids, and depending on the pressure and temperature ranges, manometer liquids such as silicon fluids or phthalates are used. The degassed manometer liquid is put in a bulge provided on the long arm of the isoteniscope. Then the solid to be investigated is placed in the sample bulb and is degassed at an elevated temperature. After that, the isoteniscope is inclined so that the manometer liquid can flow into the U-tube.

1.5.4. Effusion method: vapour pressure balance (7)

1.5.4.1. Principle

A sample of the test substance is heated in a small furnace and placed in an evacuated bell jar. The furnace is covered by a lid which carries small holes of known diameters. The vapour of the substance, escaping through one of the holes, is directed onto a balance pan of a highly sensitive balance which is also enclosed in the evacuated bell jar. In some designs the balance pan is surrounded by a refrigeration box, providing heat dissipation to the outside by thermal conduction, and is cooled by radiation so that the escaping vapour condenses on it. The momentum of the vapour jet acts as a force on the balance. The vapour pressure can be derived in two ways: directly from the force on the balance pan and also from the evaporation rate using the Hertz-Knudsen equation (2):

\[ P = G \sqrt{\frac{2\pi RT \times 10^3}{M}} \]

where:

\( G \) = evaporation rate (kg s\(^{-1}\) m\(^{-2}\))

\( M \) = molar mass (g mol\(^{-1}\))

\( T \) = temperature (K)

\( R \) = universal gas constant (J mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\))

\( P \) = vapour pressure (Pa)

The recommended range is 10\(^{-3}\) to 1 Pa.
1.5.4.2. Apparatus

The general principle of the apparatus is illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 5

A: Base plate  F: Refrigeration box and cooling bar
B: Moving coil instrument  G: Evaporator furnace
C: Bell jar  H: Dewar flask with liquid nitrogen
D: Balance with scale pan  I: Measurement of temperature of sample
E: Vacuum measuring device  J: Test Substance

1.5.5. Effusion method: Knudsen cell

1.5.5.1. Principle

The method is based on the estimation of the mass of test substance flowing out per unit of time of a Knudsen cell (8) in the form of vapour, through a micro-orifice under ultra-vacuum conditions. The mass of effused vapour can be obtained either by determining the loss of mass of the cell or by condensing the vapour at low temperature and determining the amount of volatilised substance using chromatography. The vapour pressure is calculated by applying the Hertz-Knudsen relation (see section 1.5.4.1) with correction factors that depend on parameters of the apparatus (9). The recommended range is $10^{-10}$ to 1 Pa (10)(11)(12)(13)(14).

1.5.5.2. Apparatus

The general principle of the apparatus is illustrated in figure 6.
1.5.6. **Effusion method: isothermal thermogravimetry**

1.5.6.1. **Principle**

The method is based on the determination of accelerated evaporation rates for the test substance at elevated temperatures and ambient pressure using thermogravimetry (10)(15)(16)(17)(18)(19)(20). The evaporation rates \( v_T \) result from exposing the selected compound to a slowly flowing inert gas atmosphere, and monitoring the weight loss at defined isothermal temperatures \( T \) in Kelvin over appropriate periods of time. The vapour pressures \( p_T \) are calculated from the \( v_T \) values by using the linear relationship between the logarithm of the vapour pressure and the logarithm of the evaporation rate. If necessary, an extrapolation to temperatures of 20 and 25 °C can be made by regression analysis of \( \log p_T \) vs. \( 1/T \). This method is suitable for substances with vapour pressures as low as \( 10^{-10} \) Pa (\( 10^{-12} \) mbar) and with purity as close as possible to 100 % to avoid the misinterpretation of measured weight losses.
1.5.6.2. Apparatus

The general principle of the experimental set-up is shown in figure 7.

Figure 7

The sample carrier plate, hanging on a microbalance in a temperature controlled chamber, is swept by a stream of dry nitrogen gas which carries the vaporised molecules of the test substance away. After leaving the chamber, the gas stream is purified by a sorption unit.

1.5.6.3. Procedure

The test substance is applied to the surface of a roughened glass plate as a homogeneous layer. In the case of solids, the plate is wetted uniformly by a solution of the substance in a suitable solvent and dried in an inert atmosphere. For the measurement, the coated plate is hung into the thermogravimetric analyser and subsequently its weight loss is measured continuously as a function of time.

The evaporation rate \( v_T \) at a definite temperature is calculated from the weight loss \( \Delta m \) of the sample plate by

\[
v_T = \frac{\Delta m}{F \cdot t} \quad (\text{g cm}^{-2} \text{h}^{-1})
\]

where \( F \) is the surface area of the coated test substances, normally the surface area of the sample plate, and \( t \) is the time for weight loss \( \Delta m \).

The vapour pressure \( p_T \) is calculated on the basis of its function of evaporation rate \( v_T \):

\[
\log p_T = C + D \cdot \log v_T
\]

where \( C \) and \( D \) are constants specific for the experimental arrangement used, depending on the diameter of the measurement chamber and on the gas flow rate. These constants must be determined once by measuring a set of compounds with known vapour pressure and regressing \( \log p_T \) vs. \( \log v_T \) (11)(21)(22).
The relationship between the vapour pressure $p_T$ and the temperature $T$ in Kelvin is given by

$$\log p_T = A + B \cdot \frac{1}{T}$$

where $A$ and $B$ are constants obtained by regressing $\log p_T$ vs. $1/T$. With this equation, the vapour pressure can be calculated for any other temperature by extrapolation.

### 1.5.7. Gas saturation method (23)

#### 1.5.7.1. Principle

Inert gas is passed, at room temperature and at a known flow rate, through or over a sample of the test substance, slowly enough to ensure saturation. Achieving saturation in the gas phase is of critical importance. The transported substance is trapped, generally using a sorbent, and its amount is determined. As an alternative to vapour trapping and subsequent analysis, in-train analytical techniques, like gas chromatography, may be used to determine quantitatively the amount of material transported. The vapour pressure is calculated on the assumption that the ideal gas law is obeyed and that the total pressure of a mixture of gases is equal to the sum of the pressures of the component gases. The partial pressure of the test substance, i.e. the vapour pressure, is calculated from the known total gas volume and from the weight of the material transported.

The gas saturation procedure is applicable to solid or liquid substances. It can be used for vapour pressures down to $10^{-10}$ Pa (10). The method is most reliable for vapour pressures below $10^3$ Pa. Above $10^3$ Pa, the vapour pressures are generally overestimated, probably due to aerosol formation. Since the vapour pressure measurements are made at room temperature, the need to extrapolate data from high temperatures is not necessary and high temperature extrapolation, which can often cause serious errors, is avoided.

#### 1.5.7.2. Apparatus

The procedure requires the use of a constant-temperature box. The sketch in figure 8 shows a box containing three solid and three liquid sample holders, which allow for the triplicate analysis of either a solid or a liquid sample. The temperature is controlled to ± 0.5 °C or better.

![Figure 8](image_url)

In general, nitrogen is used as an inert carrier gas but, occasionally, another gas may be required (24). The carrier gas must be dry. The gas stream is split into 6 streams, controlled by needle valves (approximately 0.79 mm orifice), and flows into the box via 3.8 mm i.d. copper tubing. After temperature equilibration, the gas flows through the sample and the sorbent trap and exists from the box.
Solid samples are loaded into 5 mm i.d. glass tubing between glass wool plugs (see Figure 9). Figure 10 shows a liquid sample holder and sorbent system. The most reproducible method for measuring the vapour pressure of liquids is to coat the liquid on glass beads or on an inert sorbent such as silica, and to pack the holder with these beads. As an alternative, the carrier gas may be made to pass a coarse frit and bubble through a column of the liquid test substance.

![Figure 9](image-url) ![Figure 10](image-url)

The sorbent system contains a front and a backup sorbent section. At very low vapour pressures, only small amounts are retained by the sorbent and the adsorption on the glass wool and the glass tubing between the sample and the sorbent may be a serious problem.

Traps cooled with solid CO₂ are another efficient way for collecting the vaporised material. They do not cause any back pressure on the saturator column and it is also easy to quantitatively remove the trapped material.

1.5.7.3. Procedure

The flow rate of the effluent carrier gas is measured at room temperature. The flow rate is checked frequently during the experiment to assure that there is an accurate value for the total volume of carrier gas. Continuous monitoring with a mass flow-meter is preferred. Saturation of the gas phase may require considerable contact time and hence quite low gas flow rates (25).

At the end of the experiment, both the front and backup sorbent sections are analysed separately. The compound on each section is desorbed by adding a solvent. The resulting solutions are analysed quantitatively to determine the weight desorbed from each section. The choice of the analytical method (also the choice of sorbent and desorbing solvent) is dictated by the nature of the test material. The desorption efficiency is determined by injecting a known amount of sample onto the sorbent, desorbing it and analysing the amount recovered. It is important to check the desorption efficiency at or near the concentration of the sample under the test conditions.

To assure that the carrier gas is saturated with the test substance, three different gas flow rates are used. If the calculated vapour pressure shows no dependence on flow rate, the gas is assumed to be saturated.
The vapour pressure is calculated through the equation:

\[
p = \frac{W \times RT}{V} \times \frac{1}{M}
\]

where:

- \( p \) = vapour pressure (Pa)
- \( W \) = mass of evaporated test substance (g)
- \( V \) = volume of saturated gas (m\(^3\))
- \( R \) = universal gas constant 8,314 (J mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\))
- \( T \) = temperature (K)
- \( M \) = molar mass of test substance (g mol\(^{-1}\))

Measured volumes must be corrected for pressure and temperature differences between the flow meter and the saturator.

### 1.5.8. Spinning rotor

#### 1.5.8.1. Principle

This method uses a spinning rotor viscosity gauge, in which the measuring element is a small steel ball which, suspended in a magnetic field, is made to spin by rotating fields. Pick-up coils allow its spinning rate to be measured. When the ball has reached a given rotational speed, usually about 400 revolutions per second, energising is stopped and deceleration, due to gas friction, takes place. The drop of rotational speed is measured as a function of time. The vapour pressure is deduced from the pressure-dependent slow-down of the steel ball. The recommended range is 10\(^{-4}\) to 0.5 Pa.

#### 1.5.8.2. Apparatus

A schematic drawing of the experimental set-up is shown in figure 11. The measuring head is placed in a constant-temperature enclosure, regulated within 0.1 °C. The sample container is placed in a separate enclosure, also regulated within 0.1 °C. All other parts of the set-up are kept at a higher temperature to prevent condensation. The whole apparatus is connected to a high-vacuum system.

### 2. DATA AND REPORTING

#### 2.1. DATA

The vapour pressure from any of the preceding methods should be determined for at least two temperatures. Three or more are preferred in the range from 0 to 50 °C, in order to check the linearity of the vapour pressure curve. In case of Effusion method (Knudsen cell and isothermal thermogravimetry) and Gas saturation method, 120 to 150 °C is recommended for the measuring temperature range instead of 0 to 50 °C.
2.2. TEST REPORT

The test report must include the following information:

— method used,

— precise specification of the substance (identity and impurities) and preliminary purification step, if any,

— at least two vapour pressure and temperature values — and preferably three or more — required in the range from 0 to 50 °C (or 120 to 150 °C),

— at least one of the temperatures should be at or below 25 °C, if technically possible according to the chosen method,

— all original data,

— a log p versus 1/T curve,

— an estimate of the vapour pressure at 20 or 25 °C.

If a transition (change of state, decomposition) is observed, the following information should be noted:

— nature of the change,

— temperature at which the change occurs at atmospheric pressure,

— vapour pressure at 10 and 20 °C below the transition temperature and 10 and 20 °C above this temperature (unless the transition is from solid to gas).

All information and remarks relevant for the interpretation of results have to be reported, especially with regard to impurities and physical state of the substance.
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INTRODUCTION

Estimated values of the vapour pressure can be used:

— for deciding which of the experimental methods is appropriate,
— for providing an estimate or limit value in cases where the experimental method cannot be applied due to technical reasons.

ESTIMATION METHOD

The vapour pressure of liquids and solids can be estimated by use of the modified Watson correlation (a). The only experimental data required is the normal boiling point. The method is applicable over the pressure range from $10^5 \text{ Pa}$ to $10^{-5} \text{ Pa}$.

Detailed information on the method is given in ‘Handbook of Chemical Property Estimation Methods’ (b). See also OECD Environmental Monograph No.67 (c).

CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The vapour pressure is calculated as follows:

$$\ln P_v = \frac{\Delta H_{vb}}{\Delta Z_b RT_b} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{T}{T_b} \right)^m \right] - 2m \left( \frac{T}{T_b} \right)^{m-1} \ln \left( \frac{T}{T_b} \right)$$

where:
- $T$ = temperature of interest
- $T_b$ = normal boiling point
- $P_v$ = vapour pressure at temperature $T$
- $\Delta H_{vb}$ = heat of vaporisation
- $\Delta Z_b$ = compressibility factor (estimated at 0.97)
- $m$ = empirical factor depending on the physical state at the temperature of interest

Further,

$$\frac{\Delta H_{vb}}{T_b} = K_f (8.75 + R \ln T_b)$$

where, $K_f$ is an empirical factor considering the polarity of the substance. For several compound types, $K_f$ factors are listed in reference (b).

Quite often, data are available in which a boiling point at reduced pressure is given. In such a case, the vapour pressure is calculated as follows:

$$\ln P_v = \ln P_1 + \frac{\Delta H_{vb}}{\Delta Z_b RT_1} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{T}{T_1} \right)^m \right] - 2m \left( \frac{T}{T_1} \right)^{m-1} \ln \left( \frac{T}{T_1} \right)$$

where, $T_1$ is the boiling point at the reduced pressure $P_1$. 
REPORT

When using the estimation method, the report shall include a comprehensive documentation of the calculation.

LITERATURE


A.22. LENGTH WEIGHTED GEOMETRIC MEAN DIAMETER OF FIBRES

1. METHOD

1.1. INTRODUCTION

This method describes a procedure to measure the Length Weighted Geometric Mean Diameter (LWGMD) of bulk Man Made Mineral Fibres (MMMF). As the LWGMD of the population will have a 95 % probability of being between the 95 % confidence levels (LWGMD ± two standard errors) of the sample, the value reported (the test value) will be the lower 95 % confidence limit of the sample (i.e. LWGMD — 2 standard errors). The method is based on an update (June 1994) of a draft HSE industry procedure agreed at a meeting between ECFIA and HSE at Chester on 26/9/93 and developed for and from a second inter-laboratory trial (1, 2). This measurement method can be used to characterise the fibre diameter of bulk substances or products containing MMMFs including refractory ceramic fibres (RCF), man-made vitreous fibres (MMVF), crystalline and polycrystalline fibres.

Length weighting is a means of compensating for the effect on the diameter distribution caused by the breakage of long fibres when sampling or handling the material. Geometric statistics (geometric mean) are used to measure the size distribution of MMMF diameters because these diameters usually have size distributions that approximate to log normal.

Measuring length as well as diameter is both tedious and time consuming but, if only those fibres that touch an infinitely thin line on a SEM field of view are measured, then the probability of selecting a given fibre is proportional to its length. As this takes care of the length in the length weighting calculations, the only measurement required is the diameter and the LWGMD-2SE can be calculated as described.

1.2. DEFINITIONS

Particle: An object with a length to width ratio of less than 3:1.

Fibre: An object with a length to width ratio (aspect ratio) of at least 3:1.

1.3. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

The method is designed to look at diameter distributions which have median diameters from 0,5 μm to 6 μm. Larger diameters can be measured by using lower SEM magnifications but the method will be increasingly limited for finer fibre distributions and a TEM (transmission electron microscope) measurement is recommended if the median diameter is below 0,5 μm.

1.4. PRINCIPLE OF THE TEST METHOD

A number of representative core samples are taken from the fibre blanket or from loose bulk fibre. The bulk fibres are reduced in length using a crushing procedure and a representative sub-sample dispersed in water. Aliquots are extracted and filtered through a 0,2 μm pore size, polycarbonate filter and prepared for examination using scanning electron microscope (SEM) techniques. The fibre diameters are measured at a screen magnification of × 10 000 or greater (1) using a line intercept method to give an unbiased estimate of the median diameter. The lower 95 % confidence interval (based on a one sided test) is calculated to give an estimate of the lowest value of the geometric mean fibre diameter of the material.

(1) This magnification value is indicated for 3 μm fibres, for 6 μm fibres a magnification of × 5 000 may be more suitable.
1.5. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST METHOD

1.5.1. Safety/precautions

Personal exposure to airborne fibres should be minimised and a fume cupboard or glove box should be used for handling the dry fibres. Periodic personal exposure monitoring should be carried out to determine the effectiveness of the control methods. When handling MMMF’s disposable gloves should be worn to reduce skin irritation and to prevent cross-contamination.

1.5.2. Apparatus/equipment

— Press and dyes (capable of producing 10 MPa).
— 0,2 μm pore size polycarbonate capillary pore filters (25 mm diameter).
— 5 μm pore size cellulose ester membrane filter for use as a backing filter.
— Glass filtration apparatus (or disposable filtration systems) to take 25 mm diameter filters (e.g. Millipore glass microanalysis kit, type No XX10 025 00).
— Freshly distilled water that has been filtered through a 0,2 μm pore size filter to remove micro-organisms.
— Sputter coater with a gold or gold/palladium target.
— Scanning electron microscope capable of resolving down to 10 nm and operating at × 10 000 magnification.
— Miscellaneous: spatulas, type 24 scalpel blade, tweezers, SEM tubes, carbon glue or carbon adhesive tape, silver dag.
— Ultrasonic probe or bench top ultrasonic bath.
— Core sampler or cork borer, for taking core samples from MMMF blanket.

1.5.3. Test Procedure

1.5.3.1. Sampling

For blankets and bats a 25 mm core sampler or cork borer is used to take samples of the cross-section. These should be equally spaced across the width of a small length of the blanket or taken from random areas if long lengths of the blanket are available. The same equipment can be used to extract random samples from loose fibre. Six samples should be taken when possible, to reflect spatial variations in the bulk material.

The six core samples should be crushed in a 50 mm diameter dye at 10 MPa. The material is mixed with spatula and re-pressed at 10 MPa. The material is then removed from the dye and stored in a sealed glass bottle.

1.5.3.2. Sample Preparation

If necessary, organic binder can be removed by placing the fibre inside a furnace at 450 °C for about one hour.

Cone and quarter to subdivide the sample (this should be done inside a dust cupboard).

Using a spatula, add a small amount (< 0.5 g) of sample to 100 ml of freshly distilled water that has been filtered through a 0,2 μm membrane filter (alternative sources of ultra pure water may be used if they are shown to be satisfactory). Disperse thoroughly by the use of an ultrasonic probe operated at 100 W power and tuned so that cavitation occurs. (If a probe is not available use the following method: repeatedly shake and invert for 30 seconds; ultrasonic in a bench top ultrasonic bath for five minutes; then repeatedly shake and invert for a further 30 seconds.)
Immediately after dispersion of the fibre, remove a number of aliquots (e.g. three aliquots of 3, 6 and 10 ml) using a wide-mouthed pipette (2-5 ml capacity).

Vacuum filter each aliquot through a 0.2 μm polycarbonate filter supported by a 5 μm pore MEC backing filter, using a 25 mm glass filter funnel with a cylindrical reservoir. Approximately 5 ml of filtered distilled water should be placed into the funnel and the aliquot slowly pipetted into the water holding the pipette tip below the meniscus. The pipette and the reservoir must be flushed thoroughly after pipetting, as thin fibres have a tendency to be located more on the surface.

Carefully remove the filter and separate it from the backing filter before placing it in a container to dry.

Cut a quarter or half filter section of the filtered deposit with a type 24 scalpel blade using a rocking action. Carefully attach the cut section to a SEM stub using a sticky carbon tab or carbon glue. Silver dag should be applied in at least three positions to improve the electrical contact at the edges of the filter and the stub. When the glue/silver dag is dry, sputter coat approximately 50 nm of gold or gold/palladium onto the surface of the deposit.

1.5.3.3. SEM calibration and operation

1.5.3.3.1. Calibration

The SEM calibration should be checked at least once a week (ideally once a day) using a certified calibration grid. The calibration should be checked against a certified standard and if the measured value (SEM) is not within ± 2 % of the certified value, then the SEM calibration must be adjusted and re-checked.

The SEM should be capable of resolving at least a minimum visible diameter of 0.2 μm, using a real sample matrix, at a magnification of × 2 000.

1.5.3.3.2. Operation

The SEM should be operated at 10 000 magnification (1) using conditions that give good resolution with an acceptable image at slow scan rates of, for example, 5 seconds per frame. Although the operational requirements of different SEMs may vary, generally to obtain the best visibility and resolution, with relatively low atomic weight materials, accelerating voltages of 5-10 keV should be used with a small spot size setting and short working distance. As a linear traverse is being conducted, then a 0° tilt should be used to minimise re-focussing or, if the SEM has a eucentric stage, the eucentric working distance should be used. Lower magnification may be used if the material does not contain small (diameter) fibres and the fibre diameters are large (> 5 μm).

1.5.3.4. Sizing

1.5.3.4.1. Low magnification examination to assess the sample

Initially the sample should be examined at low magnification to look for evidence of clumping of large fibres and to assess the fibre density. In the event of excessive clumping it is recommended that a new sample is prepared.

For statistical accuracy it is necessary to measure a minimum number of fibres and high fibre density may seem desirable as examining empty fields is time consuming and does not contribute to the analysis. However, if the filter is overloaded, it becomes difficult to measure all the measurable fibres and, because small fibres may be obscured by larger ones, they may be missed.

Bias towards over estimating the LWGMD may result from fibre densities in excess of 150 fibres per millimetre of linear traverse. On the other hand, low fibre concentrations will increase the time of analysis and it is often cost effective to prepare a sample with a fibre density closer to the optimum than to persist with counts on low concentration filters. The optimum fibre density should give an average of about one or two countable fibre per fields of view at 5 000 magnification. Nevertheless the optimum density will depend on the size (diameter) of the fibres, so it is necessary that the operator uses some expert judgement in order to decide whether the fibre density is close to optimal or not.

(1) For 3 μm fibres, see previous note.
1.5.3.4.2. Length weighting of the fibre diameters

Only those fibres that touch (or cross) an (infinitely) thin line drawn on the screen of the SEM are counted. For this reason a horizontal (or vertical) line is drawn across the centre of the screen.

Alternatively a single point is placed at the centre of the screen and a continuous scan in one direction across the filter is initiated. Each fibre of aspect ratio grater than 3:1 touching or crossing this point has its diameter measured and recorded.

1.5.3.4.3. Fibre sizing

It is recommended that a minimum of 300 fibres are measured. Each fibre is measured only once at the point of intersection with the line or point drawn on the image (or close to the point of intersection if the fibre edges are obscured). If fibres with non-uniform cross sections are encountered, a measurement representing the average diameter of the fibre should be used. Care should be taken in defining the edge and measuring the shortest distance between the fibre edges. Sizing may be done on line, or off-line on stored images or photographs. Semi-automated image measurement systems that download data directly into a spreadsheet are recommended, as they save time, eliminate transcription errors and calculations can be automated.

The ends of long fibres should be checked at low magnification to ensure that they do not curl back into the measurement field of view and are only measured once.

2. DATA

2.1. TREATMENT OF RESULTS

Fibre diameters do not usually have a normal distribution. However, by performing a log transformation it is possible to obtain a distribution that approximates to normal.

Calculate the arithmetic mean (mean lnD) and the standard deviation (SD$_{lnD}$) of the log to base e values (lnD) of the n fibre diameters (D).

$$\text{mean lnD} = \frac{\sum \ln D}{n} \quad (1)$$

$$\text{SD}_{\ln D} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (\ln D - \text{mean lnD})^2}{n-1}} \quad (2)$$

The standard deviation is divided by the square root of the number of measurements (n) to obtain the standard error (SE$_{lnD}$).

$$\text{SE}_{\ln D} = \frac{\text{SD}_{\ln D}}{\sqrt{n}} \quad (3)$$

Subtract two times the standard error from the mean and calculate the exponential of this value (mean minus two standard errors) to give the geometric mean minus two geometric standard errors.

$$\text{LWGMD} - 2\text{SE} = e^{(\text{mean lnD} - 2\text{SE}_{\ln D})} \quad (4)$$
3. REPORTING

TEST REPORT

The test report should include at least the following information:

— The value of LWGMD-2SE.

— Any deviations and particularly those which may have an effect on the precision or accuracy of the results with appropriate justifications.

4. REFERENCES


B.46. **IN VITRO SKIN IRRITATION: RECONSTRUCTED HUMAN EPIDERMIS MODEL TEST**

1. **METHOD**

1.1. **INTRODUCTION**

Skin irritation refers to the production of reversible damage to the skin following the application of a test substance for up to 4 hours [as defined by the United Nations (UN) Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS)](1). This Test Method provides an in vitro procedure that, depending on information requirements, may allow determining the skin irritancy of substances as a stand-alone replacement test within a testing strategy, in a weight of evidence approach (2).

The assessment of skin irritation has typically involved the use of laboratory animals (See Method B.4)(3). In relation to animal welfare concerns, method B.4 allows for the determination of skin corrosion/irritation by applying a sequential testing strategy, using validated in vitro and ex vivo methods, thus avoiding pain and suffering of animals. Three validated in vitro Test Methods or Test Guidelines, B.40, B.40bis and TG 435 (4, 5, 6), are useful for the corrosivity part of the sequential testing strategy of B.4.

This Test Method is based on reconstructed human epidermis models, which in their overall design (the use of human derived epidermis keratinocytes as cell source, representative tissue and cytoarchitecture) closely mimic the biochemical and physiological properties of the upper parts of the human skin, i.e. the epidermis. The procedure described under this Test Method allows the hazard identification of irritant substances in accordance with UN GHS category 2. This Test Method also includes a set of performance standards for the assessment of similar and modified reconstructed human epidermis based test methods (7).

Prevalidation, optimisation and validation studies have been completed for two in vitro test methods (8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17), commercially available as EpiSkin™ and EpiDerm™, using reconstructed human epidermis models. These references were based on R 38. Certain aspects of recalculation for the purposes of GHS are addressed in reference 25. Methods with a performance equivalent to EpiSkin™ (validated reference method 1) are recommended as a stand alone replacement test method for the rabbit in vivo test for classifying GHS category 2 irritant substances. Methods with a performance equivalent to EpiDerm™ (validated reference method 2) are only recommended as a screen test method, or as part of a sequential testing strategy in a weight of evidence approach, for classifying GHS category 2 irritant substances. Before a proposed in vitro reconstructed human epidermis model test for skin irritation can be used for regulatory purposes, its reliability, relevance (accuracy), and limitations for its proposed use should be determined to ensure that it is comparable to that of the validated reference method 1, in accordance with the performance standards set out in this Test Method (Appendix).

Two other in vitro reconstructed human epidermis test methods, have been validated in accordance with the requirements under this Test Method, and show similar results as the validated reference method 1 (18). These are the modified EpiDerm™ test method (modified reference method 2) and the SkinEthic RHE™ test method (me-too method 1).

1.2. **DEFINITIONS**

The following definitions are applied within this Test Method:

**Accuracy:** The closeness of agreement between test method results and accepted reference values. It is a measure of test method performance and one aspect of relevance. The term is often used interchangeably with ‘concordance’ to mean the proportion of correct outcomes of a test method.

**Batch control substance:** Benchmark substance producing a mid-range cell viability response of the tissue.
Cell viability: Parameter measuring total activity of a cell population e.g. as ability of cellular mitochondrial dehydrogenases to reduce the vital dye MTT (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide, Thiazolyl blue), which, depending on the endpoint measured and the test design used, correlates with the total number and/or vitality of living cells.

ET_{50}: The exposure time required to reduce cell viability by 50 % upon application of the marker substance at a specified, fixed concentration, see also IC_{50}.

False negative rate: The proportion of all positive substances falsely identified by a test method as negative. It is one indicator of test method performance.

False positive rate: The proportion of all negative (non-active) substances that are falsely identified as positive. It is one indicator of test method performance.

Infinite dose: Amount of test substance applied to the skin exceeding the amount required to completely and uniformly cover the skin surface.

GHS (Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals): A system proposing the classification of substances and mixtures according to standardised types and levels of physical, health and environmental hazards, and addressing corresponding communication elements, such as pictograms, signal words, hazard statements, precautionary statements and safety data sheets, so that to convey information on their adverse effects with a view to protect people (including employers, workers, transporters, consumers and emergency responders) and the environment (I) and implemented in the EU in Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008.

IC_{50}: The concentration at which a marker substance reduces the viability of the tissues by 50 % (IC_{50}) after a fixed exposure time, see also ET_{50}.

Performance standards: Standards, based on a validated reference method, that provide a basis for evaluating the comparability of a proposed test method that is mechanistically and functionally similar. Included are (I) essential test method components; (II) a minimum list of reference substances selected from among the substances used to demonstrate the acceptable performance of the validated reference method; and (III) the comparable levels of accuracy and reliability, based on what was obtained for the validated reference method, that the proposed test method should demonstrate when evaluated using the minimum list of reference substances.

Reliability: Measures of the extent that a test method can be performed reproducibly within and between laboratories over time, when performed using the same protocol. It is assessed by calculating intra- and inter-laboratory reproducibility.

Sensitivity: The proportion of all positive/active substances that are correctly classified by the test. It is a measure of accuracy for a test method that produces categorical results, and is an important consideration in assessing the relevance of a test method.

Specificity: The proportion of all negative/inactive substances that are correctly classified by the test. It is a measure of accuracy for a test method that produces categorical results and is an important consideration in assessing the relevance of a test method.

Skin irritation: The production of reversible damage to the skin following the application of a test substance for up to 4 hours. Skin irritation is a locally arising, non-immunogenic reaction, which appears shortly after stimulation (24). Its main characteristic is its reversible process involving inflammatory reactions and most of the clinical characteristic signs of irritation (erythema, oedema, itching and pain) related to an inflammatory process.

1.3. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

A limitation of the reconstructed human epidermis tests falling under this Test Method is that they only classify substances as skin irritants according to UN GHS category 2. As they do not allow the classification of substances to the optional category 3 as defined in the UN GHS, all remaining substances will not be classified (no category). Depending on regulatory needs and possible future inclusion of new endpoints, improvements or development of new me-too tests, this Test Method may have to be revised.

This Test method allows the hazard identification of irritant mono-constituent substances (19), but it does not provide adequate information on skin corrosion. Gases and aerosols cannot be tested, while mixtures have not been assessed yet in a validation study.
1.4. PRINCIPLE OF THE TEST

The test substance is applied topically to a three-dimensional reconstructed human epidermis model, comprised of normal, human-derived epidermal keratinocytes, which have been cultured to form a multilayered, highly differentiated model of the human epidermis. It consists of organised basal, spinous and granular layers, and a multilayered stratum corneum containing intercellular lamellar lipid layers arranged in patterns analogous to those found in vivo.

The principle of the reconstructed human epidermis model test is based on the premise that irritant substances are able to penetrate the stratum corneum by diffusion and are cytotoxic to the cells in the underlying layers. Cell viability is measured by dehydrogenase conversion of the vital dye MTT [3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide, Thiazolyl blue; EINECS number 206-069-5, CAS number 298-93-1]), into a blue formazan salt that is quantitatively measured after extraction from tissues (20). Irritant substances are identified by their ability to decrease cell viability below defined threshold levels (i.e. ≤ 50 %, for UN GHS category 2 irritants). Substances that produce cell viabilities above the defined threshold level, will not be classified (i.e. > 50 %, no category).

The reconstructed human epidermis model systems may be used to test solids, liquids, semi-solids and waxes. The liquids may be aqueous or non-aqueous; solids may be soluble or insoluble in water. Whenever possible, solids should be tested as a fine powder. Since 58 carefully selected substances, representing a wide spectrum of chemical classes, were included in the validation of the reconstructed human epidermis model test systems, the methods are expected to be generally applicable across chemical classes (16). The validation includes 13 GHS Cat. 2 irritants. It should be noted that non-corrosive acids, bases, salts and other inorganic substances were not included in the validation and some known classes of organic irritants such as hydroperoxides, phenols and surfactants were not included or were only included to a limited extent.

1.5. DEMONSTRATION OF PROFICIENCY

Prior to routine use of a validated method that adheres to this Test Method, laboratories may wish to demonstrate technical proficiency, using the ten substances recommended in Table 1. Under this Test Method, the UN GHS optional category 3 is considered as no category. For novel similar (me-too) test methods developed under this Test Method that are structurally and functionally similar to the validated reference methods or for modifications of validated methods, the performance standards described in the Appendix to this Test Method should be used to demonstrate comparable reliability and accuracy of the new test method prior to its use for regulatory testing.

Table 1

Proficiency Substances which are a subset of the Reference Substances listed in the Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>CAS Number</th>
<th>In vivo score</th>
<th>Physical state</th>
<th>GHS category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>naphthalene acetic acid</td>
<td>86-87-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isopropanol</td>
<td>67-63-0</td>
<td>0,3</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl stearate</td>
<td>112-61-8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heptyl butyrate</td>
<td>5870-93-9</td>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Optional Cat. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexyl salicylate</td>
<td>6259-76-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Optional Cat. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyclamen aldehyde</td>
<td>103-95-7</td>
<td>2,3</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-bromohexane</td>
<td>111-25-1</td>
<td>2,7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>butyl methacrylate</td>
<td>97-88-1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-methyl-3-phenyl-1-piperazine</td>
<td>5271-27-2</td>
<td>3,3</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heptanal</td>
<td>111-71-7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.6. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

The following is a description of the components and procedures of a reconstructed human epidermis model test for skin irritation assessment. A reconstructed human epidermis model can be constructed, prepared or obtained commercially (e.g. EpiSkin™, EpiDerm™ and SkinEthic RHE™). Standard test method protocols for EpiSkin™, EpiDerm™ and SkinEthic RHE™ can be obtained at [http://ecvam.jrc.ec.europa.eu](21, 22, 23). Testing should be performed according to the following:
1.6.1. Reconstructed Human Epidermis Model Components

1.6.1.1. General model conditions

Normal human keratinocytes should be used to construct the epithelium. Multiple layers of viable epithelial cells (basal layer, stratum spinosum, stratum granulosum) should be present under a functional stratum corneum. Stratum corneum should be multilayered containing the essential lipid profile to produce a functional barrier with robustness to resist rapid penetration of cytotoxic marker substances, e.g. sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) or Triton X-100. The barrier function may be assessed either by determination of the concentration at which a marker substance reduces the viability of the tissues by 50 % (IC\textsubscript{50}) after a fixed exposure time, or by determination of the exposure time required to reduce cell viability by 50 % (ET\textsubscript{50}) upon application of the marker substance at a specified, fixed concentration. The containment properties of the model should prevent the passage of material around the stratum corneum to the viable tissue, which would lead to poor modelling of skin exposure. The skin model should be free of contamination by bacteria, viruses, mycoplasma, or fungi.

1.6.1.2. Functional model conditions

1.6.1.2.1. Viability

The preferred assay for determining the magnitude of viability is the MTT (20). The optical density (OD) of the extracted (solubilised) dye from the tissue treated with the negative control (NC) should be at least 20 fold greater than the OD of the extraction solvent alone. It should be documented that the tissue treated with NC is stable in culture (provide similar viability measurements) for the duration of the test exposure period.

1.6.1.2.2. Barrier function

The stratum corneum and its lipid composition should be sufficient to resist the rapid penetration of cytotoxic marker substances, e.g. SDS or Triton X-100, as estimated by IC\textsubscript{50} or ET\textsubscript{50}.

1.6.1.2.3. Morphology

Histological examination of the reconstructed skin/epidermis should be performed by appropriately qualified personnel demonstrating human skin/epidermis-like structure (including multilayered stratum corneum).

1.6.1.2.4. Reproducibility

The results of the method using a specific model should demonstrate reproducibility over time, preferably by an appropriate batch control (benchmark) substance (see Appendix).

1.6.1.2.5. Quality controls (QC) of the model

Each batch of the epidermal model used should meet defined production release criteria, among which those for viability (paragraph 1.6.1.2.1) and for barrier function (paragraph 1.6.1.2.2) are the most relevant. An acceptability range (upper and lower limit) for the IC\textsubscript{50} or the ET\textsubscript{50} should be established by the skin model supplier (or investigator when using an in-house model). The barrier properties of the tissues should be verified by the laboratory after receipt of the tissues. Only results produced with qualified tissues can be accepted for reliable prediction of irritation effects. As an example, the acceptability ranges for the validated reference methods are given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validated reference method 1 (18 hours treatment with SDS)</th>
<th>Lower acceptance limit</th>
<th>Mean of acceptance range</th>
<th>Upper acceptance limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC\textsubscript{50} = 1.0 mg/ml</td>
<td>IC\textsubscript{50} = 2.32 mg/ml</td>
<td>IC\textsubscript{50} = 3.0 mg/ml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Validated reference method 2 (1 % Triton X-100)          | ET\textsubscript{50} = 4.8 hr | ET\textsubscript{50} = 6.7 hr | ET\textsubscript{50} = 8.7 hr |
1.6.1.3. Application of the Test and Control Substances

A sufficient number of tissue replicates should be used for each treatment and for controls (at least three replicates per run). For liquid as well as solid substances, sufficient amount of test substance should be applied to uniformly cover the skin surface while avoiding an infinite dose (see 1.2 Definitions), i.e. a minimum of 25 μL/cm² or 25 mg/cm² should be used. For solid substances, the epidermis surface should be moistened with deionised or distilled water before application, to ensure good contact with the skin. Whenever possible, solids should be tested as a fine powder. At the end of the exposure period, the test substance should be carefully washed from the skin surface with aqueous buffer, or 0.9 % NaCl. Depending on the reconstructed human epidermis model used, the exposure period may vary between 15 to 60 minutes, and the incubation temperature between 20 and 37 °C. For details, see the Standard Operating Procedures for the three methods (21, 22, 23).

Concurrent NC and positive controls (PC) should be used for each study to demonstrate that viability (NC), barrier function and resulting tissue sensitivity (PC) of the tissues are within a defined historical acceptance range. The suggested PC substance is 5 % aqueous SDS. The suggested NC substances are water or phosphate buffered saline (PBS).

1.6.1.4. Cell Viability Measurements

The most important element of the test procedure is that viability measurements are not performed immediately after the exposure to the test substances, but after a sufficiently long post-treatment incubation period of the rinsed tissues in fresh medium. This period allows both for recovery from weakly irritant effects and for appearance of clear cytotoxic effects. During the test optimisation phase (9, 10, 11, 12, 13), a 42 hours post-treatment incubation period proved to be optimal and was therefore used in the validation of the reference test methods.

The MTT conversion assay is a quantitative validated method which should be used to measure cell viability. It is compatible with use in a three-dimensional tissue construct. The skin sample is placed in MTT solution of appropriate concentration (e.g. 0.3-1 mg/mL) for 3 hours. The precipitated blue formazan product is then extracted from the tissue using a solvent (e.g. isopropanol, acidic isopropanol), and the concentration of formazan is measured by determining the OD at 570 nm using a bandpass of maximum ± 30 nm.

Optical properties of the test substance or its chemical action on the MTT may interfere with the assay leading to a false estimate of viability (because the test substance may prevent or reverse the colour generation as well as cause it). This may occur when a specific test substance is not completely removed from the skin by rinsing or when it penetrates the epidermis. If the test substance acts directly on the MTT, is naturally coloured, or becomes coloured during tissue treatment, additional controls should be used to detect and correct for test substance interference with the viability measurement technique. For detailed description of how to test direct MTT reduction, please consult the test method protocol for the validated reference methods (21, 22, 23). Non-specific colour (NSC) due to these interferences should not exceed 30 % of NC (for corrections). If NSC > 30 %, the test substance is considered as incompatible with the test.

1.6.1.5. Assay Acceptability Criteria

For each assay using valid batches (see paragraph 1.6.1.2.5), tissues treated with the NC should exhibit OD reflecting the quality of the tissues that followed all shipment and receipt steps and all the irritation protocol process. The OD values of controls should not be below historical established lower boundaries. Similarly, tissues treated with the PC, i.e. 5 % aqueous SDS, should reflect the sensitivity retained by tissues and their ability to respond to an irritant substance in the conditions of each individual assay (e.g. viability ≤ 40 % for the validated reference method 1, and ≤ 20 % for the validated reference method 2). Associated and appropriate measures of variability between tissue replicates should be defined (e.g. if standard deviations are used they should be ≤ 18 %).

2. DATA

2.1. DATA

For each treatment, data from individual replicate test samples (e.g. OD values and calculated percentage cell viability data for each test substance, including classification) should be reported in tabular form, including data from repeat experiments as appropriate. In addition means ± standard deviation for each trial should be reported. Observed interactions with MTT reagent and coloured test substances should be reported for each tested substance.
2.2. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The OD values obtained with each test sample can be used to calculate the percentage of viability compared to NC, which is set at 100%. The cut-off value of percentage cell viability distinguishing irritant from non-classified test substances and the statistical procedure(s) used to evaluate the results and identify irritant substances, should be clearly defined and documented, and proven to be appropriate. The cut-off values for the prediction of irritation associated with the validated reference methods is given below:

The test substance is considered to be irritant to skin in accordance with UN GHS category 2:

(i) if the tissue viability after exposure and post-treatment incubation is less than or equal (≤) to 50 %.

The test substance is considered to have no category:

(ii) if the tissue viability after exposure and post-treatment incubation is more than (> ) 50 %.

3. REPORTING

3.1. TEST REPORT

The test report should include the following information:

Test and Control Substances:

— chemical name(s) such as IUPAC or CAS name and CAS number, if known,
— purity and composition of the substance (in percentage(s) by weight),
— physical-chemical properties relevant to the conduct of the study (e.g. physical state, stability and volatility, pH, water solubility if known),
— treatment of the test/control substances prior to testing, if applicable (e.g. warming, grinding),
— storage conditions.

Justification of the skin model and protocol used.

Test Conditions:

— cell system used,
— calibration information for measuring device, and bandpass used for measuring cell viability (e.g. spectrophotometer),
— complete supporting information for the specific skin model used including its performance. This should include, but is not limited to:

(i) viability;
(ii) barrier function;
(iii) morphology;
(iv) reproducibility and predictivity;
(v) quality controls (QC) of the model;
— details of the test procedure used,
— test doses used, duration of exposure and post treatment incubation period,
— description of any modifications of the test procedure,
— reference to historical data of the model. This should include, but is not limited to:
  (i) acceptability of the QC data with reference to historical batch data;
  (ii) acceptability of the positive and negative control values with reference to positive and negative control means and ranges,
— description of evaluation criteria used including the justification for the selection of the cut-off point(s) for the prediction model.

Results:
— tabulation of data from individual test samples,
— description of other effects observed.

Discussion of the results.

Conclusions.
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INTRODUCTION

Procedures proposed for use under this Test Method should be evaluated to determine their reliability and accuracy using substances representing the full range of Draize irritancy scores. When evaluated using the 20 recommended reference substances (Table 2), the proposed procedure should have reliability and accuracy values which are comparable to that of the validated reference method 1 (Table 3) (1). The accuracy and reliability standards that should be achieved are provided under II and III below. Non-classified and classified (UN GHS category 2) substances, representing relevant chemical classes are included, so that the reliability and performance (sensitivity, specificity, false negative rates, and false positive rates and accuracy) of the proposed test method can be compared to that of the validated reference method 1. The reliability of the test method, as well as its ability to correctly identify UN GHS category 2 irritant substances, should be determined prior to its use for testing new substances.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

The Performance Standards comprise the following three elements I) Essential Test Method Components, II) Reference Substances and III) Defined Accuracy and Reliability Values (2). These Performance Standards are based on the Performance Standards defined after the completion of the ECVAM skin irritation validation study (3).

(I) Essential Test Method Components

General model conditions

Normal human keratinocytes should be used to construct the epithelium. Multiple layers of viable epithelial cells (basal layer, stratum spinosum, stratum granulosum) should be present under a functional stratum corneum. Stratum corneum should be multilayered containing the essential lipid profile to produce a functional barrier with robustness to resist rapid penetration of cytotoxic marker substances, e.g. SDS or Triton X-100. The barrier function may be assessed either by determination of the concentration at which a marker substance reduces the viability of the tissues by 50% (IC$_{50}$) after a fixed exposure time, or by determination of the exposure time required to reduce cell viability by 50% (ET$_{50}$) upon application of the marker substance at a specified, fixed concentration. The containment properties of the model should prevent the passage of material around the stratum corneum to the viable tissue, which would lead to poor modelling of skin exposure. The skin model should be free of contamination by bacteria, viruses, mycoplasma, or fungi.

Functional model conditions

Viability

The preferred assay for determining the magnitude of viability is the MTT (4). The OD of the extracted (solubilised) dye from the tissue treated with NC should be at least 20 fold greater than the OD of the extraction solvent alone. It should be documented that the tissue treated with NC is stable in culture (provide similar viability measurements) for the duration of the test exposure period.

Barrier function

The stratum corneum and its lipid composition should be sufficient to resist the rapid penetration of cytotoxic marker substances, e.g. SDS or Triton X-100, as estimated by IC$_{50}$ or ET$_{50}$.

Morphology

Histological examination of the reconstructed skin/epidermis should be performed by appropriately qualified personnel demonstrating human skin/epidermis-like structure (including multilayered stratum corneum).
Reproducibility

The results of the method using a specific model should demonstrate reproducibility over time, preferably by an appropriate batch control (benchmark) substance (see definitions in section 1.2).

Quality controls (QC) of the model

Each batch of the epidermal model used should meet defined production release criteria, among which those for viability and for barrier function are the most relevant. An acceptability range (upper and lower limit) for the IC₅₀ or the ET₅₀ should be established by the skin model supplier (or investigator when using an in-house model). The barrier properties of the tissues should be verified by the laboratory after receipt of the tissues. Only results produced with qualified tissues can be accepted for reliable prediction of irritation effects. As an example, the acceptability ranges for the validated reference methods are given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Reference Method 1</th>
<th>lower acceptance limit</th>
<th>mean of acceptance range</th>
<th>upper acceptance limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(18 hours treatment with SDS)</td>
<td>IC₅₀ = 1,0 mg/ml</td>
<td>IC₅₀ = 2,32 mg/ml</td>
<td>IC₅₀ = 3,0 mg/ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Reference Method 2</th>
<th>ET₅₀</th>
<th>ET₅₀ = 6,7 hr</th>
<th>ET₅₀ = 8,7 hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 % Triton X-100)</td>
<td>ET₅₀ = 4,8 hr</td>
<td>ET₅₀ = 6,7 hr</td>
<td>ET₅₀ = 8,7 hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference Substances

Reference substances are used to determine if the reliability and accuracy of a proposed novel in vitro reconstructed human epidermis test method, proven to be structurally and functionally sufficiently similar to the validated reference methods, or representing a minor modification of a validated reference method, shows comparable performance to that of the validated reference method 1 (I). The 20 reference substances listed in Table 2 include substances representing different chemical classes of interest, as well as substances in UN GHS category 2. The substances included in this list comprise 10 UN GHS category 2 substances, 3 UN GHS optional category 3 substances and 7 non-categorised substances. Under this Test Method, the optional category 3 is considered as no category. These reference substances represent the minimum number of substances that should be used to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of a proposed reconstructed human epidermis test method for skin irritation. In situations where a listed substance is unavailable, other substances for which adequate in vivo reference data are available could be used. If desired, additional substances representing other chemical classes and for which adequate in vivo reference data are available may be added to the minimum list of reference substances to further evaluate the accuracy of the proposed test method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance (*)</th>
<th>CAS No</th>
<th>EINECS No</th>
<th>Physical state</th>
<th>In vivo score</th>
<th>GHS in vitro cat.</th>
<th>GHS in vivo cat.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-bromo-4-chlorobutane</td>
<td>6940-78-9</td>
<td>230-089-3</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diethyl phthalate</td>
<td>84-66-2</td>
<td>201-550-6</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naphthalene acetic acid</td>
<td>86-87-3</td>
<td>201-705-8</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyl phenoxy-acetate</td>
<td>7493-74-5</td>
<td>231-335-2</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0,3</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isopropanol</td>
<td>67-63-0</td>
<td>200-661-7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0,3</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-methyl-thio-benzaldehyde</td>
<td>3446-89-7</td>
<td>222-365-7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl stearate</td>
<td>112-61-8</td>
<td>203-990-4</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance (1)</td>
<td>CAS No</td>
<td>EINECS No</td>
<td>Physical state</td>
<td>In vivo score</td>
<td>GHS in vitro cat.</td>
<td>GHS in vivo cat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heptyl butyrate</td>
<td>5870-93-9</td>
<td>227-526-5</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
<td>Optional Cat. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexyl salicylate</td>
<td>6259-76-3</td>
<td>228-408-6</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
<td>Optional Cat. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-isobutyl phosphate</td>
<td>126-71-6</td>
<td>204-798-3</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Optional Cat. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-decanol</td>
<td>112-30-1</td>
<td>203-956-9</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclamen aldehyde</td>
<td>103-95-7</td>
<td>203-161-7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-bromohexane</td>
<td>111-25-1</td>
<td>203-850-2</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-chloromethyl-3,5-dimethyl-4-methoxypyridine hydrochloride</td>
<td>86604-75-3</td>
<td>434-680-9</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-terpineol</td>
<td>98-55-5</td>
<td>202-680-6</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di-n-propyl disulphide</td>
<td>629-19-6</td>
<td>211-079-8</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No Cat.</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butyl methacrylate</td>
<td>97-88-1</td>
<td>202-615-1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzenethiol, 5-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-2-methyl</td>
<td>7340-90-1</td>
<td>438-520-9</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-methyl-3-phenyl-1-piperazine</td>
<td>5271-27-2</td>
<td>431-180-2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heptanal</td>
<td>111-71-7</td>
<td>203-898-4</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
<td>Cat. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) The 20 reference substances comprise a representative selection from the 58 substances which were originally used to validate reference method 1 (EpiSkin™). A complete list of test substances and the criteria for their selection are available (5).

The substances listed in Table 2 provide a representative distribution of the 58 substances used in the ECVAM international skin irritation validation study (1). Their selection is based on the following criteria:

- the substances are commercially available,

- they are representative of the full range of Draize irritancy scores (from non-irritant to strong irritant),

- they have a well-defined chemical structure,

- they are representative of the validated method's reproducibility and predictive capacity as determined in the ECVAM validation study,

- they are representative of the chemical functionality used in the validation process,

- they are not associated with an extremely toxic profile (e.g. carcinogenic or toxic to the reproductive system) and they are not associated with prohibitive disposal costs.

(III) Defined Accuracy and Reliability Values

The performance (sensitivity, specificity, false negative rate, false positive rate and accuracy) of the proposed test method should be comparable to that of the validated reference method 1 (Table 3), i.e. sensitivity should be equal or higher (≥) than 80 %, specificity should be equal or higher (≥) than 70 %, and accuracy should be equal or higher (≥) than 75 %. The calculation of the performance should be done using all classifications obtained for the 20 substances in the different participating laboratories. The classification for each substance in each laboratory should be obtained by using the mean value of viability over the different runs performed (minimum three valid runs).
Table 3

Performance of the Validated Reference Method 1 (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test method</th>
<th>No. of Substances</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>False Negative Rate</th>
<th>False Positive Rate</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Validated Reference Method 1 (1)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>87.2 % (2)</td>
<td>71.1 % (3)</td>
<td>12.8 %</td>
<td>29.9 %</td>
<td>74.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validated Reference Method 1 (1)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90 %</td>
<td>73.3 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>26.7 %</td>
<td>81.7 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) EpiSkin™
(2) Based on 13 GHS cat. 2 irritants.
(3) Based on 45 GHS cat. 3 irritants or GHS no category chemicals.

The reliability of the proposed test method should be comparable to that of the validated reference methods.

Within-laboratory reproducibility

An assessment of within-laboratory variability should show a concordance of classifications (category 2/no category) obtained in different, independent test runs of the 20 Reference Substances within one single laboratory equal or higher (≥) than 90 %.

Between-laboratory reproducibility

An assessment of between-laboratory reproducibility is not essential if the proposed test method is to be used in one laboratory only. For methods to be transferred between laboratories, the concordance of classifications (category 2/no category) obtained in different, independent test runs of the 20 Reference Substances between preferentially a minimum of three laboratories should be equal or higher (≥) than 80 %.
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(1) Table 3 provides the performance of the validated reference method 1, with regard to its ability to correctly identify irritant substances (UN GHS category 2) and non-classified substances (no category including optional category 3) for the 58 and 20 Reference Substances (Table 2), respectively.
1. **METHOD**

This method is equivalent to OECD TG 201 (2006) (1).

1.1. **INTRODUCTION**

Testing Methods are periodically reviewed and updated in the light of scientific progress. Testing Method C.3 needed to be revised to include additional species and to meet the requirements for hazard assessment and classification of chemicals. The revision has been completed on the basis of extensive practical experience, scientific progress in the field of algal toxicity studies, and extensive regulatory use, which has occurred since the original adoption.

1.2. **DEFINITIONS**

The following definitions and abbreviations are used for the purposes of this Testing Method:

- **Biomass**: is the dry weight of living matter present in a population expressed in terms of a given volume; e.g. mg algae/litre test solution. Usually ‘biomass’ is defined as a mass, but in this test this word is used to refer to mass per volume. Also in this test, surrogates for biomass, such as cell counts, fluorescence, etc. are typically measured and the use of the term ‘biomass’ thus refers to these surrogate measures as well.

- **Coefficient of variation**: is a dimensionless measure of the variability of a parameter, defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. This can also be expressed as a percentage value. The mean coefficient of variation of average specific growth rate in replicate control cultures should be calculated as follows:

  1. Calculate % CV of average specific growth rate out of the daily/section-by-section growth rates for the respective replicate.

  2. Calculate the mean value of all the values calculated in point 1 to get the mean coefficient of variation of the daily/section-by-section specific growth rate in replicate control cultures.

- **ECx**: is the concentration of the test substance dissolved in the test medium that results in an x % (e.g. 50 %) reduction in growth of the test organism within a stated exposure period (to be mentioned explicitly if deviating from full or normal test duration). To unambiguously denote an EC value deriving from the growth rate or from the yield, the symbols ‘Ec’ and ‘EyC’ are used respectively.

- **Growth medium**: is the complete synthetic culture medium in which test algae grow when exposed to the test substance. The test substance will normally be dissolved in the test medium.

- **Growth rate (average specific growth rate)**: is the logarithmic increase in biomass during the exposure period.

- **Lowest Observed Effect Concentration (LOEC)**: is the lowest tested concentration at which the substance is observed to have a statistically significant reducing effect on growth (at $p < 0.05$) when compared with the control, within a given exposure time. However, all test concentrations above the LOEC must have a harmful effect equal to or greater than those observed at the LOEC. When these two conditions cannot be satisfied, a full explanation must be given for how the LOEC (and hence the NOEC) has been selected.

- **No Observed Effect Concentration (NOEC)**: is the test concentration immediately below the LOEC.
**Response variable:** is a variable for the estimation of toxicity derived from any measured parameters describing biomass by different methods of calculation. For this method, growth rates and yield are response variables derived from measuring biomass directly or any of the surrogates mentioned.

**Specific growth rate:** is a response variable defined as the quotient of the difference of the natural logarithms of a parameter of observation (in this Testing Method, biomass) and the respective time period.

**Yield:** is the value of a measurement variable at the end of the exposure period minus the measurement variable’s value at the start of the exposure period to express biomass increase during the test.

### 1.3. APPLICABILITY OF THE TEST

This Testing Method is most easily applied to water-soluble substances which, under the conditions of the test, are likely to remain in the water. For testing of substances that are volatile, strongly adsorbing, coloured, having a low solubility in water or substances that may affect the availability of nutrients or minerals in the test medium, certain modifications of the described procedure may be required (e.g. closed system, conditioning of the test vessels). Guidance on some appropriate modifications is given in (2), (3) and (4).

### 1.4. PRINCIPLE OF THE TEST

The purpose of this test is to determine the effects of a substance on the growth of freshwater microalgae and/or cyanobacteria. Exponentially growing test organisms are exposed to the test substance in batch cultures over a period of normally 72 hours. In spite of the relatively brief test duration, effects over several generations can be assessed.

The system response is the reduction of growth in a series of algal cultures (test units) exposed to various concentrations of a test substance. The response is evaluated as a function of the exposure concentration in comparison with the average growth of replicate, unexposed control cultures. For full expression of the system response to toxic effects (optimal sensitivity), the cultures are allowed unrestricted exponential growth under sufficient nutrient conditions and continuous light for a sufficient period of time to measure reduction of the specific growth rate.

Growth and growth inhibition are quantified by measurements of the algal biomass as a function of time. Algal biomass is defined as the dry weight per volume, e.g. mg algae/litre test solution. However, dry weight is difficult to measure and therefore surrogate parameters are used. Of these surrogates, cell counts are most often used. Other surrogate parameters include cell volume, fluorescence, optical density, etc. A conversion factor between the measured surrogate parameter and biomass should be known.

The test endpoint is inhibition of growth, expressed as the logarithmic increase in biomass (average specific growth rate) during the exposure period. From the average specific growth rates recorded in a series of test solutions, the concentration bringing about a specified x % inhibition of growth rate (e.g. 50 %) is determined and expressed as the $E_{50}$ (e.g. $E_{50}$).

For the application of this method within the EU regulatory framework, calculation of results should be based on an average specific growth rate for the reasons described in section 2.2 below. An additional response variable used in this Testing Method is yield, which may be needed to fulfill specific regulatory requirements in some countries. It is defined as biomass at the end of the exposure period minus the biomass at the start of the exposure period. From the yield recorded in a series of test solutions, the concentration bringing about a specified x % inhibition of yield (e.g. 50 %) is calculated and expressed as the $E_{50}$ (e.g. $E_{50}$).

In addition, the lowest observed effect concentration (LOEC) and the no observed effect concentration (NOEC) may be statistically determined.

### 1.5. INFORMATION ON THE TEST SUBSTANCE

Information on the test substance, which may be useful in establishing the test conditions, includes the structural formula, purity, stability in light, stability under the conditions of the test, light absorption properties, pH, and results of studies of transformation including biodegradability in water.
The water solubility, octanol water partition coefficient \( (P_{ow}) \) and the vapour pressure of the test substance should be known, and a validated method for the quantification of the substance in the test solutions with reported recovery efficiency and limit of detection should be available.

1.6. REFERENCE SUBSTANCE

Reference substance(s), such as 3,5-dichlorophenol used in the international ring test (4), may be tested as a means of checking the test procedure. Potassium dichromate can also be used as a reference substance for green algae. It is desirable to test a reference substance at least twice a year.

1.7. VALIDITY OF THE TEST

For the test to be valid, the following performance criteria should be met:

— The biomass in the control cultures should have increased exponentially by a factor of at least 16 within the 72-hour test period. This corresponds to a specific growth rate of 0.92 day\(^{-1}\). For the most frequently used species, the growth rate is usually substantially higher (see Appendix 1). This criterion may not be met when species that grow slower than those listed in Appendix 1 are used. In this case, the test period should be extended to obtain at least a 16-fold growth in control cultures, while the growth has to be exponential throughout the test period. The test period may be shortened to at least 48 h to maintain unlimited exponential growth during the test, as long as the minimum multiplication factor of 16 is reached.

— The mean coefficient of variation for section-by-section specific growth rates (days 0-1, 1-2 and 2-3, for 72-hour tests) in the control cultures (see section 1.2 under 'coefficient of variation') must not exceed 35 %. See the second paragraph in section 2.2.1 for the calculation of section-by-section specific growth rate. This criterion applies to the mean value of coefficients of variation calculated for replicate control cultures.

— The coefficient of variation of average specific growth rates during the whole test period in replicate control cultures must not exceed 7 % in tests with *Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata* and *Desmodesmus subspicatus*. For other less frequently tested species, the value should not exceed 10 %.

1.8. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

1.8.1. Apparatus

Test vessels and other apparatus, which will come into contact with the test solutions should be made entirely of glass or other chemically inert material. The items should be thoroughly washed to ensure that no organic or inorganic contaminants may interfere with the algal growth or composition of the test solutions.

The test vessels will normally be glass flasks of dimensions that allow a sufficient volume of culture for measurements during the test and a sufficient mass transfer of CO\(_2\) from the atmosphere (see the second paragraph in section 1.8.9). Note that the liquid volume must be sufficient for analytical determinations (see the fifth paragraph in section 1.8.11).

In addition, some or all of the following equipment will be required:

— Culturing apparatus: a cabinet or chamber is recommended, in which the chosen incubation temperature can be maintained at ± 2 °C.

— Light measurement instruments: it is important to note that the method of measurement of light intensity, and in particular the type of receptor (collector), will affect the measured value. Measurements should preferably be made using a spherical \( (4 \pi) \) receptor (which responds to direct and reflected light from all angles above and below the plane of measurement), or a \( 2 \pi \) receptor (which responds to light from all angles above the measurement plane).

— Apparatus to determine algal biomass. Cell count, which is the most frequently used surrogate parameter for algal biomass, may be made using an electronic particle counter, a microscope with counting chamber, or a flow cytometer. Other biomass surrogates can be measured using a flow cytometer, fluorimeter, spectrophotometer or colorimeter. A conversion factor relating cell count to dry weight is useful to calculate. In order to provide useful measurements at low biomass concentrations when using a spectrophotometer, it may be necessary to use cuvettes with a light path of at least 4 cm.
1.8.2. **Test organisms**

Several species of non-attached microalgae and cyanobacteria may be used. The strains listed in Appendix 1 have been shown to be suitable using the test procedure specified in this Testing Method.

If other species are used, the strain and/or origin should be reported. It has to be confirmed that exponential growth of the selected test alga can be maintained throughout the test period under the prevailing conditions.

1.8.3. **Growth medium**

Two alternative growth media, the OECD and the AAP medium, are recommended. The compositions of these media are shown in Appendix 2. Note that the initial pH value and the buffering capacity (regulating pH increase) of the two media are different. Therefore the results of the tests may be different depending on the medium used, particularly when testing ionising substances.

Modification of the growth media may be necessary for certain purposes, e.g. when testing metals and chelating agents or testing at different pH values. Use of a modified medium must be described in detail and justified (3)(4).

1.8.4. **Initial biomass concentration**

The initial biomass in the test cultures must be the same in all test cultures and sufficiently low to allow exponential growth throughout the incubation period without risk of nutrient depletion. The initial biomass should not exceed 0.5 mg/l as dry weight. The following initial cell concentrations are recommended:

- *Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata*: $5 \times 10^3-10^4$ cells/ml
- *Desmodesmus subspicatus*: $2-5 \times 10^3$ cells/ml
- *Navicula pelliculosa*: $10^4$ cells/ml
- *Anabaena flos-aquae*: $10^4$ cells/ml
- *Synechococcus leopoliensis*: $5 \times 10^4-10^5$ cells/ml

1.8.5. **Concentrations of test substance**

The concentration range in which effects are likely to occur may be determined on the basis of results from range-finding tests. For the final definitive test, at least five concentrations arranged in a geometric series with a factor not exceeding 3.2 should be selected. For test substances showing a flat concentration response curve, a higher factor may be justified. The concentration series should preferably cover the range causing 5-75% inhibition of algal growth rate.

1.8.6. **Replicates and controls**

The test design should include three replicates at each test concentration. If determination of the NOEC is not required, the test design may be altered to increase the number of concentrations and reduce the number of replicates per concentration. The number of control replicates must be at least three, and ideally should be twice the number of replicates used for each test concentration.

A separate set of test solutions may be prepared for analytical determinations of test substance concentrations (see the fourth and sixth paragraphs in section 1.8.11).

When a solvent is used to solubilise the test substance, additional controls containing the solvent at the same concentration as used in the test cultures must be included in the test design.

1.8.7. **Preparation of inoculum culture**

In order to adapt the test alga to the test conditions and ensure that the algae are in the exponential growth phase when used to inoculate the test solutions, an inoculum culture in the test medium is prepared 2-4 days before start of the test. The algal biomass should be adjusted in order to allow exponential growth to prevail in the inoculum culture until the test starts. The inoculum culture shall be incubated under the same conditions as the test cultures. Measure the increase in biomass in the inoculum culture to ensure that growth is within the normal range for the test strain under the culturing conditions. An example of the procedure for algal culturing is described in Appendix 3. To avoid synchronous cell divisions during the test, a second propagation step of the inoculum culture may be required.
1.8.8. Preparation of test solutions

All test solutions must contain the same concentrations of growth medium and initial biomass of test algae. Test solutions of the chosen concentrations are usually prepared by mixing a stock solution of the test substance with growth medium and inoculum culture. Stock solutions are normally prepared by dissolving the substance in test medium.

Solvents, e.g. acetone, t-butyl alcohol and dimethyl formamide, may be used as carriers to add substances of low water solubility to the test medium (2)(3). The solvent concentration should not exceed 100 µl/l, and the same concentration of solvent should be added to all cultures (including controls) in the test series.

1.8.9. Incubation

Cap the test vessels with air-permeable stoppers. The vessels are shaken and placed in the culturing apparatus. During the test it is necessary to keep the algae in suspension and to facilitate transfer of CO₂. To this end, constant shaking or stirring should be used. The cultures should be maintained at a temperature in the range of 21 to 24 °C, controlled at ± 2 °C. For species other than those listed in Appendix 1, e.g. tropical species, higher temperatures may be appropriate, providing that the validity criteria can be fulfilled. It is recommended to place the flasks randomly and to reposition them daily in the incubator.

The pH of the control medium should not increase by more than 1,5 units during the test. For metals and compounds that partly ionise at a pH around the test pH, it may be necessary to limit the pH drift to obtain reproducible and well defined results. A drift of < 0.5 pH units is technically feasible and can be achieved by ensuring an adequate CO₂ mass transfer rate from the surrounding air to the test solution, e.g. by increasing the shaking rate. Another possibility is to reduce the demand for CO₂ by reducing the initial biomass or the test duration.

The surface where the cultures are incubated should receive continuous, uniform fluorescent illumination e.g. of ‘cool-white’ or ‘daylight’ type. Strains of algae and cyanobacteria vary in their light requirements. The light intensity should be selected to suit the test organism used. For the recommended species of green algae, the light intensity at the level of the test solutions shall be selected from the range of 60-120 µE·m⁻²·s⁻¹ when measured in the photosynthetically effective wavelength range of 400-700 nm using an appropriate receptor. Some species, in particular *Anabaena flos-aquae*, grow well at lower light intensities and may be damaged at high intensities. For such species an average light intensity in the range 40-60 µE·m⁻²·s⁻¹ should be selected. (For light-measuring instruments calibrated in lux, an equivalent range of 4440-8880 lux for cool white light corresponds approximately to the recommended light intensity 60-120 µE·m⁻²·s⁻¹). The light intensity shall not vary more than ± 15 % from the average light intensity over the incubation area.

1.8.10. Test duration

The test duration is normally 72 hours. However, shorter or longer test durations may be used, provided that all validity criteria in section 1.7 can be met.

1.8.11. Measurements and analytical determinations

The algal biomass in each flask is determined at least daily during the test period. If measurements are made on small volumes removed from the test solution by pipette, these should not be replaced.

Measurement of biomass is done by manual cell counting by microscope or an electronic particle counter (by cell counts and/or biovolume). Alternative techniques, e.g. flow cytometry, in vitro or in vivo chlorophyll fluorescence (6)(7), or optical density can be used providing a satisfactory correlation with biomass can be demonstrated over the range of biomass occurring in the test.

The pH of the solutions shall be measured at the beginning and at the end of the test.

Provided an analytical procedure for determination of the test substance in the concentration range used is available, the test solutions should be analysed to verify the initial concentrations and maintenance of the exposure concentrations during the test.
Analysis of the concentration of the test substance at the start and end of the test of a low and high test concentration, and a concentration around the expected EC$_{50}$ may be sufficient where it is likely that exposure concentrations will vary less than 20% from nominal values during the test. Analysis of all test concentrations at the start and end of the test is recommended where concentrations are unlikely to remain within 80-120% of nominal. For volatile, unstable or strongly adsorbing test substances, additional sampling for analysis at 24 hour intervals during the exposure period is recommended in order to better define loss of the test substance. For these substances, extra replicates will be needed. In all cases, determination of test substance concentrations need only be performed on one replicate vessel at each test concentration (or on the contents of the vessels pooled by replicate).

Test media prepared specifically for analysis of exposure concentrations during the test should be treated identically to those used for testing, i.e. they should be inoculated with algae and incubated under identical conditions. If analysis of the dissolved test substance concentration is required, it may be necessary to separate algae from the medium. Separation should preferably be made by centrifugation at a low g-force, sufficient to settle the algae.

If there is evidence that the concentration of the substance being tested has been satisfactorily maintained within ±20% of the nominal or measured initial concentration throughout the test, analysis of the results can be based on nominal or measured initial values. If the deviation from the nominal or measured initial concentration is greater than ±20%, analysis of the results should be based on geometric mean concentration during exposure or on models describing the decline of the concentration of test substance (3)(8).

The alga growth inhibition test is a more dynamic test system than most other short-term aquatic toxicity tests. As a consequence, the actual exposure concentrations may be difficult to define, especially for adsorbing substances tested at low concentrations. In such cases, disappearance of the substance from solution by adsorption to the increasing algal biomass does not mean that it is lost from the test system. When the result of the test is analysed, it should be checked whether a decrease in concentration of the test substance in the course of the test is accompanied by a decrease in growth inhibition. If this is the case, application of a suitable model describing the decline of the concentration of test substance (8) may be considered. If not, it may be appropriate to base the analysis of the results on the initial (nominal or measured) concentrations.

1.8.12. Other observations

Microscopic observation should be performed to verify a normal and healthy appearance of the inoculum culture and to observe any abnormal appearance of the algae (as may be caused by exposure to the test substance) at the end of the test.

1.8.13. Limit test

Under some circumstances, e.g. when a preliminary test indicates that the test substance has no toxic effects at concentrations up to 100 mg l$^{-1}$ or up to its limit of solubility in the test medium (whichever is the lower), a limit test involving a comparison of responses in a control group and one treatment group (100 mg l$^{-1}$ or a concentration equal to the limit of solubility), may be undertaken. It is strongly recommended that this be supported by analysis of the exposure concentration. All previously described test conditions and validity criteria apply to a limit test, with the exception that the number of treatment replicates should be at least six. The response variables in the control and treatment group may be analysed using a statistical test to compare means, e.g. a Student’s t-test. If variances of the two groups are unequal, a t-test adjusted for unequal variances should be performed.

1.8.14. Modification for strongly coloured substances

The irradiation (light intensity) should be in the highest end of the range prescribed in this Testing Method: 120µE m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ or higher.

The light path should be shortened by reduction of the volume of the test solutions (in the range of 5-25 ml).

Sufficient agitation (for example by moderate shaking) should be performed in order to obtain a high frequency of exposure of the algae to high irradiation at the surface of the culture.
2. DATA

2.1. PLOTTING GROWTH CURVES

The biomass in the test vessels may be expressed in units of the surrogate parameter used for measurement (e.g. cell number, fluorescence).

Tabulate the estimated biomass concentration in test cultures and controls together with the concentrations of test material and the times of measurement, recorded with a resolution of at least whole hours, to produce plots of growth curves. Both logarithmic scales and linear scales can be useful at this first stage, but logarithmic scales are mandatory and generally give a better presentation of variations in growth pattern during the test period. Note that exponential growth produces a straight line when plotted on a logarithmic scale, and that the inclination of the line (slope) indicates the specific growth rate.

Using the plots, examine whether control cultures grow exponentially at the expected rate throughout the test. Critically examine all data points and the appearance of the graphs, and check raw data and procedures for possible errors. Check in particular any data point that seems to deviate by a systematic error. If it is obvious that procedural mistakes can be identified and/or considered highly likely, the specific data point is marked as an outlier and not included in subsequent statistical analysis. (A zero algal concentration in one out of two or three replicate vessels may indicate the vessel was not inoculated correctly, or was improperly cleaned). Reasons for rejection of a data point as an outlier must be clearly stated in the test report. Accepted reasons are only (rare) procedural mistakes and not just bad precision. Statistical procedures for outlier identification are of limited use for this type of problem and cannot replace expert judgement. Outliers (marked as such) should preferably be retained among the data points shown in any subsequent graphical or tabular data presentation.

2.2. RESPONSE VARIABLES

The purpose of the test is to determine the effects of the test substance on the growth of algae. This Testing Method describes two response variables, as member countries have different preferences and regulatory needs. In order for the test results to be acceptable in all member countries, the effects should be evaluated using both response variables (a) and (b) described below.

(a) Average specific growth rate: this response variable is calculated on the basis of the logarithmic increase of biomass during the test period, expressed per day.

(b) Yield: this response variable is the biomass at the end of the test minus the starting biomass.

For the application of this method within the EU regulatory framework, calculation of results should be based on an average specific growth rate for the reasons described below. It should be noted that toxicity values calculated by using these two response variables are not comparable and this difference must be recognised when using the results of the test. ECx values based upon average specific growth rate (ECx) will generally be higher than results based upon yield (EyCx) if the test conditions of this Testing Method are adhered to, due to the mathematical basis of the respective approaches. This should not be interpreted as a difference in sensitivity between the two response variables, simply that the values are different mathematically. The concept of average specific growth rate is based on the general exponential growth pattern of algae in non-limited cultures, where toxicity is estimated on the basis of the effects on the growth rate, without being dependent on the absolute level of the specific growth rate of the control, on the slope of the concentration-response curve or on test duration. In contrast, results based upon the yield response variable are dependent upon all these other variables. EyCx is dependent on the specific growth rate of the algal species used in each test and on the maximum specific growth rate that can vary between species and even different algal strains. This response variable should not be used for comparing the sensitivity to toxicants among algal species or even different strains. While the use of average specific growth rate for estimating toxicity is scientifically preferred, toxicity estimates based on yield are also included in this Testing Method so as to satisfy current regulatory requirements in some countries.
2.2.1. **Average growth rate**

The average specific growth rate for a specific period is calculated as the logarithmic increase in biomass from the equation for each single vessel of controls and treatments:

\[
\mu_{ij} = \frac{\ln X_j - \ln X_i}{t_j - t_i} \text{ (day}^{-1}\text{)}
\]

where:
- \(\mu_{ij}\) is the average specific growth rate from time \(i\) to \(j\);
- \(X_i\) is the biomass at time \(i\);
- \(X_j\) is the biomass at time \(j\).

For each treatment group and control group, calculate a mean value for growth rate along with variance estimates.

Calculate average specific growth rate over the entire test duration (normally days 0-3), using the nominally inoculated biomass as the starting value rather than a measured starting value, because in this way greater precision is normally obtained. If the equipment used for biomass measurement allows sufficiently precise determination of the low inoculum biomass (e.g. flow cytometer) then the measured initial biomass concentration can be used. Also assess the section-by-section growth rate, calculated as the specific growth rates for each day during the course of the test (days 0-1, 1-2 and 2-3) and examine whether the control growth rate remains constant (See validity criteria, section 1.7). A significantly lower specific growth rate on day one than the total average specific growth rate may indicate a lag phase. While a lag phase can be minimised and practically eliminated in control cultures by proper propagation of the pre-culture, a lag phase in exposed cultures may indicate recovery after initial toxic stress or reduced exposure due to loss of test substance (including sorption onto the algal biomass) after initial exposure. Hence the section-by-section growth rate may be assessed in order to evaluate effects of the test substance occurring during the exposure period. Substantial differences between the section-by-section growth rate and the average growth rate indicate deviation from constant exponential growth and that close examination of the growth curves is warranted.

Calculate the percent inhibition of growth rate for each treatment replicate from the equation:

\[
\%I_{\mu} = \left(\frac{\mu_c - \mu_r}{\mu_c}\right) \times 100
\]

where:
- \(\%I_{\mu}\): percent inhibition in average specific growth rate;
- \(\mu_c\): mean value for average specific growth rate (\(\mu\)) in the control group;
- \(\mu_r\): average specific growth rate for the treatment replicate.

When solvents are used to prepare the test solutions, the solvent controls rather than the controls without solvents should be used in calculation of percent inhibition.

2.2.2. **Yield**

The yield is calculated as the biomass at the end of the test minus the starting biomass for each single vessel of controls and treatments. For each test concentration and control, calculate a mean value for the yield along with variance estimates. The percentage inhibition in yield (\(\%I_Y\)) may be calculated for each treatment replicate as follows:

\[
\%I_Y = \left(\frac{Y_c - Y_j}{Y_c}\right) \times 100
\]

where:
- \(\%I_Y\): percentage inhibition of yield;
- \(Y_c\): mean value for yield in the control group;
- \(Y_j\): value for yield for the treatment replicate.
2.3. PLOTTING CONCENTRATION RESPONSE CURVE

Plot the percentage of inhibition against the logarithm of the test substance concentration and examine the plot closely, disregarding any such data point that was singled out as an outlier in the first phase. Fit a smooth line through the data points by eye or by computerised interpolation to get a first impression of the concentration response relationship, then proceed with a more detailed method, preferably a computerised statistical method. Depending on the intended usage of the data, the quality (precision) and amount of data, as well as the availability of data analysis tools, it may be decided (and sometimes well justified) to stop the data analysis at this stage and simply read the key figures EC_{50} and EC_{10} (and/or EC_{20}) from the eye fitted curve (also see section below on stimulatory effects). Valid reasons for not using a statistical method may include:

— data are not appropriate for computerised methods to produce any more reliable results than can be obtained by expert judgement — in such situations some computer programs may even fail to produce a reliable solution (iterations may not converge etc.).

— stimulatory growth responses cannot be handled adequately using available computer programs (see below).

2.4. STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

The aim is to obtain a quantitative concentration-response relationship by regression analysis. It is possible to use a weighted linear regression after having performed a linearising transformation of the response data — for instance into probit or logit or Weibull units (9), but non-linear regression procedures are preferred techniques that better handle unavoidable data irregularities and deviations from smooth distributions. Approaching either zero or total inhibition, such irregularities may be magnified by the transformation, interfering with the analysis (9). It should be noted that standard methods of analysis using probit, logit, or Weibull transforms are intended for use on quantal (e.g. mortality or survival) data, and must be modified to accommodate growth or biomass data. Specific procedures for determination of EC_{x} values from continuous data can be found in (10)(11) and (12). The use of non-linear regression analysis is further detailed in Appendix 4.

For each response variable to be analysed, use the concentration-response relationship to calculate point estimates of EC_{x} values. When possible, the 95 % confidence limits for each estimate should be determined. Goodness of fit of the response data to the regression model should be assessed either graphically or statistically. Regression analysis should be performed using individual replicate responses, not treatment group means. If, however, nonlinear curve fitting is difficult or fails because of too great a scatter in the data, the problem may be circumvented by performing the regression on group means as a practical way of reducing the influence of suspected outliers. Use of this option should be identified in the test report as a deviation from normal procedure because curve fits with individual replicates did not produce a good result.

EC_{50} estimates and confidence limits may also be obtained using linear interpolation with bootstrapping (13), if available regression models/methods are unsuitable for the data.

For estimation of the LOEC and hence the NOEC, and for effects of the test substance on growth rate, it is necessary to compare treatment means after having performed a linearising transformation of the response data — for instance into probit or logit or Weibull units (9), but non-linear regression procedures are preferred techniques that better handle unavoidable data irregularities and deviations from smooth distributions. Approaching either zero or total inhibition, such irregularities may be magnified by the transformation, interfering with the analysis (9). It should be noted that standard methods of analysis using probit, logit, or Weibull transforms are intended for use on quantal (e.g. mortality or survival) data, and must be modified to accommodate growth or biomass data. Specific procedures for determination of EC_{x} values from continuous data can be found in (10)(11) and (12). The use of non-linear regression analysis is further detailed in Appendix 4.

Recent scientific developments have led to a recommendation of abandoning the concept of NOEC and replacing it with regression based point estimates EC_{x}. An appropriate value for x has not been established for this algal test. A range of 10 to 20 % appears to be appropriate (depending on the response variable chosen), and preferably both the EC_{10} and EC_{20} should be reported.
2.5. GROWTH STIMULATION

Growth stimulation (negative inhibition) at low concentrations is sometimes observed. This can result from either hormesis (toxic stimulation) or from addition of stimulating growth factors with the test material to the minimal medium used. Note that the addition of inorganic nutrients should not have any direct effect because the test medium should maintain a surplus of nutrients throughout the test. Low dose stimulation can usually be ignored in EC₅₀ calculations unless it is extreme. However, if it is extreme, or an ECₓ value for low x is to be calculated, special procedures may be needed. Deletion of stimulatory responses from the data analysis should be avoided if possible, and if available curve fitting software cannot accept minor stimulation, linear interpolation with bootstrapping can be used. If stimulation is extreme, use of a hormesis model may be considered (19).

2.6. NON-TOXIC GROWTH INHIBITION

Light absorbing test materials may give rise to a growth rate reduction because shading reduces the amount of available light. Such physical types of effects should be separated from toxic effects by modifying the test conditions and the former should be reported separately. Guidance may be found in (2) and (3).

3. REPORTING

3.1. TEST REPORT

The test report must include the following:

Test substance:
— physical nature and relevant physiochemical properties, including water solubility limit,
— chemical identification data, including purity.

Test species:
— the strain, supplier or source and the culture conditions used.

Test conditions:
— date of start of the test and its duration,
— description of test design: test vessels, culture volumes, biomass density at the beginning of the test,
— composition of the medium,
— test concentrations and replicates (e.g. number of replicates, number of test concentrations and geometric progression used),
— description of the preparation of test solutions, including use of solvents etc.,
— culturing apparatus,
— light intensity and quality (source, homogeneity),
— temperature,
— concentrations tested: the nominal test concentrations and any results of analyses to determine the concentration of the test substance in the test vessels. The recovery efficiency of the method and the limit of quantification in the test matrix should be reported,
— all deviations from this Testing Method,
— method for determination of biomass and evidence of correlation between the measured parameter and dry weight.

Results:
— pH values at the start and end of the test at all treatments,
— biomass for each flask at each measuring point and method for measuring biomass,
— growth curves (plot of biomass versus time),
— calculated response variables for each treatment replicate, with mean values and coefficient of variation for replicates,
— graphical presentation of the concentration/effect relationship,
— estimates of toxicity for response variables e.g. EC_{50}, EC_{10}, EC_{20} and associated confidence intervals. If calculated, LOEC and NOEC and the statistical methods used for their determination,
— if ANOVA has been used, the size of the effect which can be detected (e.g. the least significant difference),
— any stimulation of growth found in any treatment,
— any other observed effects, e.g. morphological changes of the algae,
— discussion of the results, including any influence on the outcome of the test resulting from deviations from this Testing Method.

4. LITERATURE


Appendix 1

Strains shown to be suitable for the test

Green algae
— Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata, (formerly known as Selenastrum capricornutum), ATCC 22662, CCAP 278/4, 61.81 SAG
— Desmodesmus subspicatus (formerly known as Scenedesmus subspicatus) 86.81 SAG

Diatoms
— Navicula pelliculosa, UTEX 664

Cyanobacteria
— Anabaena flos-aquae, UTEX 1444, ATCC 29413, CCAP 1403/13A
— Synechococcus leopoliensis, UTEX 625, CCAP 1405/1

Sources of Strains
The strains recommended are available in unialgal cultures from the following collections (in alphabetical order):

ATCC: American Type Culture Collection
10801 University Boulevard
Manassas, Virginia 20110-2209
UNITED STATES

CCAP, Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa
Institute of Freshwater Ecology,
Windermere Laboratory
Far Sawrey, Ambleside
Cumbria
LA22 0LP
UNITED KINGDOM

SAG: Collection of Algal Cultures
Inst. Plant Physiology
University of Göttingen
Nicholausberger Weg 18
3400 Göttingen
GERMANY

UTEX Culture Collection of Algae
Section of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
School of Biological Sciences
the University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712
USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appearance and characteristics of recommended species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appearance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. subcapitata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. subspicatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. pelliculosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. flos-aquae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. leopoliensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size (L × W) µm</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. subcapitata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. subspicatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. pelliculosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. flos-aquae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. leopoliensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cell volume (µm³/cell)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. subcapitata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. subspicatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. pelliculosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. flos-aquae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. leopoliensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cell dry weight (mg/cell)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. subcapitata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. subspicatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. pelliculosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. flos-aquae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. leopoliensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Growth rate (1) day^-1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. subcapitata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. subspicatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. pelliculosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. flos-aquae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. leopoliensis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Measured with electronic particle counter
(2) Calculated from size
(3) Most frequently observed growth rate in OECD medium at light intensity approx. 70 µE m^-2 s^-1 and 21 °C
Specific Recommendations on Culturing and Handling of Recommended Test Species

**Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata and Desmodesmus subspicatus**

These green algae are generally easy to maintain in various culture media. Information on suitable media is available from the culture collections. The cells are normally solitary, and cell density measurements can easily be performed using an electronic particle counter or microscope.

**Anabaena flos-aquae**

Various growth media may be used for keeping a stock culture. It is particularly important to avoid allowing the batch culture to go past log phase growth when renewing. Recovery is difficult at this point.

*Anabaena flos-aquae* develops aggregates of nested chains of cells. The size of these aggregates may vary with culturing conditions. It may be necessary to break up these aggregates when microscope counting or an electronic particle counter is used for the determination of biomass.

Sonication of sub-samples may be used to break up chains to reduce count variability. Longer sonication than required for breaking up chains into shorter lengths may destroy the cells. Sonication intensity and duration must be identical for each treatment.

Count enough fields on the hemocytometer (at least 400 cells) to help compensate for variability. This will improve reliability of microscopic density determinations.

An electronic particle counter can be used for determination of total cell volume of *Anabaena* after breaking up the cell chains by careful sonification. The sonification energy has to be adjusted to avoid disruption of the cells.

Use a vortex mixer or similar appropriate method to make sure the algae suspension used to inoculate test vessels is well mixed and homogeneous.

Test vessels should be placed on an orbital or reciprocate shaker table at about 150 revolutions per minute. Alternatively, intermittent agitation may be used to reduce the tendency of *Anabaena* to form clumps. If clumping occurs, care must be taken to achieve representative samples for biomass measurements. Vigorous agitation before sampling may be necessary to disintegrate algal clumps.

**Synechococcus leopoliensis.**

Various growth media may be used for keeping a stock culture. Information on suitable media is available from the culture collections.

*Synechococcus leopoliensis* grows as solitary rod-shaped cells. The cells are very small, which complicates the use of microscope counting for biomass measurements. Electronic particle counters equipped for counting particles down to a size of approximately 1 µm are useful. In vitro fluorometric measurements are also applicable.

**Navicula pelliculosa**

Various growth media may be used for keeping a stock culture. Information on suitable media is available from the culture collections. Note that silicate is required in the medium.

*Navicula pelliculosa* may form aggregates under certain growth conditions. Due to production of lipids the algal cells sometimes tend to accumulate in the surface film. Under those circumstances special measures have to be taken when sub-samples are taken for biomass determination in order to obtain representative samples. Vigorous shaking, e.g. using a vortex mixer, may be required.


Appendix 2

Growth media

One of the following two growth media may be used:

OECD medium: Original medium of OECD TG 201, also according to ISO 8692
US. EPA medium AAP also according to ASTM.

When preparing these media, reagent or analytical-grade chemicals should be used and deionised water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>EPA (mg/l)</th>
<th>EPA (mM)</th>
<th>OECD (mg/l)</th>
<th>OECD (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaHCO₃</td>
<td>15,0</td>
<td>0,179</td>
<td>50,0</td>
<td>0,595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaNO₃</td>
<td>25,5</td>
<td>0,300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄Cl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15,0</td>
<td>0,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgCl₂·6(H₂O)</td>
<td>12,16</td>
<td>0,0598</td>
<td>12,0</td>
<td>0,0590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCl₂·2(H₂O)</td>
<td>4,41</td>
<td>0,0300</td>
<td>18,0</td>
<td>0,122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgSO₄·7(H₂O)</td>
<td>14,6</td>
<td>0,0592</td>
<td>15,0</td>
<td>0,0609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂HPO₄</td>
<td>1,044</td>
<td>0,00599</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH₂PO₄</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,60</td>
<td>0,00919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeCl₃·6(H₂O)</td>
<td>0,160</td>
<td>0,000591</td>
<td>0,0640</td>
<td>0,000237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂EDTA·2(H₂O)</td>
<td>0,300</td>
<td>0,000806</td>
<td>0,100</td>
<td>0,000269  (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃BO₃</td>
<td>0,186</td>
<td>0,00300</td>
<td>0,185</td>
<td>0,00300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnCl₂·4(H₂O)</td>
<td>0,415</td>
<td>0,00201</td>
<td>0,415</td>
<td>0,00210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnCl₂</td>
<td>0,00327</td>
<td>0,000024</td>
<td>0,00300</td>
<td>0,000220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoCl₂·6(H₂O)</td>
<td>0,00143</td>
<td>0,000006</td>
<td>0,00150</td>
<td>0,00000630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂MoO₄·2(H₂O)</td>
<td>0,00726</td>
<td>0,000030</td>
<td>0,00700</td>
<td>0,0000289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuCl₂·2(H₂O)</td>
<td>0,000012</td>
<td>0,0000007</td>
<td>0,00001</td>
<td>0,0000006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7,5</td>
<td>8,1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) The molar ratio of EDTA to iron slightly exceed unity. This prevents iron precipitation and, at the same time, chelation of heavy metal ions is minimised.

In the test with the diatom Navicula pelliculosa, both media must be supplemented with Na₂SiO₃·9H₂O to obtain a concentration of 1,4 mg Si/l.

The pH of the medium is obtained at equilibrium between the carbonate system of the medium and the partial pressure of CO₂ in atmospheric air. An approximate relationship between pH at 25 °C and the molar bicarbonate concentration is:

\[ \text{pH}_{\text{eq}} = 11.30 + \log [\text{HCO}_3^-] \]

With 15 mg NaHCO₃, pH\(_{\text{eq}} = 7.5 \) (U.S. EPA medium) and with 50 mg NaHCO₃/l, pH\(_{\text{eq}} = 8.1 \) (OECD medium).
Element composition of test media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>EPA</th>
<th>OECD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mg/l</td>
<td>mg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2,144</td>
<td>7,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>4,202</td>
<td>3,927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0,186</td>
<td>0,285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0,469</td>
<td>0,459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>11,044</td>
<td>13,704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>1,202</td>
<td>4,905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>2,909</td>
<td>2,913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>0,033</td>
<td>0,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>0,115</td>
<td>0,115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preparation of OECD medium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nutrient</th>
<th>Concentration in stock solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 1: macronutrients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄Cl</td>
<td>1,5 g l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgCl₂·6H₂O</td>
<td>1,2 g l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaCl₂·2H₂O</td>
<td>1,8 g l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgSO₄·7H₂O</td>
<td>1,5 g l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH₂PO₄</td>
<td>0,16 g l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 2: iron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeCl₃·6H₂O</td>
<td>64 mg l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂EDTA·2H₂O</td>
<td>100 mg l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 3: trace elements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃BO₃</td>
<td>185 mg l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnCl₂·4H₂O</td>
<td>415 mg l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnCl₂</td>
<td>3 mg l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoCl₂·6H₂O</td>
<td>1,5 mg l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuCl₂·2H₂O</td>
<td>0,01 mg l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂MoO₄·2H₂O</td>
<td>7 mg l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 4: bicarbonate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaHCO₃</td>
<td>50 g l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂SiO₃·9H₂O</td>
<td>50 g l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sterilise the stock solutions by membrane filtration (mean pore diameter 0,2 µm) or by autoclaving (120 °C, 15 min). Store the solutions in the dark at 4 °C.

Do not autoclave stock solutions 2 and 4, but sterilise them by membrane filtration.

Prepare a growth medium by adding an appropriate volume of the stock solutions 1-4 to water:

Add to 500 ml of sterilised water:

- 10 ml of stock solution 1
- 1 ml of stock solution 2
- 1 ml of stock solution 3
- 1 ml of stock solution 4
Make up to 1,000 ml with sterilised water.

Allow sufficient time for equilibrating the medium with the atmospheric CO₂, if necessary by bubbling with sterile filtered air for some hours.

**Preparation of AAP medium**

A1.1. Add 1 mL of each stock solution in A1.2.1-A1.2.7 to approximately 900 mL of deionised or distilled water and then dilute to 1 L.

A1.2. Macronutrient stock solutions are made by dissolving the following into 500 mL of deionised or distilled water. Reagents A1.2.1, A1.2.2, A1.2.3, and A1.2.4 can be combined into one stock solution.

A1.2.1. NaNO₃—12,750 g.
A1.2.2. MgCl₂•6H₂O—6,082 g.
A1.2.3. CaCl₂•2H₂O—2,205 g.
A1.2.4. Micronutrient Stock Solution—(see A1.3).
A1.2.5. MgSO₄•7H₂O—7,350 g.
A1.2.6. K₂HPO₄—0,522 g.
A1.2.7. NaHCO₃—7,500 g.

Note A1.1 — Use for diatom test species only. May be added directly (202.4 mg) or by way of stock solution to give 20 mg/L Si final concentration in medium.

A1.2.9. Reagents A1.2.1, A1.2.2, A1.2.3, and A1.2.4 can be combined into one stock solution.

A1.2.10. Reagents A1.2.5-A1.2.9 can be combined into one stock solution.

A1.2.11. Reagents A1.2.1-A1.2.9 can be combined into one stock solution.

A1.3. The micronutrient stock solution is made by dissolving the following into 500 mL of deionised or distilled water:

A1.3.1. H₃BO₃—92,760 mg.
A1.3.2. MnCl₂•4H₂O—207,690 mg.
A1.3.3. ZnCl₂—1,635 mg.
A1.3.4. FeCl₃•6H₂O—79,880 mg.
A1.3.5. CoCl₂•6H₂O—0,714 mg.
A1.3.6. Na₂MoO₄•2H₂O—3,630 mg.
A1.3.7. CuCl₂•2H₂O—0,006 mg.
A1.3.8. Na₂EDTA•2H₂O—150,000 mg.

[Disodium (Ethylenedinitrilo) tetraacetate].

A1.3.9. Na₂SeO₄•5H₂O—0,005 mg See Note A1.2.

Note A1.2 — Use only in medium for stock cultures of diatom species.

A1.4. Adjust pH to 7.5 ± 0.1 with 0.1 N or 1.0 N NaOH or HCl.

A1.5. Filter the media into a sterile container through either a 0.22-μm membrane filter if a particle counter is to be used or a 0.45-μm filter if a particle counter is not to be used.

A1.6. Store medium in the dark at approximately 4 °C until use.
Appendix 3

Example of a procedure for the culturing of algae

General observations

The purpose of culturing on the basis of the following procedure is to obtain algal cultures for toxicity tests.

Suitable methods must be used to ensure that the algal cultures are not infected with bacteria. Axenic cultures may be desirable but unialgal cultures must be established and used.

All operations must be carried out under sterile conditions in order to avoid contamination with bacteria and other algae.

Equipment and materials

See under Testing Method: Apparatus.

Procedures for obtaining algal cultures

Preparation of nutrient solutions (media):

All nutrient salts of the medium are prepared as concentrated stock solutions and stored dark and cold. These solutions are sterilised by filtration or by autoclaving.

The medium is prepared by adding the correct amount of stock solution to sterile distilled water, taking care that no infections occur. For solid medium 0.8% of agar is added.

Stock culture:

The stock cultures are small algal cultures that are regularly transferred to fresh medium to act as initial test material. If the cultures are not used regularly, they are streaked out on sloped agar tubes. These are transferred to fresh medium at least once every two months.

The stock cultures are grown in conical flasks containing the appropriate medium (volume about 100 ml). When the algae are incubated at 20 °C with continuous illumination, a weekly transfer is required.

During transfer an amount of ‘old’ culture is transferred with sterile pipettes into a flask of fresh medium, so that with the fast-growing species the initial concentration is about 100 times smaller than in the old culture.

The growth rate of a species can be determined from the growth curve. If this is known, it is possible to estimate the density at which the culture should be transferred to new medium. This must be done before the culture reaches the death phase.

Pre-culture:

The pre-culture is intended to give an amount of algae suitable for the inoculation of test cultures. The pre-culture is incubated under the conditions of the test and used when still exponentially growing, normally after an incubation period of 2 to 4 days. When the algal cultures contain deformed or abnormal cells, they must be discarded.
Appendix 4

Data analysis by nonlinear regression

General considerations

The response in algal tests and other microbial growth tests — growth of biomass is by nature a continuous or metric variable — a process rate if growth rate is used, and its integral over time if biomass is selected. Both are referenced to the corresponding mean response of replicate non-exposed controls showing maximum response for the conditions imposed — with light and temperature as primary determining factors in the algal test. The system is distributed or homogenous and the biomass can be viewed as a continuum without consideration of individual cells. The variance distribution of the type of response for such a system relates solely to experimental factors (described typically by the log-normal or normal distributions of error). This is by contrast to typical bioassay responses with quantal data, for which the tolerance (typically binomially distributed) of individual organisms is often assumed to be the dominant variance component. Control responses here are zero or background level.

In the uncomplicated situation, the normalised or relative response, \( r \), decreases monotonically from 1 (zero inhibition) to 0 (100 per cent inhibition). Note that all responses have an associated error, and that apparent negative inhibitions can be calculated as a result of random error only.

Regression analysis

Models

A regression analysis aims at quantitatively describing the concentration-response curve in the form of a mathematical regression function \( Y = f(C) \) or more frequently \( F(Z) \) where \( Z = \log C \). Used inversely \( C = f^{-1}(Y) \) allows the calculation of EC\(_x\) figures including the EC\(_{50}\), EC\(_{10}\) and EC\(_{20}\), and their 95 % confidence limits. Several simple mathematical functional forms have proved to successfully describe concentration-response relationships obtained in algal growth inhibition tests. Functions include, for instance, the logistic equation, the non-symmetrical Weibul equation and the log normal distribution function, which are all sigmoid curves asymptotically approaching one for \( C \to 0 \), and zero for \( C \to \infty \).

The use of continuous threshold function models (e.g. the Koyman model ‘for inhibition of population growth’ Kooijman et al. 1996) is a recently proposed or alternative to asymptotic models. This model assumes no effects at concentrations below a certain threshold, EC\(_{0+}\), that is estimated by extrapolation of the response concentration relationship to intercept the concentration axis using a simple continuous function that is not differentiable in the starting point.

Note that the analysis can be a simple minimisation of sums of residual squares (assuming constant variance) or weighted squares if variance heterogeneity is compensated.

Procedure

The procedure can be outlined as follows: select an appropriate functional equation, \( Y = f(C) \), and fit it to the data by non-linear regression. Preferably use the measurements from each individual flask rather than the mean values of the replicates, in order to extract as much information from the data as possible. If the variance is high, on the other hand, practical experience suggests that the mean values of the replicates may provide a more robust mathematical estimation, less influenced by systematic errors in the data, than with each individual data point retained.

Plot the fitted curve and the measured data and examine whether the curve fit is appropriate. Analysis of residuals may be a particularly helpful tool for this purpose. If the chosen functional relationship to fit the concentration response does not describe the whole curve or some essential part of it, such as the response at low concentrations well, choose another curve fit option — e.g. a non-symmetrical curve like the Weibul function, instead of a symmetrical one. Negative inhibitions may
be a problem with, for instance, the log-normal distribution function, likewise demanding an alternative regression function. It is not recommended to assign a zero or a small positive value to such negative values because this distorts the error distribution. It may be appropriate to make separate curve fits on parts of the curve such as the low inhibition part to estimate EC\textsubscript{low} figures. Calculate from the fitted equation (by ‘inverse estimation’, \( C = f^{-1}(Y) \)), characteristic point estimates EC\textsubscript{50}'s, and report as a minimum the EC\textsubscript{10} and one or two EC\textsubscript{low} estimates. Experience from practical testing has shown that the precision of the algal test normally allows a reasonably accurate estimation at the 10% inhibition level if data points are sufficient — unless stimulation occurs at low concentrations as a confounding factor. The precision of an EC\textsubscript{20} estimate is often considerably better than that of an EC\textsubscript{10}, because the EC\textsubscript{20} is usually positioned on the approximately linear part of the central concentration response curve. Sometimes EC\textsubscript{10} can be difficult to interpret because of growth stimulation. So, while the EC\textsubscript{10} is normally obtainable with a sufficient accuracy, it is also recommended to report always the EC\textsubscript{20}.

**Weighting factors**

The experimental variance is not generally constant and typically includes a proportional component, a weighted regression is therefore advantageously carried out routinely. Weighting factors for such an analysis are normally assumed inversely proportional to the variance:

\[ W_i = 1/\text{Var}(r_i) \]

Many regression programs allow the option of weighted regression analysis with weighting factors listed in a table. Conveniently, weighting factors should be normalised by multiplying them by \( n/\Sigma w_i \) (\( n \) is the number of data points) so that their sum equals one.

**Normalising responses**

Normalising by the mean control response gives some principle problems and gives rise to a rather complicated variance structure. Dividing the responses by the mean control response for obtaining the percentage of inhibition, one introduces an additional error caused by the error on the control mean. Unless this error is negligibly small, weighting factors in the regression and confidence limits must be corrected for the covariance with the control (17). Note that high precision on the estimated mean control response is important in order to minimise the overall variance for the relative response. This variance is as follows:

\[ Y_i = \text{Relative response} = r_i/r_0 = 1 - I = f(C) \]

with a variance:

\[ \text{Var}(Y) = \text{Var}(r_i/r_0) \approx (\partial Y_i/\partial r_i)^2 \text{Var}(r_i) + (\partial Y_i/\partial r_0)^2 \text{Var}(r_0) \]

and since

\[ (\partial Y_i/\partial r_i) = 1/r_0 \quad \text{and} \quad (\partial Y_i/\partial r_0) = r_i/r_0^2 \]

with normally distributed data and \( m_i \) and \( m_0 \) replicates:

\[ \text{Var}(r_i) = \sigma^2/m_i \]

the total variance of the relative response, \( Y_i \) thus becomes:

\[ \text{Var}(Y) = \sigma^2/(r_0^2 m_0) + r_i^2 \sigma^2/r_0^4 m_0 \]

The error on the control mean is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of control replicates averaged, and sometimes it can be justified to include historical data and in this way greatly reduce the error. An alternative procedure is not to normalise the data and fit the absolute responses, including the control response data, but introducing the control response value as an additional parameter to be fitted by non-linear regression. With a usual 2 parameter regression equation, this method necessitates the fitting of 3 parameters, and therefore demands more data points than non-linear regression on data that are normalised using a pre-set control response.
Inverse confidence intervals

The calculation of non-linear regression confidence intervals by inverse estimation is rather complex and not an available standard option in ordinary statistical computer program packages. Approximate confidence limits may be obtained with standard non-linear regression programs with re-parameterisation (Bruce and Versteeg, 1992), which involves rewriting the mathematical equation with the desired point estimates, e.g. the EC₁₀ and the EC₅₀ as the parameters to be estimated. (Let the function be \( I = f(\alpha, \beta, \text{concentration}) \) and utilise the definition relationships \( f(\alpha, \beta, \text{EC₁₀}) = 0.1 \) and \( f(\alpha, \beta, \text{EC₅₀}) = 0.5 \) to substitute \( f(\alpha, \beta, \text{concentration}) \) with an equivalent function \( g(\text{EC₁₀}, \text{EC₅₀}, \text{concentration}) \).

A more direct calculation (Andersen et al, 1998) is performed by retaining the original equation and using a Taylor expansion around the means of \( r_i \) and \( r_0 \).

Recently ‘boot strap methods’ have become popular. Such methods use the measured data and a random number generator directed frequent re-sampling to estimate an empirical variance distribution.
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C.25. AEROBIC MINERALISATION IN SURFACE WATER — SIMULATION BIODEGRADATION TEST

1. METHOD

This method is equivalent to OECD TG 309 (2004) (1).

1.1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this test is to measure the time course of biodegradation of a test substance at low concentration in aerobic natural water and to quantify the observations in the form of kinetic rate expressions. This simulation test is a laboratory shake flask batch test to determine rates of aerobic biodegradation of organic substances in samples of natural surface water (fresh, brackish or marine). It is based on the ISO/DIS 14592-1 (2) and it also includes elements from the testing methods C.23 and C.24 (3)(4). Optionally, with long test times, semi-continuous operation replaces batch operation in order to prevent deterioration of the test microcosm. The principal objective of the simulation test is to determine the mineralisation of the test substance in surface water, and mineralisation constitutes the basis for expressing degradation kinetics. However, an optional secondary objective of the test is to obtain information on the primary degradation and the formation of major transformation products. Identification of transformation products, and if possible quantification of their concentrations, are especially important for substances that are very slowly mineralised (e.g. with half-lives for total residual $^{14}$C exceeding 60 days). Higher concentrations of the test substance (e.g. > 100 μg/l) should normally be used for identification and quantification of major transformation products due to analytical limitations.

A low concentration in this test means a concentration (e.g. less than 1 μg/l to 100 μg/l) which is low enough to ensure that the biodegradation kinetics obtained in the test reflect those expected in the environment. Compared to the total mass of biodegradable carbon substrates available in the natural water used for the test, the test substance present at low concentration will serve as a secondary substrate. This implies that the anticipated biodegradation kinetics is first order (‘non-growth’ kinetics) and that the test substance may be degraded by ‘cometabolism’. First order kinetics implies that the rate of degradation (mg/L/day) is proportional to the concentration of substrate which declines over time. With true first order kinetics the specific degradation rate constant, k, is independent of time and concentration. That is, k does not vary appreciably during the course of an experiment and does not change with the added concentration between experiments. By definition, the specific degradation rate constant is equal to the relative change in concentration per time: $k = (1/C) \cdot (dC/dt)$. Although first order kinetics are normally expected under the prescribed conditions, there may be certain circumstances where other kinetics are more appropriate. Deviations from first order kinetics may e.g. be observed if mass transfer phenomena such as the diffusion rate, rather than the biological reaction rate, is limiting the rate of biotransformation. However, the data can nearly always be described by pseudo first order kinetics accepting a concentration dependent rate constant.

Information on biodegradability of the test substance at higher concentrations (e.g. from standard screening tests) as well as information on abiotic degradability, transformation products and relevant physico-chemical properties should be available prior to the test to help establish the experimental planning and interpret the results. The use of $^{14}$C labelled test substances and the determination of the phase distribution of $^{14}$C at the end of the test, enable ultimate biodegradability to be determined. When non-labelled test substance is used, ultimate biodegradation can only be estimated if a higher concentration is tested and all the major transformation products are known.

1.2. DEFINITIONS

Primary biodegradation: The structural change (transformation) of a chemical substance by microorganisms resulting in the loss of chemical identity.

Functional biodegradation: The structural change (transformation) of a chemical substance by microorganisms resulting in the loss of a specific property.

Ultimate aerobic biodegradation: The breakdown of a chemical substance by microorganisms in the presence of oxygen to carbon dioxide, water and mineral salts of any other elements present (mineralisation) and the production of new biomass and organic microbial biosynthesis products.
Mineralisation: The breakdown of a chemical substance or organic matter by microorganisms in the presence of oxygen to carbon dioxide, water and mineral salts of any other elements present.

Lag phase: The time from the start of a test until adaptation of the degrading microorganisms is achieved and the biodegradation degree of a chemical substance or organic matter has increased to a detectable level (e.g. 10% of the maximum theoretical biodegradation, or lower, dependent on the accuracy of the measuring technique).

Maximum level of biodegradation: The degree of biodegradation of a chemical substance or organic matter in a test, recorded in per cent, above which no further biodegradation takes place during the test.

Primary substrate: A collection of natural carbon and energy sources that provide growth and maintenance of the microbial biomass.

Secondary substrate: A substrate component present in such a low concentration, that by its degradation, only insignificant amounts of carbon and energy are supplied to the competent microorganisms, as compared to the carbon and energy supplied by the degradation of main substrate components (primary substrates).

Degradation rate constant: A first order or pseudo first order kinetic rate constant, \( k \) (d\(^{-1}\)), which indicates the rate of degradation processes. For a batch experiment \( k \) is estimated from the initial part of the degradation curve obtained after the end of the lag phase.

Half-life, \( t_{1/2} \) (d): Term used to characterise the rate of a first order reaction. It is the time interval that corresponds to a concentration decrease by a factor 2. The half-life and the degradation rate constant are related by the equation \( t_{1/2} = \ln(2)/k \).

Degradation half time, \( DT_{50} \) (d): Term used to quantify the outcome of biodegradation tests. It is the time interval, including the lag phase, needed to reach a value of 50% biodegradation.

Limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ): The limit of detection (LOD) is the concentration of a substance below which the identity of the substance cannot be distinguished from analytical artefacts. The limit of quantification (LOQ) is the concentration of a substance below which the concentration cannot be determined with an acceptable accuracy.

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC): That part of the organic carbon in a sample of water which cannot be removed by specified phase separation, for example by centrifugation at 40 000 ms\(^{-2}\) for 15 min. or by membrane filtration using membranes with pores of 0.2 μm-0.45 μm diameter.

Total organic \( ^{14}\text{C} \) activity (TOA): The total \( ^{14}\text{C} \) activity associated with organic carbon.

Dissolved organic \( ^{14}\text{C} \) activity (DOA): The total \( ^{14}\text{C} \) activity associated with dissolved organic carbon.

Particulate organic \( ^{14}\text{C} \) activity (POA): The total \( ^{14}\text{C} \) activity associated with particulate organic carbon.

1.3. APPLICABILITY OF THE TEST

This simulation test is applicable to non-volatile or slightly volatile organic substances tested at low concentrations. Using flasks open to the atmosphere (e.g. cotton wool plugged), substances with Henry's law constants less than about 1 Pa·m\(^3\)/mol (approx. 10\(^{-5}\) atm·m\(^3\)/mol) can be regarded as non-volatile in practice. Using closed flasks with a headspace, it is possible to test slightly volatile substances (with Henry's law constants < 100 Pa·m\(^3\)/mol or < 10\(^{-3}\) atm·m\(^3\)/mol) without losses from the test system. Loss of \( ^{14}\text{C} \)-labelled substances may occur, if the right precautions are not exercised, when the CO\(_2\) is stripped off. In such situations, it may be necessary to trap CO\(_2\) in an internal absorber with alkali or to use an external CO\(_2\) absorber system (direct \( ^{14}\text{CO}_2 \) determination; see Appendix 3). For the determination of biodegradation kinetics, the concentrations of the test substance must be below its water solubility. It should be noted, however, that literature values of water solubility may be considerably higher than the solubility of the test substance in natural waters. Optionally, the solubility of especially poorly water-soluble test substances may be established by use of the natural waters being tested.

The method can be used for simulating biodegradation in surface water free of coarse particles (pelagic test) or in turbid surface water which, e.g. might exist near a water/sediment interface (suspended sediment test).
1.4. PRINCIPLE OF THE TEST

The test is performed in batch by incubating the test substance with either surface water only (pelagic test) or surface water amended with suspended solids/sediment of 0.01 to 1 g/L dry weight (suspended sediment test) to simulate a water body with suspended solids or re-suspended sediment. The suspended solids/sediment concentration in the lower range of this interval is typical for most surface waters. The test flasks are incubated in darkness at an environmental temperature under aerobic conditions and agitation. At least two different concentrations of test substance should be used in order to determine the degradation kinetics. The concentrations should differ from each other by a factor of 5 to 10 and should represent the expected range of concentrations in the environment. The maximum concentration of the test substance should not exceed 100 µg/L, but maximum test concentrations below 10 µg/L or less are preferred to ensure that the biodegradation follows first order kinetics. The lowest concentration should not exceed 10 µg/L, but lowest test concentrations of 1-2 µg/L or less than 1 µg/L are preferred. Normally an adequate analysis of such low concentration can be achieved by use of commercially available 14C-labelled substances. Because of analytical limitations, it is frequently impossible to measure the concentration of the test substance with the required accuracy, if the test substance is applied at a concentration ≤ 100 µg/L (see second paragraph in section 1.7.2). Higher concentrations of test substance (> 100 µg/L and sometimes > 1 mg/L) may be used for the identification and quantification of major transformation products or if a specific analysis method with a low detection limit is not available. If high concentrations of test substance are tested, it may not be possible to use the results to estimate the first order degradation constant and half-life, as the degradation will probably not follow first order kinetics.

Degradation is followed at appropriate time intervals, by measuring either the residual 14C or the residual concentration of test substance when specific chemical analysis is used. 14C labelling of the most stable part of the molecule ensures the determination of the total mineralisation, while 14C labelling of a less stable part of the molecule, as well as the use of specific analysis, enable the assessment of only primary biodegradation. However, the most stable part does not necessarily include the relevant functional moiety of the molecule (that can be related to a specific property such as toxicity, bioaccumulation, etc.). If this is the case, it may be appropriate to use a test substance, which is 14C-labelled, in the functional part in order to follow the elimination of the specific property.

1.5. INFORMATION ON THE TEST SUBSTANCE

Both radiolabelled and non-labelled test substances can be used in this test. 14C-labelling technique is recommended and labelling should normally be in the most stable part(s) of the molecule (see also section 1.4). For substances containing more than one aromatic ring, one or more carbons in each ring should preferably be 14C-labelled. In addition, one or more carbons on both sides of easily degradable linkages should preferably be 14C-labelled. The chemical and/or radiochemical purity of the test substance should be > 95 %. For radiolabelled substances, a specific activity of approx. 50 µCi/mg (1.85 MBq) or more is preferred in order to facilitate 14C measurements in tests conducted with low initial concentrations. The following information on the test substance should be available:

— solubility in water [Method A.6],
— solubility in organic solvent(s) (substances applied with solvent or with low solubility in water),
— dissociation constant (pKa) if the substance is liable to protonation or deprotonation [OECD TG 112] (5),
— vapour pressure [Method A.4] and Henry's law constant,
— chemical stability in water and in the dark (hydrolysis) [Method C.7].

When poorly water-soluble substances are being tested in seawater, it may also be useful to know the salting out constant (or ‘Setschenow constant’) K_s, which is defined by the expression: log (S/S') = K_s C_m, where S and S' are the solubility of the substance in fresh water and seawater, respectively, and C_m is the molar salt concentration.

If the test is carried out as a ‘suspended sediment test’ the following information should also be available:

— n-octanol/water partition coefficient [Method A.8],
— adsorption coefficient [Method C.18].
Other useful information may include:

— environmental concentration, if known or estimated,

— toxicity of the test substance to microorganisms [Method C.11],

— ready and/or inherent biodegradability [Methods C.4 A-F, C.12, C.9, OECD TG 302 (5)],

— aerobic or anaerobic biodegradability in soil and sediment/water transformation studies [Methods C.23, C.24].

1.6. REFERENCE SUBSTANCE

A substance, which is normally easily degraded under aerobic conditions (e.g. aniline or sodium benzoate) should be used as reference substance. The expected time interval for degradation of aniline and sodium benzoate is usually less than 2 weeks. The purpose of the reference substances is to ensure that the microbial activity of the test water is within certain limits; i.e. that the water contains an active microbial population.

1.7. QUALITY CRITERIA

1.7.1. Recovery

Immediately after addition of the test substance, each initial test concentration should be verified by measurements of ¹⁴C activity, or by chemical analyses in the case of non-labelled substances, in at least duplicate samples. This provides information on the applicability and repeatability of the analytical method and on the homogeneity of the distribution of the test substance. Normally, the measured initial ¹⁴C activity or test substance concentration is used in the subsequent analyses of data rather than the nominal concentration as losses due to sorption and dosing errors thereby are compensated. For ¹⁴C-labelled test substance, the level of recovery at the end of the experiment is given by mass balance (see last paragraph in section 1.8.9.4). Ideally, the radiolabelled mass balance should range from 90 % to 110 %, whereas the analytical accuracy should lead to an initial recovery of between 70 % and 110 % for non-labelled test substances. These ranges should be interpreted as targets and should not be used as criteria for acceptance of the test. Optionally, the analytical accuracy may be determined for the test substance at a lower concentration than the initial concentration and for major transformation products.

1.7.2. Repeatability and sensitivity of analytical method

Repeatability of the analytical method (including the efficiency of the initial extraction) to quantify the test substance, and transformation products, if appropriate, should be checked by five replicate analyses of the individual extracts of the surface water.

The limit of detection (LOD) of the analytical method for the test substance and for the transformation products should be at least 1 % of the initial amount applied to the test system if possible. The limit of quantification (LOQ) should be equal to or less than 10 % of the applied concentration. The chemical analyses of many organic substances and their transformation products frequently require that the test substance is applied at a relatively high concentration, i.e. > 100 μg/L.

1.8. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST METHOD

1.8.1. Equipment

The test may be conducted in conical or cylindrical flasks of appropriate capacity (e.g. 0.5 or 1.0 litre) closed with silicone or rubber stoppers, or in serum flasks with CO₂-tight lids (e.g. with butyl rubber septa). Another option is to perform the test by use of multiple flasks and to harvest whole flasks, at least in duplicate, at each sample interval (see last paragraph in section 1.8.9.1). For non-volatile test substances that are not radiolabelled, gas-tight stoppers or lids are not required; loose cotton plugs that prevent contamination from air are suitable (see second paragraph in section 1.8.9.1). Slightly volatile substances should be tested in a biometer-type system with gentle
stirring of the water surface. To be sure that no bacterial contamination occurs, optionally the vessels can be steri-
ised by heating or autoclaving prior to use. In addition, the following standard laboratory equipment is used:

— shaking table or magnetic stirrers for continuous agitation of the test flasks,
— centrifuge,
— pH meter,
— turbidimeter for nephelometric turbidity measurements,
— oven or microwave oven for dry weight determinations,
— membrane filtration apparatus,
— autoclave or oven for heat sterilisation of glassware,
— facilities to handle ¹⁴C-labelled substances,
— equipment to quantify ¹⁴C-activity in samples from CO₂-trapping solutions and, if required, from sediment
samples,
— analytical equipment for the determination of the test (and reference) substance if specific chemical analysis
is used (e.g. gas chromatograph, high-pressure liquid chromatograph).

1.8.2. Stock solutions of test substance

Deionised water is used to prepare stock solutions of the test and reference substances (see first paragraph in sec-
tion 1.8.7). The deionised water should be free of substances that may be toxic to microorganisms, and dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) should be no more than 1 mg/L (6).

1.8.3. Collection and transport of surface water

The sampling site for collection of the surface water should be selected in accordance with the purpose of the test
in any given situation. In selecting sampling sites, the history of possible agricultural, industrial or domestic inputs
must be considered. If it is known that an aquatic environment has been contaminated with the test substance or
its structural analogues within the previous four years, it should not be used for the collection of test water, unless
investigation of degradation rates in previously exposed sites is the express purpose of the investigator. The pH
and temperature of the water should be measured at the site of collection. Furthermore, the depth of sampling and
the appearance of the water sample (e.g. colour and turbidity) should be noted (see section 3). Oxygen concentra-
tion and/or redox potential in water and in the sediment surface layer should be measured in order to demonstrate
aerobic conditions unless this is obvious as judged from appearance and historic experience with the site. The sur-
face water should be transported in a thoroughly cleansed container. During transport, the temperature of the
sample should not significantly exceed the temperature used in the test. Cooling to 4 °C is recommended if trans-
port duration exceeds 2 to 3 hours. The water sample must not be frozen.

1.8.4. Storage and preparation of surface water

The test should preferably be started within one day after sample collection. Storage of the water, if needed, should
be minimised and must in any case not exceed a maximum of 4 weeks. The water sample should be kept at 4 °C
with aeration until use. Prior to use, the coarse particles should be removed, e.g. by filtration through a nylon filter
with about 100 μm mesh size or with a coarse paper filter, or by sedimentation.

1.8.5. Preparation of water amended with sediment (optional)

For the suspended sediment test, surface sediment is added to the flasks containing natural water (filtered to remove
coarse particles as described in section 1.8.4) to obtain a suspension; the concentration of suspended solids should
be between 0.01 and 1 g/L. The surface sediment should come from the same site as that from which the water
sample was taken. Dependent on the particular aquatic environment, the surface sediment may either be charac-
terised by a high organic carbon content (2,5-7,5 %) and a fine texture or by a low organic carbon content (0,5-
2,5 %) and a coarse texture (3). The surface sediment can be prepared as follows: extract several sediment cores
using a tube of transparent plastic, slice off the upper aerobic layers (from surface to a depth of max. 5 mm) immediately after sampling and pool them together. The resulting sediment sample should be transported in a container with a large air headspace to keep the sediment under aerobic conditions (cool to 4 °C if transport duration exceeds 2-3 hours). The sediment sample should be suspended in the test water at a ratio of 1:10 and kept at 4 °C with aeration until use. Storage of the sediment, if needed, should be minimised and must not in any case exceed a maximum of 4 weeks.

1.8.6. **Semi-continuous procedure (optional)**

Prolonged incubation (several months) may be necessary if a long lag time occurs before a significant degradation of the test substance can be measured. If this is known from previous testing of a substance, the test may be initiated by using a semi-continuous procedure, which allows periodical renewal of a part of the test water or suspension (see Appendix 2). Alternatively, the normal batch test may be changed into a semi-continuous test, if no degradation of the test substance has been achieved during approximately 60 days of testing using the batch procedure (see second paragraph in section 1.8.8.3).

1.8.7. **Addition of the test (or reference) substance**

For substances with high water solubility (> 1 mg/L) and low volatility (Henry's law constants < 1 Pa·m³/mol or < 10⁻³ atm·m³/mol), a stock solution can be prepared in deionised water (see section 1.8.2); the appropriate volume of the stock solution is added to the test vessels to achieve the desired concentration. The volume of any added stock solution should be held to the practical minimum (< 10 % of the final liquid volume, if possible). Another procedure is to dissolve the test substance in a larger volume of the test water, which may be seen as an alternative to the use of organic solvents. If unavoidable, stock solutions of non-volatile substances with poor water-solubility should be prepared by use of a volatile organic solvent, but the amount of solvent added to the test system should not exceed 1 % v/v and should not have adverse effects on the microbial activity. The solvent should not affect the stability of the test substance in water. The solvent should be stripped off to an extremely small quantity so that it does not significantly increase the DOC concentration of the test water or suspension. This should be checked by substance-specific analysis or, if possible, DOC analysis (6). Care must be taken to limit the amount of solvent transferred to what is absolutely necessary, and to ensure that the amount of test substance can dissolve in the final volume of test water. Other techniques to introduce the test substance into the test vessels may be used as described in (7) and (8). When an organic solvent is used for application of the test substance, solvent controls containing the test water (with no additions) and test water with added reference substance should be treated similarly to active test vessels amended with test substance in solvent carrier. The purpose of the solvent controls is to examine possible adverse effects caused by the solvent towards the microbial population as indicated by the degradation of the reference substance.

1.8.8. **Test conditions**

1.8.8.1. **Test temperature**

Incubation should take place in the dark (preferred) or in diffuse light at a controlled (± 2 °C) temperature, which may be the field temperature or a standard temperature of 20-25 °C. Field temperature may be either the actual temperature of the sample at the sampling time or an average field temperature at the sampling site.

1.8.8.2. **Agitation**

Agitation by means of continuous shaking or stirring must be provided to maintain particles and microorganisms in suspension. Agitation also facilitates oxygen transfer from the headspace to the liquid so that aerobic conditions can be adequately maintained. Place the flasks on a shaking table (approx. 100 rpm agitation) or use magnetic stirring. Agitation must be continuous. However, the shaking or stirring should be as gentle as possible, while still maintaining a homogenous suspension.
1.8.3. Test duration

The duration of the test should normally not exceed 60 days unless the semi-continuous procedure with periodical renewal of the test suspension is applied (see section 1.8.6 and Appendix 2). However, the test period for the batch test may be extended to a maximum of 90 days, if the degradation of the test substance has started within the first 60 days. Degradation is monitored, at appropriate time intervals, by the determination of the residual $^{14}$C activity or the evolved $^{14}$CO$_2$ (see section 1.8.9.4) and/or by chemical analysis (section 1.8.9.5). The incubation time must be sufficiently long to evaluate the degradation process. The extent of degradation should preferably exceed 50% for slowly degradable substances, the extent of degradation must be sufficient (normally greater than 20% degradation) to ensure the estimation of a kinetic degradation rate constant.

Periodic measurements of pH and oxygen concentration in the test system must be conducted unless previous experience from similar tests with water and sediment samples collected from the same site make such measurements unnecessary. Under some conditions, the metabolism of primary substrates at much higher concentrations within the water or sediment could possibly result in enough CO$_2$ evolution and oxygen depletion to significantly alter the experimental conditions during the test.

1.8.9. Procedure

1.8.9.1. Preparation of flasks for pelagic test

Transfer a suitable volume of test water to the test flasks, up to about one third of the flask volume and not less than about 100 ml. If multiple flasks are used (to allow harvesting of whole flasks at each sampling time), the appropriate volume of test water is also about 100 ml, as small sample volumes may influence the length of the lag phase. The test substance is added from a stock solution as described in sections 1.8.2 and 1.8.7. At least two different concentrations of test substance differing by a factor of 5 to 10 should be used in order to determine degradation kinetics and calculate the kinetic degradation rate constant. Both of the selected concentrations should be less than 100 µg/L and preferably in the range of < 1-10 µg/L.

Close the flasks with stoppers or lids impermeable to air and CO$_2$. For non-$^{14}$C-labelled non-volatile test chemicals, loose cotton wool plugs that prevent contamination from air are suitable (see section 1.8.1) provided that any major degradation products are known to be non-volatile, and if indirect CO$_2$ determination is used (see Appendix 3).

Incubate the flasks at the selected temperature (see section 1.8.8.1). Withdraw samples for chemical analysis or $^{14}$C measurements at the beginning of the test (i.e. before biodegradation starts; see section 1.7.1) and then at suitable time intervals during the course of the test. Sampling may be performed by withdrawal of sub-samples (e.g. 5 ml aliquots) from each replicate or by harvest of whole flasks at each sampling time. The mineralisation of the test substance may either be determined indirectly or directly (see Appendix 3). Usually, a minimum of five sampling points are required during the degradation phase (i.e. after ended lag phase) in order to estimate a reliable rate constant, unless it can be justified that three sampling points are sufficient for rapidly degradable substances. For substances that are not rapidly degraded more measurements during the degradation phase can easily be made and, therefore, more data points should be used for the estimation of $k$. No fixed time schedule for sampling can be stated, as the rate of biodegradation varies; however the recommendation is to sample once a week if degradation is slow. If the test substance is rapidly degradable, sampling should take place once a day during the first three days and then every second or third day. Under certain circumstances, such as with very rapidly hydrolysing substances, it may be necessary to sample at hourly intervals. It is recommended that a preliminary study is conducted prior to the test in order to determine the appropriate sampling intervals. If samples have to be available for further specific analysis, it is advisable to take more samples and then select those to be analysed at the end of the experiment following a backwards strategy, i.e. the last samples are analysed first (see second paragraph in section 1.8.9.5 for guidance on stability of samples during storage).

1.8.9.2. Number of flasks and samples

Set up a sufficient number of test flasks to have:

- test flasks; at least duplicate flasks for each concentration of test substance (preferably a minimum of 3) or multiple test flasks for each concentration, if whole flasks are harvested at each sampling time (symbolised $F_T$),

- test flasks for mass balance calculation; at least duplicate flasks for each test concentration (symbolised $F_M$).
— blank control, no test substance; at least one blank test flask containing only the test water (symbolised $F_B$),

— reference control; duplicate flasks with reference substance (e.g. aniline or sodium benzoate, at 10 µg/l) (symbolised $F_C$). The purpose of the reference control is to confirm a minimum of microbial activity. If convenient, a radiolabelled reference substance may be used, also when the degradation of the test substance is monitored by chemical analyses,

— sterile control; one or two flasks containing sterilised test water for examining possible abiotic degradation or other non-biological removal of the test substance (symbolised $F_S$). The biological activity can be stopped by autoclaving (121 °C; 20 min.) the test water or by adding a toxicant (e.g. sodium azide (Na₃N₃) at 10-20 g/l, mercuric chloride (HgCl₂) at 100 mg/l or formalin at 100 mg/l) or by gamma irradiation. If HgCl₂ is used, it should be disposed of as toxic waste. For water with sediment added in large amount, sterile conditions are not easy to obtain; in this case repeated autoclaving (e.g. three times) is recommended. It should be considered that the sorption characteristics of the sediment may be altered by autoclaving,

— solvent controls, containing test water and test water with reference substance; duplicate flasks treated with the same amount of solvent and by use of the same procedure as that used for application of the test substance. The purpose is to examine possible adverse effects of the solvent by determining the degradation of the reference substance.

In the design of the test, the investigator should consider the relative importance of increased experimental replication versus increased number of sampling times. The exact number of flasks required will depend on the method used for measuring the degradation (see third paragraph in section 1.8.9.1; section 1.8.9.4 and Appendix 3).

Two subsamples (e.g. 5 ml aliquots) should be withdrawn from each test flask at each sampling time. If multiple flasks are used to allow harvesting of whole flasks, a minimum of two flasks should be sacrificed at each sampling time (see first paragraph in section 1.8.9.1).

1.8.9.3. Preparation of flasks for suspended sediment test [optional]

Add the necessary volumes of test water and sediment, if required, to the test vessels (see section 1.8.5). The preparation of flasks for suspended sediment test is the same as for the pelagic test (see sections 1.8.9.1 and 1.8.9.2). Use preferably serum bottles or similar shaped flasks. Place the closed flasks horizontally on a shaker. Obviously, open flasks for non-¹⁴C-labelled, non-volatile substances should be placed in upright position; in this case magnetic stirring and the use of magnetic bars coated with glass are recommended. If necessary, aerate the bottles to maintain proper aerobic conditions.

1.8.9.4. Radiochemical determinations

The evolved $^{14}$CO₂ is measured indirectly and directly (see Appendix 3). The $^{14}$CO₂ is determined indirectly by the difference between the initial $^{14}$C activity in the test water or suspension and the total residual activity at the sampling time as measured after acidifying the sample to pH 2-3 and stripping off CO₂. Inorganic carbon is thus removed and the residual activity measured derives from organic material. The indirect $^{14}$CO₂ determination should not be used, if major volatile transformation products are formed during the transformation of the test substance (see Appendix 3). If possible, the $^{14}$CO₂ evolution should be measured directly (see Appendix 3) at each sampling time in at least one test flask; this procedure enables both the mass balance and biodegradation process to be checked, but it is restricted to tests conducted with closed flasks.

If the evolved $^{14}$CO₂ is measured directly during the test, more flasks should be set up for this purpose at the start of the test. Direct $^{14}$CO₂ determination is recommended, if major volatile transformation products are formed during the transformation of the test substance. At each measuring point the additional test flasks are acidified to pH 2-3 and the $^{14}$CO₂ is collected in an internal or external absorber (see Appendix 3).

Optionally the concentrations of $^{14}$C-labelled test substance and major transformation products may be determined by use of radiochromatography (e.g. thin layer chromatography, RAD-TLC) or HPLC with radiochemical detection.
Optionally the phase distribution of the remaining radioactivity (see Appendix 1) and residual test substance and transformation products may be determined.

At the end of the test the mass balance should be determined by direct \(^{14}\text{CO}_2\) measurement using separate test flasks from which no samples are taken in the course of the test (see Appendix 3).

1.8.9.5. Specific chemical analysis

If a sensitive specific analytical method is available, primary biodegradation can be assessed by measuring the total residual concentration of test substance instead of using radiolabelling techniques. If a radiolabelled test substance is used (to measure total mineralisation), specific chemical analyses can be made in parallel to provide useful additional information and check the procedure. Specific chemical analyses may also be used to measure transformation products formed during the degradation of the test substance, and this is recommended for substances that are mineralised with half-lives exceeding 60 days. The concentration of the test substance and the transformation products at every sampling time should be measured and reported (as a concentration and as percentage of applied). In general, transformation products detected at ≥ 10 % of the applied concentration at any sampling time should be identified unless reasonably justified otherwise. Transformation products for which concentrations are continuously increasing during the study should also be considered for identification, even if their concentrations do not exceed the limit given above, as this may indicate persistence. Analyses of transformation products in sterile controls should be considered, if rapid abiotic transformation of the test substance (e.g., hydrolysis) is thought possible. The need for quantification and identification of transformation products should be considered on a case by case basis, with justifications being provided in the report. Extraction techniques with organic solvent should be applied according to directions given in the respective analytical procedure.

All samples should be stored at 2 to 4 °C and air-tight if analysis is carried out within 24 hours (preferred). For longer storage, the samples should be frozen below – 18 °C or chemically preserved. Acidification is not a recommended method to preserve the samples, because acidified samples may be unstable. If the samples are not analysed within 24 hours and are subject to longer storage, a storage stability study should be conducted to demonstrate the stability of chemicals of interest under – 18 °C storage or preserved conditions. If the analytical method involves either solvent extraction or solid phase extraction (SPE), the extraction should be performed immediately after sampling or after storing the sample refrigerated for a maximum of 24 hours.

Depending on the sensitivity of the analytical method, larger sample volumes than those indicated in section 1.8.1 may be necessary. The test can easily be carried out with test volumes of one litre in flasks of 2-3 litre volume, which makes it possible to collect samples of approx. 100 ml.

2. DATA AND REPORTING

2.1. TREATMENT OF RESULTS

2.1.1. Plot of data

Round off sampling times to a whole number of hours (unless the substance degrades substantially in a matter of minutes to hours) but not to a whole number of days. Plot the estimates of the residual activity of test substance (for \(^{14}\text{C}\)-labelled substances) or the residual concentration (for non-labelled substances), against time both in a linear and in a semi-logarithmic plot (see Figures 1a, 1b). If degradation has taken place, compare the results from flasks F₁ with those from flasks F₂. If the means of the results from the flasks with test substance (F₁) and the sterile flasks (F₂) deviate by less than 10 %, it can be assumed that the degradation observed is predominantly abiotic. If the degradation in flasks F₂ is lower, the figures may be used to correct those obtained with flasks F₁ (by subtraction) in order to estimate the extent of biodegradation. When optional analyses are performed for major transformation products, plots of their formation and decline should be provided in addition to a plot of the decline of the test substance.
Estimate the lag phase duration $t_L$ from the degradation curve (semi-logarithmic plot) by extrapolating its linear part to zero degradation or alternatively by determining the time for approximately 10% degradation (see figures 1a and 1b). From the semi-logarithmic plot, estimate the first order rate constant, $k$, and its standard error by linear regression of $\ln$ (residual $^{14}$C activity or test substance concentration) versus time. With $^{14}$C measurements in particular, use only data belonging to the initial linear part of the curve after the ended lag phase, and give preference to selecting few and representative data rather than selecting a greater number of more uncertain data. Uncertainty includes here errors inherent in the recommended direct use of measured residual $^{14}$C activities (see below). It may sometimes be relevant to calculate two different rate constants, if the degradation follows a biphasic pattern. For this purpose different phases of the degradation curve are defined. Calculations of the rate constant, $k$, and the half-life $t_{1/2} = \ln 2/k$, should be carried out for each of the individual replicate flasks, when sub-samples are withdrawn from the same flask, or by using the average values, when whole flasks are harvested at each sampling time (see last paragraph in section 1.8.9.2). When the first-mentioned procedure is used, the rate constant and half-life should be reported for each of the individual replicate flasks and as an average value with a standard error. If high concentrations of test substance have been used, the degradation curve may deviate considerably from a straight line (semi-logarithmic plot) and first order kinetics may not be valid. Defining a half-life has therefore no meaning. However, for a limited data range, pseudo first order kinetics can be applied and the degradation half-time $DT_{50}$ (time to reach 50% degradation) estimated. It must be borne in mind, however, that the time course of degradation beyond the selected data range cannot be predicted using the $DT_{50}$ which is merely a descriptor of a given set of data. Analytical tools to facilitate statistical calculations and curve fitting are easily available and the use of this kind of software is recommended.

If specific chemical analyses are made, estimate rate constants and half-lives for primary degradation as above for total mineralisation. If the primary degradation is the limiting process data points from the entire course of degradation may sometimes be used. This is because measurements are direct by contrast to measurements of $^{14}$C activity.

If $^{14}$C-labelled substances are used, a mass balance should be expressed in percentage of the applied initial concentration, at least at the end of the test.

### 2.1.2. Residual activity

When the $^{14}$C-labelled part of an organic substance is biodegraded, the major part of the $^{14}$C is converted to $^{14}$CO$_2$, while another part is used for growth of biomass and/or synthesis of extra-cellular metabolites. Therefore, complete 'ultimate' biodegradation of a substance does not result in a 100% conversion of its carbon into $^{14}$CO$_2$. The $^{14}$C built into products formed by biosynthesis is subsequently released slowly as $^{14}$CO$_2$ due to 'secondary mineralisation'. For these reasons plots of residual organic $^{14}$C activity (measured after stripping off CO$_2$) or of $^{14}$CO$_2$ produced versus time will show a 'tailing' after degradation has been completed. This complicates a kinetic interpretation of the data and for this purpose, only the initial part of the curve (after the lag phase has ended and before approx. 50% degradation is reached) should normally be used for the estimation of a degradation rate constant. If the test substance is degraded, the total residual organic $^{14}$C activity is always higher than the $^{14}$C activity associated with the remaining intact test substance. If the test substance is degraded by a first order reaction and a constant fraction is mineralised into CO$_2$, the initial slope of the $^{14}$C disappearance curve (total organic $^{14}$C versus time) will be $\alpha$ times the slope of the corresponding curve for the concentration of test substance (or, to be precise, the part of the test substance labelled with $^{14}$C). Using measurements of the total organic $^{14}$C activity uncorrected, the calculated degradation rate constant will therefore be conservative. Procedures for estimating the concentrations of the test substance from the measured radiochemical activities based on various simplifying assumptions have been described in the literature (2)(9)(10)(11). Such procedures are most easily applied for rapidly degradable substances.

### 2.2. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

If $k$ is found to be independent of the added concentration (i.e. if the calculated $k$ is approximately the same at the different concentrations of test substance), it can be assumed that the first order rate constant is representative of the testing conditions used, i.e. the test substance, the water sample and the test temperature. To what extent the results can be generalised or extrapolated to other systems must be evaluated by expert judgement. If a high concentration of test substance is used, and the degradation therefore does not follow first order kinetics, the data cannot be used for direct estimation of a first order rate constant or a corresponding half-life. However, data derived from a test using a high concentration of test substance may still be usable for estimating the degree of total mineralisation and/or detection and quantification of transformation products.
If the rates of other loss processes than biodegradation are known (e.g. hydrolysis or volatilisation), they may be subtracted from the net loss rate observed during the test to give an approximated estimate of the biodegradation rate. Data for hydrolysis may, e.g. be obtained from the sterile control or from parallel testing using a higher concentration of the test substance.

The indirect and direct determination of $^{14}$CO$_2$ (section 1.8.9.4 and Appendix 3) can only be used to measure the extent of mineralisation of the test substance to CO$_2$. Radiochromatography (RAD-TLC) or HPLC may be used to analyse the concentrations of $^{14}$C-labelled test substance and the formation of major transformation products (third paragraph in section 1.8.9.4). To enable a direct estimation of the half-life, it is necessary that no major transformation products (defined as ≥ 10% of the applied amount of test substance) be present. If major transformation products as defined here are present, a detailed evaluation of the data is required. This may include repeated testing and/or identification of the transformation products (see first paragraph in section 1.8.9.5) unless the fate of the transformation products can be reasonably assessed by use of experience (e.g. information on degradation pathway). As the proportion of test substance carbon converted to CO$_2$ varies (depending largely on the concentration of test substance and other substrates available, the test conditions and the microbial community), this test does not allow a straightforward estimation of ultimate biodegradation as in a DOC die-away test; but the result is similar to that obtained with a respirometric test. The degree of mineralisation will thus be less than or equal to the minimum level of ultimate biodegradation. To obtain a more complete picture of the ultimate biodegradation (mineralisation and incorporation into biomass), the analysis of the phase distribution of $^{14}$C should be performed at the end of the test (see Appendix 1). The $^{14}$C in the particulate pool will consist of $^{14}$C incorporated into bacterial biomass and $^{14}$C sorbed to organic particles.

2.3. VALIDITY OF THE TEST

If the reference substance is not degraded within the expected time interval (for aniline and sodium benzoate, usually less than two weeks), the validity of the test is suspected and must be further verified, or alternatively the test should be repeated with a new water sample. In an ISO ring-test of the method where seven laboratories located around Europe participated, adapted degradation rate constants for aniline ranged from 0.3 to 1.7 day$^{-1}$ with an average of 0.8 d$^{-1}$ at 20°C and a standard error of ± 0.4 d$^{-1}$ ($t_{1/2}$ = 0.9 days). Typical lag times were 1 to 7 days. The waters examined were reported to have a bacterial biomass corresponding to $10^3$ - $10^4$ colony forming units (CFU) per ml. Degradation rates in nutrient-rich Mid-European waters were greater than in Nordic oligotrophic waters, which may be due to the different trophic status or previous exposure to chemical substances.

The total recovery (mass balance) at the end of the experiment should be between 90% and 110% for radiolabelled substances, whereas the initial recovery at the beginning of the experiment should be between 70% and 110% for non-labelled substances. However, the indicated ranges should only be interpreted as targets and should not be used as criteria for acceptance of the test.

3. TEST REPORT

The type of study, i.e. pelagic or suspended sediment test, must be clearly stated in the test report, which shall also contain at least the following information:

Test substance and reference substance(s):

— common names, chemical names (recommend IUPAC and/or CAS names), CAS numbers, structural formulas (indicating position of $^{14}$C if radiolabelled substance is used) and relevant physico-chemical properties of test and reference substance (see sections 1.5 and 1.6),

— chemical names, CAS numbers, structural formulas (indicating position of $^{14}$C if radiolabelled substance is used) and relevant physico-chemical properties of substances used as standards for identification and quantification of transformation products,

— purity (impurities) of test and reference substances,

— radiochemical purity of labelled chemical and specific activity (where appropriate).
Surface water:

The following minimum information for the water sample taken must be provided:

— location and description of sampling site including, if possible, contamination history,
— date and time of sample collection,
— nutrients (total N, ammonium, nitrite, nitrate, total P, dissolved orthophosphate),
— depth of collection,
— appearance of sample (e.g. colour and turbidity),
— DOC and TOC,
— BOD,
— temperature and pH at the place and time of collection,
— oxygen or redox potential (mandatory only if aerobic conditions are not obvious),
— salinity or conductivity (in the case of sea water and brackish water),
— suspended solids (in case of a turbid sample),
— possibly other relevant information about the sampling location at the time of sampling (e.g. actual or historical data on flow rate of rivers or marine currents, nearby major discharges and type of discharges, weather conditions preceding the sampling time),

and optionally:

— microbial biomass (e.g. acridine orange direct count or colony forming units),
— inorganic carbon,
— chlorophyll-a concentration as a specific estimate for algal biomass.

In addition, the following information on the sediment should be provided if the suspended sediment test is conducted:

— depth of sediment collection,
— appearance of the sediment (such as coloured, muddy, silty, or sandy),
— texture (e.g. % coarse sand, fine sand, silt and clay),
— dry weight in g/l of the suspended solids, TOC concentration or weight loss on ignition as a measure of the content of organic matter,
— pH,
— oxygen or redox potential (mandatory only if aerobic conditions are not obvious).

Test conditions:

— delay between collection and use in the laboratory test, sample storage and pre-treatment of the sample, dates of performance of the studies,
— amount of test substance applied, test concentration and reference substance,
— method of application of the test substance including any use of solvents,
— volume of surface water used and sediment (if used) and volume sampled at each interval for analysis,
— description of the test system used.

If dark conditions are not to be maintained, information on the 'diffuse light' conditions:
— information on the method(s) used for establishing sterile controls (e.g. temperature, time and number of autoclavings),
— incubation temperature,
— information on analytical techniques and the method(s) used for radiochemical measurements and for mass balance check and measurements of phase distribution (if conducted),
— number of replicates.

Results:
— percentages of recovery (see section 1.7.1),
— repeatability and sensitivity of the analytical methods used including the limit of detection (LOD) and the limit of quantification (LOQ) (see section 1.7.2),
— all measured data (including sampling time points) and calculated values in tabular form and the degradation curves; for each test concentration and for each replicate flask, report the linear correlation coefficient for the slope of the logarithmic plot, the estimated lag phase and a first-order or pseudo-first order rate constant (if possible), and the corresponding degradation half-life (or the half-life period, t_{1/2}),
— report relevant values as the averages of the results observed in individual replicates, e.g. length of lag phase, degradation rate constant and degradation half-life (or t_{1/2}),
— categorise the system as either non-adapted or adapted as judged from the appearance of the degradation curve and from the possible influence of the test concentration,
— the results of the final mass balance check and results on phase distribution measurements (if any),
— the fraction of ^14C mineralised and, if specific analyses are used, the final level of primary degradation,
— the identification, molar concentration and percentage of applied and major transformation products (see first paragraph in section 1.8.9.5), where appropriate,
— a proposed pathway of transformation, where appropriate,
— discussion of results.

4. LITERATURE


Appendix 1

Phase distribution of $^{14}$C

In order to check the procedure, the routine measurements of residual total organic $^{14}$C activity (TOA) should be supplemented by mass balance measurements involving a direct determination of the evolved $^{14}$CO$_2$ after trapping in an absorber (see Appendix 3). In itself, a positive $^{14}$CO$_2$ formation is a direct evidence of biodegradation as opposed to abiotic degradation or other loss mechanisms, such as volatilisation and sorption. Additional useful information characterising the biodegradability behaviour can be obtained from measurements of the distribution of TOA between the dissolved state (dissolved organic $^{14}$C activity, DOA) and the particulate state (particulate organic $^{14}$C activity, POA) after separation of particulate by membrane filtration or centrifugation. POA consists of test substance sorbed onto the microbial biomass and onto other particles in addition to the test substance carbon that has been used for synthesis of new cellular material and thereby incorporated into the particulate biomass fraction. The formation of dissolved $^{14}$C organic material can be estimated as the DOA at the end of biodegradation (plateau on the degradation versus time curve).

Estimate the phase distribution of residual $^{14}$C in selected samples by filtering samples on a 0.22 µm or 0.45 µm membrane filter of a material that does not adsorb significant amounts of the test substance (polycarbonate filters may be suitable). If sorption of test substance onto the filter is too large to be ignored (to be checked prior to the experiment) high-speed centrifugation (2 000 g; 10 min.) can be used instead of filtration.

Proceed with the filtrate or centrifugate as described in Appendix 3 for unfiltered samples. Dissolve membrane filters in a suitable scintillation fluid and count as usually, normally using only the external standard ratio method to correct for quenching, or use a sample oxidiser. If centrifugation has been used, re-suspend the pellet formed of the particulate fraction in 1-2 ml of distilled water and transfer to a scintillation vial. Wash subsequently twice with 1 ml distilled water and transfer the washing water to the vial. If necessary, the suspension can be embedded in a gel for liquid scintillation counting.
Appendix 2

Semi-continuous procedure

Prolonged incubation for up to several months may be required in order to achieve a sufficient degradation of recalcitrant substances. The duration of the test should normally not exceed 60 days unless the characteristics of the original water sample are maintained by renewal of the test suspension. However, the test period may be extended to a maximum of 90 days without renewal of the test suspension, if the degradation of the test substance has started within the first 60 days.

During incubation for long periods, the diversity of the microbial community may be reduced due to various loss mechanisms and due to possible depletion of the water sample of essential nutrients and primary carbon substrates. It is therefore recommended that a semi-continuous test is used to adequately determine the degradation rate of slowly degrading substances. The test should be initiated by use of the semi-continuous procedure if, based on previous experience, an incubation period of three months is expected to be necessary to achieve 20% degradation of the substance. Alternatively, the normal batch test may be changed into a semi-continuous test, if no degradation of the test substance has been achieved during approximately 60 days of testing using the batch procedure. The semi-continuous procedure may be stopped and the test continued as a batch experiment, when a substantial degradation has been recorded (e.g. > 20%).

In the semi-continuous test, every two weeks, about one third of the volume of the test suspension is replaced by freshly collected water with the test substance added to the initial concentration. Sediment is likewise added to the replacement water to the initial concentration (between 0.01 and 1 g/l), if the optional suspended sediment test is performed. Carrying out the test with suspended sediment solids, it is important that a fully suspended system is maintained also during water renewal, and that the residence time is identical for solids and water, as otherwise the intended similarity to a homogenous aqueous system with no fixed phases can be lost. For these reasons, an initial concentration of suspended sediments in the lower range of the specified interval is preferred, when the semi-continuous procedure is used.

The prescribed addition of test substance implies that the initial concentration of test substance is not exceeded by the partial renewal of the test suspension and, hence, the adaptation, which is frequently seen with high concentrations of a test substance, is avoided. As the procedure comprises both a re-inoculation and a compensation of depleted nutrients and primary substrates, the original microbial diversity is restored, and the duration of the test can be extended to infinity in principle. When the semi-continuous procedure is used, it is important to note that the residual concentration of the test substance must be corrected for the amounts of test substance added and removed at each renewal procedure. The total and the dissolved test substance concentration can be used interchangeably for compounds that sorb little. Sorption is insignificant (<5%) under the specified conditions (0.1-1 g solids/l) for substances of log Kow < 3 (valid for neutral, lipophilic compounds). This is illustrated by the following calculation example. 0.1 g/l of solids roughly corresponds to 10 mg of carbon per litre (fraction of carbon, fC = 0.01). Assuming that:

\[ \log K_{ow} \text{ (of the test substance)} = 3 \]

\[ K_{oc} = 0.42 \times K_{ow} \]

Partition coefficient, \( K_d = f_C \times K_{oc} \)

then, the dissolved fraction of the total concentration (C-water (Cw)/C-total (Ct)) is:

\[ C_w/C_t = 1/(1 + K_d \times SS) = 1/(1 + K_{oc} \times f_C \times SS) = 1/(1 + 0.42 \times 0.01 \times 0.1 \times 10^{-3}) = 0.999 \]
Appendix 3

Determination of $^{14}$CO$_2$

Indirect $^{14}$CO$_2$ determination

For routine measurements, the indirect method is normally the least time-consuming and most precise method if the test substance is non-volatile and is not transformed into volatile transformation products. Simply transfer unfiltered samples e.g. 5 ml size to scintillation vials. A suitable activity in samples is 5 000 dpm-10 000 dpm (80-170 Bq) initially, and a minimum initial activity is about 1 000 dpm. The CO$_2$ should be stripped off after acidifying to pH 2-3 with 1-2 drops of concentrated H$_3$PO$_4$ or HCl. The CO$_2$ stripping can be performed by bubbling with air for about 1/2-1 hour. Alternatively, vials can be shaken vigorously for 1-2 hours (for instance on a microplate shaker) or with more gentle shaking be left overnight. The efficiency of the CO$_2$ stripping procedure must be checked (by prolonging the aeration or shaking period). A scintillation liquid, suitable for counting aqueous samples should then be added, the sample homogenised on a whirling mixer and the radioactivity determined by liquid scintillation counting, subtracting the background activity found in the test blanks ($F_B$). Unless the test water is very coloured or contains a high concentration of particles, the samples will normally show uniform quenching and it will be sufficient to perform quench corrections using an external standard. If the test water is highly coloured, quench correction by means of internal standard addition may be necessary. If the concentration of particles is high it may not be possible to obtain a homogeneous solution or gel, or the quench variation between samples may be large. In that case the counting method described below for test slurries can be used. If the test is carried out as a suspended sediment test, the $^{14}$CO$_2$ measurement could be done indirectly by taking a homogeneous 10-ml sample of the test water/suspension and separating the phases by centrifugation at a suitable speed (e.g. at 40 000 m/s$^2$ for 15 min.). The aqueous phase should then be then treated as described above. The $^{14}$C activity in the particulate phase (POA) should be determined by re-suspending the sediment into a small volume of distilled water, transferring to scintillation vials, and adding scintillation liquid to form a gel (special scintillation liquids are available for that purpose). Depending on the nature of particles (e.g. their content of organic material), it may be feasible to digest the sample overnight with a tissue solubiliser and then homogenise on a whirling mixer prior to the addition of scintillation liquid. Alternatively, the POA can be determined by combustion in excess of oxygen by use of a sample oxidiser. When counting, internal standards should always be included, and it may be necessary to perform quench corrections using internal standard addition for each individual sample.

Direct $^{14}$CO$_2$ determination

If the evolved $^{14}$CO$_2$ is measured directly, it should be done by setting up more flasks at the start of the test, harvesting the test flasks at each measuring point by acidifying the test flasks to pH 2-3 and collecting the $^{14}$CO$_2$ in an internal (placed in each test flask at the start of the test) or external absorber. As absorbing medium either alkali (e.g. 1 N NaOH solution, or a NaOH pellet), ethanolamine or an ethanolamine-based, and commercially available absorbers can be used. For direct measurement of the $^{14}$CO$_2$, the flasks should be closed with e.g. butyl rubber septa.
Figure 1a
Example of arithmetic plot of data (residual activity versus time)

Figure 1b
Example of semi-logarithmic plot of data (ln to residual activity versus time)
ANNEX VI

C.26. LEMNA SP. GROWTH INHIBITION TEST

1. METHOD

This method is equivalent to OECD TG 221 (2006) (1). There has been broad agreement by EU authorities that the Lemna test is a suitable alternative to an algal test for strongly coloured substances (2)(3).

1.1. INTRODUCTION

This Testing Method is designed to assess the toxicity of substances to freshwater aquatic plants of the genus *Lemna* (duckweed). It is based on existing guidelines (4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9) but includes modifications of those methods to reflect recent research and consultation on a number of key issues. The proposed method has been validated by an international ring-test (10).

This Testing Method describes toxicity testing using *Lemna gibba* and *Lemna minor*, both of which have been extensively studied and are the subject of the standards referred to above. The taxonomy of *Lemna* spp. is difficult, being complicated by the existence of a wide range of phenotypes. Although genetic variability in the response to toxicants can occur with *Lemna*, there are currently insufficient data on this source of variability to recommend a specific clone for use with this Testing Method. It should be noted that the test is not conducted axenically, but steps are taken at stages during the test procedure to keep contamination by other organisms to a minimum.

Details on testing with renewal (semi-static and flow-through) and without renewal (static) of the test solution are described. Depending on the objectives of the test and on the regulatory requirements, it is recommended to consider the application of semi-static and flow through methods, e.g. for substances that are rapidly lost from solution as a result of volatilisation, photodegradation, precipitation or biodegradation. Further guidance is given in (11).

1.2. DEFINITIONS

The following definitions and abbreviations are used for the purposes of this Testing Method:

**Biomass**: is the dry weight of living matter present in a population. In this test, surrogates for biomass, such as frond counts or frond area, are typically measured and the use of the term 'biomass' thus refers to these surrogate measures as well.

**Chlorosis**: is the yellowing of frond tissue.

**Clone**: is an organism or cell arisen from a single individual by asexual reproduction. Individuals from the same clone are, therefore, genetically identical.

**Colony**: means an aggregate of mother and daughter fronds (usually 2 to 4) attached to each other. Sometimes referred to as a plant.

**EC x**: is the concentration of the test substance dissolved in test medium that results in an x % (e.g. 50 %) reduction in growth of *Lemna* within a stated exposure period (to be mentioned explicitly if deviating from full or normal test duration). To unambiguously denote an EC value deriving from growth rate or yield, the symbol ‘ErC’ is used for growth rate and ‘EyC’ is used for yield, followed by the measurement variable used, e.g. ErC (frond number).

**Flow-through**: is a test in which the test solutions are replaced continuously.

**Frond**: is an individual/single 'leaf-like' structure of a duckweed plant. It is the smallest unit, i.e. individual, capable of reproduction.

**Gibbosity**: means fronds exhibiting a humped or swollen appearance.
Growth: is an increase in the measurement variable, e.g. frond number, dry weight, wet weight or frond area, over the test period.

Growth rate (average specific growth rate): is the logarithmic increase in biomass during the exposure period.

Lowest Observed Effect Concentration (LOEC): is the lowest tested concentration at which the substance is observed to have a statistically significant reducing effect on growth (at p < 0.05) when compared with the control, within a given exposure time. However, all test concentrations above the LOEC must have a harmful effect equal to or greater than those observed at the LOEC. When these two conditions cannot be satisfied, a full explanation must be given for how the LOEC (and hence the NOEC) has been selected.

Measurement variables: are any type of variables which are measured to express the test endpoint using one or more different response variables. In this method frond number, frond area, fresh weight and dry weight are measurement variables.

Monoculture: is a culture with one plant species.

Necrosis: is dead (i.e. white or water-soaked) frond tissue.

No Observed Effect Concentration (NOEC): is the test concentration immediately below the LOEC.

Phenotype: is the observable characteristics of an organism determined by the interaction of its genes with its environment.

Response variables: are variables for the estimation of toxicity derived from any measured variables describing biomass by different methods of calculation. For this method, growth rates and yield are response variables derived from measurement variables like frond number, frond area, fresh weight or dry weight.

Semi-static (renewal) test: is a test in which the test solution is periodically replaced at specific intervals during the test.

Static test: is a test method without renewal of the test solution during the test.

Test endpoint: describes the general factor that will be changed by the test chemical relative to the control as aim of the test. In this method the test endpoint is inhibition of growth, which may be expressed by different response variables which are based on one or more measurement variables.

Test medium: is the complete synthetic growth medium on which test plants grow when exposed to the test substance. The test substance will normally be dissolved in the test medium.

Yield: is the value of a measurement variable to express biomass at the end of the exposure period minus the measurement variable at the start of the exposure period.

1.3. PRINCIPLE OF THE TEST

Exponentially growing plant cultures of the genus *Lemna* are allowed to grow as monocultures in different concentrations of the test substance over a period of seven days. The objective of the test is to quantify substance-related effects on vegetative growth over this period, based on assessments of selected measurement variables. Frond number is the primary measurement variable. At least one other measurement variable (total frond area, dry weight or fresh weight) is also measured, since some substances may affect other measurement variables much more than frond numbers. To quantify substance-related effects, growth in the test solutions is compared with that of the controls and the concentration bringing about a specified x % inhibition of growth (e.g. 50 %) is determined and expressed as the ECx (e.g. EC50).

The test endpoint is inhibition of growth, expressed as logarithmic increase in the measurement variable (average specific growth rate) during the exposure period. From the average specific growth rates recorded in a series of test solutions, the concentration bringing about a specified x % inhibition of growth rate (e.g. 50 %) is determined and expressed as the ExCx (e.g. E50).
An additional response variable used in this Testing Method is yield, which may be needed to fulfil specific regulatory requirements in some countries. It is defined as the measurement variables at the end of the exposure period minus the measurement variables at the start of the exposure period. From the yield recorded in a series of test solutions, the concentration bringing about a specified x % inhibition of yield (e.g., 50 %) is calculated and expressed as the E_{xC50} (e.g., E_{50C}).

In addition, the lowest observed effect concentration (LOEC) and the no observed effect concentration (NOEC) may be statistically determined.

1.4. INFORMATION ON THE TEST SUBSTANCE

An analytical method, with adequate sensitivity for quantification of the substance in the test medium, should be available.

Information on the test substance which may be useful in establishing the test conditions includes the structural formula, purity, water solubility, stability in water and light, pK_a, K_{ow}, vapour pressure and biodegradability. Water solubility and vapour pressure can be used to calculate Henry's Law constant, which will indicate if significant losses of the test substance during the test period are likely. This will help indicate whether particular steps to control such losses should be taken. Where information on the solubility and stability of the test substance is uncertain, it is recommended that these be assessed under the conditions of the test, i.e., growth medium, temperature, lighting regime to be used in the test.

When pH control of the test medium is particularly important, e.g., when testing metals or substances which are hydrolytically unstable, the addition of a buffer to the growth medium is recommended (see first paragraph in section 1.7.4). Further guidance for testing substances with physicochemical properties that make them difficult to test is provided in (11).

1.5. REFERENCE SUBSTANCE

Reference substance(s), such as 3,5-dichlorophenol used in the international ring test (10), may be tested as a means of checking the test procedure. It is advisable to test a reference substance at least twice a year or, where testing is carried out at a lower frequency, in parallel to the determination of the toxicity of a test substance.

1.6. VALIDITY OF THE TEST

For the test to be valid, the doubling time of frond number in the control must be less than 2.5 days (60 h), corresponding to approximately a seven-fold increase in seven days and an average specific growth rate of 0.275 d^{-1}. Using the media and test conditions described in this Testing Method, this criterion can be attained using a static test regime (8). It is also anticipated that this criterion will be achievable under semi-static and flow-through test conditions. Calculation of the doubling time is shown in section 2.1.

1.7. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

1.7.1. Apparatus

All equipment in contact with the test media should be made of glass or other chemically inert material. Glassware used for culturing and testing purposes should be cleaned of chemical contaminants that might leach into the test medium and should be sterile. The test vessels should be wide enough for the fronds of different colonies in the control vessels to grow without overlapping at the end of the test. It does not matter if the roots touch the bottoms of the test vessels, but a minimum depth of 20 mm and minimum volume of 100 ml in each test vessel is advised. The choice of test vessels is not critical as long as these requirements are met. Glass beakers, crystallising dishes or glass petri dishes of appropriate dimensions have all proved suitable. Test vessels must be covered to minimise evaporation and accidental contamination, while allowing necessary air exchange. Suitable test vessels, and particularly covers, must avoid shadowing or changes in the spectral characteristics of light.

The cultures and test vessels should not be kept together. This is best achieved using separate environmental growth chambers, incubators, or rooms. Illumination and temperature must be controllable and maintained at a constant level (see section 1.7.8).
1.7.2. **Test organism**

The organism used for this test is either *Lemna gibba* or *Lemna minor*. Short descriptions of duckweed species that have been used for toxicity testing are given in Appendix 1. Plant material may be obtained from a culture collection, another laboratory or from the field. If collected from the field, plants should be maintained in culture in the same medium as used for testing for a minimum of eight weeks prior to use. Field sites used for collecting starting cultures must be free of obvious sources of contamination. If obtained from another laboratory or from a culture collection they should be similarly maintained for a minimum of three weeks. The source of plant material and the species and clone (if known) used for testing should always be reported.

Monocultures, that are visibly free from contamination by other organisms such as algae and protozoa, should be used. Healthy plants of *L. minor* will consist of colonies comprising between two and five fronds, whilst healthy colonies of *L. gibba* may contain up to seven fronds.

The quality and uniformity of the plants used for the test will have a significant influence on the outcome of the test and should therefore be selected with care. Young, rapidly growing plants without visible lesions or discoloration (chlorosis) should be used. Good quality cultures are indicated by a high incidence of colonies comprising at least two fronds. A large number of single fronds is indicative of environmental stress, e.g. nutrient limitation, and plant material from such cultures should not be used for testing.

1.7.3. **Cultivation**

To reduce the frequency of culture maintenance (e.g. when no Lemna tests are planned for a period), cultures can be held under reduced illumination and temperature (4-10 °C). Details of culturing are given in Appendix 2. Obvious signs of contamination by algae or other organisms will require surface sterilisation of a sub-sample of *Lemna* fronds, followed by transfer to fresh medium (see Appendix 2). In this eventuality, the remaining contaminated culture should be discarded.

At least seven days before testing, sufficient colonies are transferred aseptically into fresh sterile medium and cultured for 7-10 days under the conditions of the test.

1.7.4. **Test medium**

Different media are recommended for *Lemna minor* and *Lemna gibba*, as described below. Careful consideration should be given to the inclusion of a pH buffer in the test medium (MOPS (4-morpholinepropane sulphonylic acid, CAS No: 1132-61-2; EINECS No: 214-478-5) in *L. minor* medium and NaHCO₃ in *L. gibba* medium) when it is suspected that it might react with the test substance and influence the expression of its toxicity. Steinberg Medium (12) is also acceptable as long as the validity criteria are met.

A modification of the Swedish standard (SIS) *Lemna* growth medium is recommended for culturing and testing with *L. minor*. The composition of this medium is given in Appendix 3.

The growth medium, 20X — AAP, as described in Appendix 3, is recommended for culturing and testing with *L. gibba*.

Steinberg medium, as described in Appendix 3, is also suitable for *L. minor*, but may also be used for *L. gibba* as long as the validity criteria are met.

1.7.5. **Test solutions**

Test solutions are usually prepared by dilution of a stock solution. Stock solutions of the test substance are normally prepared by dissolving the substance in growth medium.

The highest tested concentration of the test substance should not normally exceed the water solubility of the substance under the test conditions. It should be noted however that *Lemna* spp. float on the surface and may be exposed to substances that collect at the water-air interface (e.g. poorly water-soluble or hydrophobic substances or surface-active substances). Under such circumstances, exposure will result from material other than in solution and test concentrations may, depending on the characteristics of the test substance, exceed water solubility. For test substances of low water solubility it may be necessary to prepare a concentrated stock solution or dispersion of the substance using an organic solvent or dispersant in order to facilitate the addition of accurate quantities of the test substance to the test medium and aid in its dispersion and dissolution. Every effort should be
made to avoid the use of such materials. There should be no phytotoxicity resulting from the use of auxiliary solvents or dispersants. For example, commonly used solvents which do not cause phytotoxicity at concentrations up to 100 μl·l⁻¹ include acetone and dimethylformamide. If a solvent or dispersant is used, its final concentration should be reported and kept to a minimum (≤ 100 μl·l⁻¹), and all treatments and controls should contain the same concentration of solvent or dispersant. Further guidance on the use of dispersants is given in (11).

1.7.6. **Test and control groups**

Prior knowledge of the toxicity of the test substance to *Lemna*, e.g. from a range-finding test, will help in selecting suitable test concentrations. In the definitive toxicity test, there should normally be at least five test concentrations arranged in a geometric series. Preferably the separation factor between test concentrations should not exceed 3.2, but a larger value may be used where the concentration-response curve is flat. Justification should be provided if fewer than five concentrations are used. At least three replicates should be used at each test concentration.

In setting the range of test concentrations (for range-finding and/or for the definitive toxicity test), the following should be considered:

— To determine an ECₙₜ test concentrations should bracket the ECₙₜ value to ensure an appropriate level of confidence. For example, if estimating the EC₅₀, the highest test concentration should be greater than the EC₅₀ value. If the EC₅₀ value lies outside the range of test concentrations, associated confidence intervals will be large and a proper assessment of the statistical fit of the model may not be possible.

— If the aim is to estimate the LOEC/NOEC, the lowest test concentration should be low enough so that growth is not significantly less than that of the control. In addition, the highest test concentration should be high enough so that growth is significantly lower than that in the control. If this is not the case, the test will have to be repeated using a different concentration range (unless the highest concentration is at the limit of solubility or the maximum required limit concentration, e.g. 100 mg·l⁻¹).

Every test should include controls consisting of the same nutrient medium, number of fronds and colonies, environmental conditions and procedures as the test vessels but without the test substance. If an auxiliary solvent or dispersant is used, an additional control treatment with the solvent/dispersant present at the same concentration as that in the vessels with the test substance should be included. The number of replicate control vessels (and solvent vessels, if applicable) should be at least equal to, ideally twice, the number of vessels used for each test concentration.

If determination of NOEC is not required, the test design may be altered to increase the number of concentrations and reduce the number of replicates per concentration. However, the number of control replicates must be at least three.

1.7.7. **Exposure**

Colonies consisting of 2 to 4 visible fronds are transferred from the inoculum culture and randomly assigned to the test vessels under aseptic conditions. Each test vessel should contain a total of 9 to 12 fronds. The number of fronds and colonies should be the same in each test vessel. Experience gained with this method and ring-test data have indicated that using three replicates per treatment, with each replicate containing 9 to 12 fronds initially, is sufficient to detect differences in growth of approximately 4 to 7 % of inhibition calculated by growth rate (10 to 15 % calculated by yield) between treatments (10).

A randomised design for location of the test vessels in the incubator is required to minimise the influence of spatial differences in light intensity or temperature. A blocked design or random repositioning of the vessels when observations are made (or repositioning more frequently) is also required.
If a preliminary stability test shows that the test substance concentration cannot be maintained (i.e. the measured concentration falls below 80% of the measured initial concentration) over the test duration (7 days), a semi-static test regime is recommended. In this case, the colonies should be exposed to freshly prepared test and control solutions on at least two occasions during the test (e.g. days 3 and 5). The frequency of exposure to fresh medium will depend on the stability of the test substance; a higher frequency may be needed to maintain near-constant concentrations of highly unstable or volatile substances. In some circumstances, a flow-through procedure may be required (11)(13).

The exposure scenario through a foliar application (spray) is not covered in this Testing Method, instead see (14).

1.7.8. Incubation conditions

Continuous warm or cool white fluorescent lighting should be used to provide a light intensity selected from the range of 85-135 μE∙m⁻²∙s⁻¹ when measured in a photosynthetically active radiation (400-700 nm) at points the same distance from the light source as the *Lemna* fronds (equivalent to 6 500-10 000 lux). Any differences from the selected light intensity over the test area should not exceed ± 15%. The method of light detection and measurement, in particular the type of sensor, will affect the measured value. Spherical sensors (which respond to light from all angles above and below the plane of measurement) and 'cosine' sensors (which respond to light from all angles above the plane of measurement) are preferred to unidirectional sensors, and will give higher readings for a multi-point light source of the type described here.

The temperature in the test vessels should be 24 ± 2 °C. The pH of the control medium should not increase by more than 1.5 units during the test. However, deviation of more than 1.5 units would not invalidate the test when it can be shown that validity criteria are met. Additional care is needed on pH drift in special cases such as when testing unstable substances or metals. See (11) for further guidance.

1.7.9. Duration

The test is terminated 7 days after the plants are transferred into the test vessels.

1.7.10. Measurements and analytical determinations

At the start of the test, the frond number in the test vessels is counted and recorded, taking care to ensure that protruding, distinctly visible fronds are accounted for. Frond numbers appearing normal or abnormal, need to be determined at the beginning of the test, at least once every 3 days during the exposure period (i.e. on at least 2 occasions during the 7 day period), and at test termination. Changes in plant development, e.g. in frond size, appearance, indication of necrosis, chlorosis or gibbosity, colony break-up or loss of buoyancy, and in root length and appearance, should be noted. Significant features of the test medium (e.g. presence of undissolved material, growth of algae in the test vessel) should also be noted.

In addition to determinations of frond number during the test, effects of the test substance on one (or more) of the following measurement variables are also assessed:

(i) total frond area;
(ii) dry weight;
(iii) fresh weight.

Total frond area has an advantage that it can be determined for each test and control vessel at the start, during, and at the end of the test. Dry or fresh weight should be determined at the start of the test from a sample of the inoculum culture representative of what is used to begin the test, and at the end of the test with the plant material from each test and control vessel. If frond area is not measured, dry weight is preferred over fresh weight.

Total frond area, dry weight and fresh weight may be determined as follows:
(i) **Total frond area**: The total frond area of all colonies may be determined by image analysis. A silhouette of the test vessel and plants can be captured using a video camera (i.e. by placing the vessel on a light box) and the resulting image digitised. By calibration with flat shapes of known area, the total frond area in a test vessel may then be determined. Care should be taken to exclude interference caused by the rim of the test vessel. An alternative but more laborious approach is to photocopy test vessels and plants, cut out the resulting silhouette of colonies and determine their area using a leaf area analyser or graph paper. Other techniques (e.g. paper weight ratio between silhouette area of colonies and unit area) may also be appropriate.

(ii) **Dry weight**: All colonies are collected from each of the test vessels and rinsed with distilled or deionised water. They are blotted to remove excess water and then dried at 60 °C to a constant weight. Any root fragments should be included. The dry weight should be expressed to an accuracy of at least 0,1 mg.

(iii) **Fresh weight**: All colonies are transferred to pre-weighed polystyrene (or other inert material) tubes with small (1 mm) holes in the rounded bottoms. The tubes are then centrifuged at 3 000 rpm for 10 minutes at room temperature. Tubes, containing the now dried colonies, are re-weighed and the fresh weight is calculated by subtracting the weight of the empty tube.

1.7.10.1. **Frequency of measurements and analytical determinations**

If a static test design is used, the pH of each treatment should be measured at the beginning and end of the test. If a semi-static test design is used, the pH should be measured in each batch of 'fresh' test solution prior to each renewal and also in the corresponding 'spent' solutions.

Light intensity should be measured in the growth chamber, incubator or room at points the same distance from the light source as the *Lemna* fronds. Measurements should be made at least once during the test. The temperature of the medium in a surrogate vessel held under the same conditions in the growth chamber, incubator or room should be recorded at least daily.

During the test, the concentrations of the test substance are determined at appropriate intervals. In static tests, the minimum requirement is to determine the concentrations at the beginning and the end of the test.

In semi-static tests where the concentration of the test substance is not expected to remain within ± 20 % of the nominal concentration, it is necessary to analyse all freshly prepared test solutions and the same solutions at each renewal (see third paragraph in section 1.7.7). However, for those tests where the measured initial concentration of the test substance is not within ± 20 % of nominal, but where sufficient evidence can be provided to show that the initial concentrations are repeatable and stable (i.e. within the range 80-120 % of the initial concentration), chemical determinations may be carried out on only the highest and lowest test concentrations. In all cases, determination of test substance concentrations prior to renewal need only be performed on one replicate vessel at each test concentration (or the contents of the vessels pooled by replicate).

If a flow-through test is used, a similar sampling regime to that described for semi-static tests, including analysis at the start, mid-way through and at the end of the test, is appropriate, but measurement of ‘spent’ solutions is not appropriate in this case. In this type of test, the flow-rate of diluent and test substance or test substance stock solution should be checked daily.

If there is evidence that the concentration of the substance being tested has been satisfactorily maintained within ± 20 % of the nominal or measured initial concentration throughout the test, analysis of the results can be based on nominal or measured initial values. If the deviation from the nominal or measured initial concentration is greater than ± 20 %, analysis of the results should be based on the geometric mean concentration during exposure or models describing the decline of the concentration of the test substance (11).
1.7.11. Limit test

Under some circumstances, e.g. when a preliminary test indicates that the test substance has no toxic effects at concentrations up to 100 mg l⁻¹, or up to its limit of solubility in the test medium (whichever is the lower), a limit test involving a comparison of responses in a control group and one treatment group (100 mg l⁻¹ or a concentration equal to the limit of solubility), may be undertaken. It is strongly recommended that this be supported by analysis of the exposure concentration. All previously described test conditions and validity criteria apply to a limit test, with the exception that the number of treatment replicates should be doubled. Growth in the control and treatment group may be analysed using a statistical test to compare means, e.g. a Student’s t-test.

2. DATA AND REPORTING

2.1. DOUBLING TIME

To determine the doubling time (T_d) of frond number and adherence to this validity criterion by the study (section 1.6), the following formula is used with data obtained from the control vessels:

\[ T_d = \ln 2 / \mu \]

where \( \mu \) is the average specific growth rate determined as described in first and second paragraph in section 2.2.1.

2.2. RESPONSE VARIABLES

The purpose of the test is to determine the effects of the test substance on the vegetative growth of Lemna. This Testing Method describes two response variables, as member countries have different preferences and regulatory needs. In order for the test results to be acceptable in all member countries, the effects should be evaluated using both response variables (a) and (b) described below.

(a) Average specific growth rate: this response variable is calculated on the basis of changes in the logarithms of frond numbers, and in addition, on the basis of changes in the logarithms of another measurement parameter (total frond area, dry weight or fresh weight) over time (expressed per day) in the controls and each treatment group. It is sometimes referred to as relative growth rate (15).

(b) Yield: this response variable is calculated on the basis of changes in frond number, and in addition, on the basis of changes in another measurement parameter (total frond area, dry weight or fresh weight) in the controls and in each treatment group until the end of the test.

It should be noted that toxicity values calculated by using these two response variables are not comparable and this difference must be recognised when using the results of the test. EC₅₀ values based upon average specific growth rate (EC₅₀) will generally be higher than results based upon yield (Ey₅₀) if the test conditions of this Testing Method are adhered to, due to the mathematical basis of the respective approaches. This should not be interpreted as a difference in sensitivity between the two response variables, simply that the values are different mathematically. The concept of average specific growth rate is based on the general exponential growth pattern of duckweed in non-limited cultures, where toxicity is estimated on the basis of the effects on the growth rate, without being dependent on the absolute level of the specific growth rate of the control, slope of the concentration-response curve or on test duration. In contrast, results based upon the yield response variable are dependent upon all these other variables. Ey₅₀ is dependent on the specific growth rate of the duckweed species used in each test and on the maximum specific growth rate that can vary between species and even different clones. This response variable should not be used for comparing the sensitivity to toxicants among duckweed species or even different clones. While the use of average specific growth rate for estimating toxicity is scientifically preferred, toxicity estimates based on yield are also included in this Testing Method to satisfy current regulatory requirements in some countries.
Toxicity estimates should be based on frond number and on one additional measurement variable (total frond area, dry weight or fresh weight), because some substances may affect other measurement variables much more than the frond number. This effect would not be detected by calculating frond number only.

The number of fronds as well as any other recorded measurement variable, i.e. total frond area, dry weight or fresh weight, are tabulated together with the concentrations of the test substance for each measurement occasion. Subsequent data analysis e.g. to estimate a LOEC, NOEC or ECx should be based on the values for the individual replicates and not calculated means for each treatment group.

2.2.1. **Average specific growth rate**

The average specific growth rate for a specific period is calculated as the logarithmic increase in the growth variables — frond numbers and one other measurement variable (total frond area, dry weight or fresh weight) — using the formula below for each replicate of control and treatments:

\[
\mu_{i,j} = \frac{\ln(N_j) - \ln(N_i)}{t}
\]

where:

- \( \mu_{i,j} \): average specific growth rate from time \( i \) to \( j \)
- \( N_i \): measurement variable in the test or control vessel at time \( i \)
- \( N_j \): measurement variable in the test or control vessel at time \( j \)
- \( t \): time period from \( i \) to \( j \)

For each treatment group and control group, calculate a mean value for the growth rate along with variance estimates.

The average specific growth rate should be calculated for the entire test period (time \( i \) in the above formula is the beginning of the test and time \( j \) is the end of the test). For each test concentration and control, calculate a mean value for average specific growth rate along with the variance estimates. In addition, the section-by-section growth rate should be assessed in order to evaluate effects of the test substance occurring during the exposure period (e.g. by inspecting log-transformed growth curves). Substantial differences between the section-by-section growth rate and the average growth rate indicate deviation from constant exponential growth and that close examination of the growth curves is warranted. In this case, a conservative approach would be to compare specific growth rates from treated cultures during the time period of maximum inhibition to those for controls during the same time period.

Percentage inhibition of growth rate (\( I_r \)) may then be calculated for each test concentration (treatment group) according to the following formula:

\[
\% I_r = \left( \frac{\mu_c - \mu_T}{\mu_c} \right) \times 100
\]

where:

- \( \% I_r \): percentage inhibition in average specific growth rate
- \( \mu_c \): mean value for \( \mu \) in the control
- \( \mu_T \): mean value for \( \mu \) in the treatment group

2.2.2. **Yield**

Effects on yield are determined on the basis of two measurement variables, frond number and one other measurement variable (total frond area, dry weight or fresh weight) present in each test vessel at the start and end of the test. For dry weight or fresh weight, the starting biomass is determined on the basis of a sample of fronds taken from the same batch used to inoculate the test vessels (see second paragraph in section 1.7.3). For each test
concentration and control, calculate a mean value for yield along with variance estimates. The mean percentage inhibition in yield (% $I_y$) may be calculated for each treatment group as follows:

$$\% I_y = \frac{(b_c - b_T)}{b_c} \times 100$$

where:
- $\% I_y$: percentage reduction in yield
- $b_c$: final biomass minus starting biomass for the control group
- $b_T$: final biomass minus starting biomass in the treatment group

### 2.2.3. Plotting concentration-response curves

Concentration-response curves relating mean percentage inhibition of the response variable ($I_r$, $O_r$, or $I_y$ calculated as shown in the last paragraph of section 2.2.1 or in section 2.2.2) and the log concentration of the test substance should be plotted.

### 2.2.4. EC$_x$ estimation

Estimates of the EC$_x$ (e.g. EC$_{50}$) should be based upon both average specific growth rate ($E_rC_x$) and yield ($E_yC_x$), each of which should in turn be based upon frond number and one additional measurement variable (total frond area, dry weight, or fresh weight). This is because there are test substances that impact frond number and other measurement variables differently. The desired toxicity parameters are therefore four EC$_x$ values for each inhibition level $x$ calculated: $E_rC_x$ (frond number); $E_rC_x$ (total frond area, dry weight, or fresh weight); $E_yC_x$ (frond number); and $E_yC_x$ (total frond area, dry weight, or fresh weight).

### 2.3. STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

The aim is to obtain a quantitative concentration-response relationship by regression analysis. It is possible to use a weighted linear regression after having performed a linearising transformation of the response data — for instance into probit or logit or Weibull units (16), but non-linear regression procedures are preferred techniques that better handle unavoidable data irregularities and deviations from smooth distributions. Approaching either zero or total inhibition, such irregularities may be magnified by the transformation, interfering with the analysis (16). It should be noted that standard methods of analysis using probit, logit, or Weibull transforms are intended for use on quantal (e.g. mortality or survival) data, and must be modified to accommodate growth rate or yield data. Specific procedures for determination of EC$_x$ values from continuous data can be found in (17), (18), and (19).

For each response variable to be analysed, use the concentration-response relationship to calculate point estimates of EC$_x$ values. When possible, the 95% confidence limits for each estimate should be determined. Goodness of fit of the response data to the regression model should be assessed either graphically or statistically. Regression analysis should be performed using individual replicate responses, not treatment group means.

EC$_{50}$ estimates and confidence limits may also be obtained using linear interpolation with bootstrapping (20), if available regression models/methods are unsuitable for the data.

For estimation of the LOEC and hence the NOEC, it is necessary to compare treatment means using analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques. The mean for each concentration must then be compared with the control mean using an appropriate multiple comparison or trend test method. Dunnett's or Williams' test may be useful (21)(22)(23)(24). It is necessary to assess whether the ANOVA assumption of homogeneity of variance holds. This assessment may be performed graphically or by a formal test (25). Suitable tests are Levene's or Bartlett's. Failure to meet the assumption of homogeneity of variances can sometimes be corrected by logarithmic transformation of the data. If heterogeneity of variance is extreme and cannot be corrected by transformation, analysis by methods such as step-down Jonkheere trend tests should be considered. Additional guidance on determining the NOEC can be found in (19).
Recent scientific developments have led to a recommendation of abandoning the concept of NOEC and replacing it with regression based point estimates EC\textsubscript{x}. An appropriate value for x has not been established for this Lemna test. However, a range of 10 to 20 % appears to be appropriate (depending on the response variable chosen), and preferably both the EC\textsubscript{10} and EC\textsubscript{20} should be reported.

3. **REPORTING**

3.1. **TEST REPORT**

The test report must include the following:

**Test substance:**
- physical nature and physicochemical properties, including water solubility limit,
- chemical identification data (e.g. CAS Number), including purity.

**Test species:**
- scientific name, clone (if known) and source.

**Test conditions:**
- test procedure used (static, semi-static or flow-through),
- date of start of the test and its duration,
- test medium,
- description of the experimental design: test vessels and covers, solution volumes, number of colonies and fronds per test vessel at the beginning of the test,
- test concentrations (nominal and measured as appropriate) and number of replicates per concentration,
- methods of preparation of stock and test solutions including the use of any solvents or dispersants,
- temperature during the test,
- light source, light intensity and homogeneity,
- pH values of the test and control media,
- test substance concentrations and the method of analysis with appropriate quality assessment data (validation studies, standard deviations or confidence limits of analyses),
- methods for determination of frond number and other measurement variables, e.g. dry weight, fresh weight or frond area,
- all deviations from this Testing Method.

**Results:**
- raw data: number of fronds and other measurement variables in each test and control vessel at each observation and occasion of analysis,
- means and standard deviations for each measurement variable,
- growth curves for each concentration (recommended with log transformed measurement variable, see second paragraph in section 2.2.1),
- doubling time/growth rate in the control based on the frond number,
— calculated response variables for each treatment replicate, with mean values and coefficient of variation for replicates,

— graphical representation of the concentration/effect relationship,

— estimates of toxic endpoints for response variables e.g. EC_{50}, EC_{10}, EC_{20}, and associated confidence intervals. If calculated, LOEC and/or NOEC and the statistical methods used for their determination,

— if ANOVA has been used, the size of the effect which can be detected (e.g. the least significant difference),

— any stimulation of growth found in any treatment,

— any visual signs of phytotoxicity as well as observations of test solutions,

— discussion of the results, including any influence on the outcome of the test resulting from deviations from this Testing Method.

4. LITERATURE


(3) Guidance on information requirements and chemical safety assessment — Chapter R.7b: Endpoint specific guidance; Table 7.8.3 Summary of difficult substance testing issues, available at:


Appendix 1

Description of *Lemna* spp.

The aquatic plant commonly referred to as duckweed, *Lemna* spp., belongs to the family Lemnaceae which has a number of worldwide species in four genera. Their different appearance and taxonomy have been exhaustively described (1)(2). *Lemna gibba* and *L. minor* are species representative of temperate areas and are commonly used for toxicity tests. Both species have a floating or submerged discoid stem (frond) and a very thin root emanates from the centre of the lower surface of each frond. *Lemna* spp. rarely produce flowers and the plants reproduce by vegetatively producing new fronds (3). In comparison with older plants, the younger ones tend to be paler, have shorter roots and consist of two to three fronds of different sizes. The small size of *Lemna*, its simple structure, asexual reproduction and short generation time makes plants of this genus very suitable for laboratory testing (4)(5).

Because of probable interspecies variation in sensitivity, only comparisons of sensitivity within a species are valid.

Examples of *Lemna* species which have been used for testing: Species Reference


Sources of *Lemna* species

University of Toronto Culture Collection of Algae and Cyanobacteria
Department of Botany, University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5S 3 B2
Tel. +1-416-978-3641
Fax +1-416-978-5878
e-mail: jacremen@botany.utoronto.ca
http://www.botany.utoronto.ca/utcc

North Carolina State University
Forestry Dept
Duckweed Culture Collection
Campus Box 8002
Raleigh, NC 27695-8002
UNITED STATES
Tel. 001 (919) 515-7572
astomp@unity.ncsu.edu
Literature


Appendix 2

Maintenance of stock culture

Stock cultures can be maintained under lower temperatures (4-10 °C) for longer times without needing to be re-established. The *Lemna* growth medium may be the same as that used for testing but other nutrient rich media can be used for stock cultures.

Periodically, a number of young, light-green plants are removed to new culture vessels containing fresh medium using an aseptic technique. Under the cooler conditions suggested here, sub-culturing may be conducted at intervals of up to three months.

Chemically clean (acid-washed) and sterile glass culture vessels should be used and aseptic handling techniques employed. In the event of contamination of the stock culture e.g. by algae or fungi, steps are necessary to eliminate the contaminating organisms. In the case of algae and most other contaminating organisms, this can be achieved by surface sterilisation. A sample of the contaminated plant material is taken and the roots cut off. The material is then shaken vigorously in clean water, followed by immersion in a 0.5 % (v/v) sodium hypochlorite solution for between 30 seconds and 5 minutes. The plant material is then rinsed with sterile water and transferred, as a number of batches, into culture vessels containing fresh growth medium. Many fronds will die as a result of this treatment, especially if longer exposure periods are used, but some of those surviving will usually be free of contamination. These can then be used to re-inoculate new cultures.
Different growth media are recommended for *L. minor* and *L. gibba*. For *L. minor*, a modified Swedish Standard (SIS) medium is recommended whilst for *L. gibba*, 20X AAP medium is recommended. Compositions of both media are given below. When preparing these media, reagent or analytical-grade chemicals and deionised water should be used.

**Swedish Standard (SIS) Lemna growth medium**

— Stock solutions I-V are sterilised by autoclaving (120 °C, 15 minutes) or by membrane filtration (approximately 0,2 μm pore size).

— Stock VI (and optionally VII) are sterilised by membrane filtration only; these should not be autoclaved.

— Sterile stock solutions should be stored under cool and dark conditions. Stocks I-V should be discarded after six months whilst stocks VI (and optionally VII) have a shelf life of one month.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock solution No.</th>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Concentration in stock solution (g l(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Concentration in prepared medium (mg l(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Prepared medium</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Concentration (mg l(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>NaNO(_3)</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Na; N</td>
<td>32; 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KH(_2)PO(_4)</td>
<td>1,34</td>
<td>13,4</td>
<td>K; P</td>
<td>6,0; 2,4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>MgSO(_4) \cdot 7\text{H}_2\text{O}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Mg; S</td>
<td>7,4; 9,8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>CaCl(_2) \cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O}</td>
<td>7,2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Ca; Cl</td>
<td>9,8; 17,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Na(_2)CO(_3)</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2,3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>H(_3)BO(_3)</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0,17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MnCl(_2) \cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O}</td>
<td>0,20</td>
<td>0,20</td>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>0,056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Na(_2)MoO(_4) \cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O}</td>
<td>0,010</td>
<td>0,010</td>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>0,0040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnSO(_4) \cdot 7\text{H}_2\text{O}</td>
<td>0,050</td>
<td>0,050</td>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>0,011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CuSO(_4) \cdot 5\text{H}_2\text{O}</td>
<td>0,0050</td>
<td>0,0050</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0,0013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co(NO(_3))(_2) \cdot 6\text{H}_2\text{O}</td>
<td>0,010</td>
<td>0,010</td>
<td>Co</td>
<td>0,0020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>FeCl(_3) \cdot 6\text{H}_2\text{O}</td>
<td>0,17</td>
<td>0,84</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>0,17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Na(_2)EDTA\cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O}</td>
<td>0,28</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>MOPS (buffer)</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

— To prepare one litre of SIS medium, the following are added to 900 ml of deionised water:

— 10 ml of stock solution I

— 5 ml of stock solution II

— 5 ml of stock solution III

— 5 ml of stock solution IV

— 1 ml of stock solution V

— 5 ml of stock solution VI

— 1 ml of stock solution VII (optional)

Note: A further stock solution VII (MOPS buffer) may be needed for certain test substances (see last paragraph in section 1.4).

— The pH is adjusted to 6,5 ± 0,2 with either 0,1 or 1 mol HCl or NaOH, and the volume adjusted to one litre with deionised water.
20X AAP growth medium

Stock solutions are prepared in sterile distilled or deionised water.

Sterile stock solutions should be stored under cool and dark conditions. Under these conditions the stock solutions will have a shelf life of at least 6-8 weeks.

Five nutrient stock solutions (A1, A2, A3, B and C) are prepared for 20X — AAP medium, using reagent-grade chemicals. 20 ml of each nutrient stock solution are added to approximately 850 ml deionised water to produce the growth medium. The pH is adjusted to 7.5 ± 0.1 with either 0.1 or 1 mol HCl or NaOH, and the volume adjusted to one litre with deionised water. The medium is then filtered through a 0.2 μm (approximate) membrane filter into a sterile container.

The growth medium intended for testing should be prepared 1-2 days before use to allow the pH to stabilise. The pH of the growth medium should be checked prior to use and readjusted if necessary by addition of 0.1 or 1 M NaOH or HCl as described above.

The theoretically appropriate final bicarbonate concentration (which will avoid appreciable pH adjustment) is 15 mg/l, not 300 mg/l. However, the historical use of 20X-AAP medium, including the ring test for this method, is based upon 300 mg/l. (I. Sims, P. Whitehouse and R. Lacey. (1999) The OECD Lemna Growth Inhibition Test. Development and Ring-testing of draft OECD Test Guideline. R & D Technical Report EMA 003. WRc plc — Environment Agency.)

STEINBERG medium (After ISO 20079)

Concentrations and stock solutions

— The modified Steinberg medium is used in ISO 20079 for Lemna minor alone (as only Lemna minor is allowed there) but tests showed good results could be reached with Lemna gibba too.

— When preparing the medium, reagent- or analytical grade chemicals and deionised water should be used.

— Prepare the nutrient medium from stock solutions or the 10-fold concentrated medium which allows maximum concentration of the medium without precipitation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock solution No.</th>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Concentration in stock solution (g·l⁻¹) (*)</th>
<th>Concentration in prepared medium (mg·l⁻¹) (*)</th>
<th>Prepared medium Element</th>
<th>Concentration (mg·l⁻¹) (*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>NaNO₃</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>Na; N</td>
<td>190; 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MgCl₂·6H₂O</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>58,08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CaCl₂·2H₂O</td>
<td>4,4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>24,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>MgSO₄·7H₂O</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>38,22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>K₂HPO₄·3H₂O</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>K; P</td>
<td>9,4; 3,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>H₃BO₃</td>
<td>0,19</td>
<td>3,7</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MnCl₂·4H₂O</td>
<td>0,42</td>
<td>8,3</td>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FeCl₃·6H₂O</td>
<td>0,16</td>
<td>3,2</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>0,66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Na₂EDTA·2H₂O</td>
<td>0,30</td>
<td>6,0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnCl₂</td>
<td>3,3 mg·l⁻¹</td>
<td>66 μg·l⁻¹</td>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>31 μg·l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CoCl₂·6H₂O</td>
<td>1,4 mg·l⁻¹</td>
<td>29 μg·l⁻¹</td>
<td>Co</td>
<td>7,1 μg·l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Na₂MoO₄·2H₂O</td>
<td>7,3 mg·l⁻¹</td>
<td>145 μg·l⁻¹</td>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>58 μg·l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CuCl₂·2H₂O</td>
<td>0,012 mg·l⁻¹</td>
<td>0,24 μg·l⁻¹</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0,080 μg·l⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>NaHCO₃</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Na; C</td>
<td>220; 43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Unless noted

Footnote: The theoretically appropriate final bicarbonate concentration (which will avoid appreciable pH adjustment) is 15 mg/l, not 300 mg/l. However, the historical use of 20X-AAP medium, including the ring test for this method, is based upon 300 mg/l. (I. Sims, P. Whitehouse and R. Lacey. (1999) The OECD Lemna Growth Inhibition Test. Development and Ring-testing of draft OECD Test Guideline. R & D Technical Report EMA 003. WRc plc — Environment Agency.)
### Table 1

**pH-stabilised STEINBERG medium (modified acc. to Altenburger)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Nutrient medium</th>
<th>Macroelements</th>
<th>mol weight</th>
<th>mg/l</th>
<th>mmol/l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNO₃</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>101,12</td>
<td>350,00</td>
<td>3,46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca(NO₃)₂ · 4H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>236,15</td>
<td>295,00</td>
<td>1,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH₂PO₄</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>136,09</td>
<td>90,00</td>
<td>0,66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂HPO₄</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>174,18</td>
<td>12,60</td>
<td>0,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgSO₄ · 7H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>246,37</td>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>0,41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Nutrient medium</th>
<th>Microelements</th>
<th>mol weight</th>
<th>µg/l</th>
<th>µmol/l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₃BO₃</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>61,83</td>
<td>120,00</td>
<td>1,94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnSO₄ · 7H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>287,43</td>
<td>180,00</td>
<td>0,63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂MoO₄ · 2H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>241,92</td>
<td>44,00</td>
<td>0,18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnCl₂ · 4H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>197,84</td>
<td>180,00</td>
<td>0,91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeCl₃ · 6H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>270,21</td>
<td>760,00</td>
<td>2,81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTA Disodium-dihydrate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>372,24</td>
<td>1 500,00</td>
<td>4,03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

**Stock solutions (Macroelements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock solution</th>
<th>Macroelements (50-fold concentrated)</th>
<th>g/l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 1:</td>
<td>KNO₃</td>
<td>17,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KH₂PO₄</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K₂HPO₄</td>
<td>0,63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 2:</td>
<td>MgSO₄ · 7H₂O</td>
<td>5,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 3:</td>
<td>Ca(NO₃)₂ · 4H₂O</td>
<td>14,75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

**Stock solutions (Microelements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock solution</th>
<th>Microelements (1 000-fold concentrated)</th>
<th>mg/l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 4:</td>
<td>H₃BO₃</td>
<td>120,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 5:</td>
<td>ZnSO₄ · 7H₂O</td>
<td>180,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 6:</td>
<td>Na₂MoO₄ · 2H₂O</td>
<td>44,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 7:</td>
<td>MnCl₂ · 4H₂O</td>
<td>180,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock solution 8:</td>
<td>FeCl₃ · 6H₂O</td>
<td>760,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EDTA Disodium-dihydrate</td>
<td>1 500,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
— Stock solutions 2 and 3 and separately 4 to 7 may be pooled (taking into account the required concentrations).

— For longer shelf life, treat stock solutions in an autoclave at 121 °C for 20 min. or alternatively carry out a sterile filtration (0,2 µm). For stock solution 8, sterile filtration (0,2 µm) is strongly recommended.

**Preparation of the final concentration of STEINBERG medium (modified)**

— Add 20 ml of stock solutions 1, 2 and 3 (see table 2) to about 900 ml deionised water to avoid precipitation.

— Add 1,0 ml of stock solutions 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 (see table 3).

— The pH should be 5,5 ± 0,2 (adjust by addition of a minimised volume of NaOH solution or HCl).

— Adjust with water to 1 000 ml.

— If stock solutions are sterilised and appropriate water is used no further sterilisation is necessary. If sterilisation is done with the final medium, stock solution 8 should be added after autoclaving (at 121 °C for 20 min).

**Preparation of 10-fold-concentrated STEINBERG medium (modified) for intermediate storage**

— Add to 20 ml of stock solutions 1, 2 and 3 (see table 2) to about 30 ml water to avoid precipitation.

— Add 1,0 ml of stock solutions 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 (see table 3). Adjust with water to 100 ml.

— If stock solutions are sterilised and appropriate water is used no further sterilisation is necessary. If sterilisation is done with the final medium, stock solution 8 should be added after autoclaving (at 121 °C for 20 min).

— The pH of the medium (final concentration) should be 5,5 ± 0,2.